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ABSTRACT

Since 1979, Quaternary and geothorphic studies in the Paradox Basin have
focused on-identification-of Quaternary deposits and-soils,tand geomorphic --
processes- that maytaffect- the -sitihgtandaintegnity of a -developed-repositoryt - -
Studies have included paleoclimatic asSessments and evaluation of the Needles
Fault zone, and an assessment of geologic age dating results and techniques.

Fossil pollen, snail shells, pack vat middens, and Holocene stratigraphic
units have been examined as potential paleoclimatic indicators. Of these, the
most definitive data have been an interpreted "3,000-year vegetation record
found in the pack rat middens. This record defines the late Pleistocene-
Holocene -eiimatic transition at approximately -'0-,000- years-ago otand -indicates -
that temperature decreased and precipitation increased during the late Pleis-
tocene relative to the present. In the Needles Fault zone, age dating results
and geomorphic studies indicate that the northeastern grabens may be the
youngest and that the system is at least 65,000 years old. Using this date
and an assumed Colorado River incision rate, the maximum rate at which grabens
have spread eastward from the river canyon can be estimated,

The most useful age dating techniques for the Paradox Basin are the
accumulation of pedogenic carbonate in the soil profile, radiocarbon dating,
thermoluminescence dating, amino acid diagenesis of mollusk shells, paleomag-
netic anatysis of early Pleistocene deposits, and topographic position of
dcposits and surfaces. Method applicability depends on the datable materials
present, the estimated age -" the sample or deposit, and potential con-
taminants that could aff,, :alysis.



FOREWORD

The-National, Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS) Trogram was . establAshed in -

-1976 by the 11:37 -Department of-Energy's-(DOE-) predecesSOTI-the-Ency-6-Researeti-
-and-Development -AdmintstratiOth ln September 1983, this prwram became the 
Civiliah Radioactive Waste Management C(;HWM) Program. Its prpose is co
develop technology and provide facilities for safe, enviromentally accept-
able, permanent disposal of high-level waste (HLW). HLW tncludes wastes from
6w:hi commercial and defense sources, such as spent (used) Cuel from nuclear
power reactors, accumulations of wastes from production ol' nuclear weapons,
and solidified wastes from fuel reprocessing.

The inforMation in this report perLainS to the Paiadox Basin geolOgic
studies of the Salt Repostory Protect of the Office Gr Geologic Repositories
in the CRWM Program.
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INTROMMON .

Several siting criteria of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) require that various aspects of

:-QuatornarygeolOgYIand geomorphology .belstudied-to-tvaluate theisuitability .

of a proposed repository site. These regulatory criteria require that - a site
setting has exhibited structural, tectonic, hydrogeologib, and geomorphic
stability since the start of the Quaternary period. Additionally, the nature
and rate of tectonic, structural, hydrogeologic, and geomorphic processes that
have occurred since the start of the Quaternary period must be such that, when
projected into the future, they should not affeet, or should favorably affect,
the ability of the geologic repository 'to isolate the waste.

Accordingly, the repository must remain below the death of erosion ahd
denudation during its lifetime and be sited in an area where no significant
geologic event, such as local dissolution, faulting, igneous activity, fold-
ing, fracturing, uplift, or subsidence has occurred during Quaternary time.
The potential effects of climatic changes on the geochemisal, hydrologic,
and geomorphic processes occurring in the vicinity of the site are aiso of
particular interest.

The identification and correlation of Quaternary deposits and soils
provide a means of addressing siting issues and evaluating the suitability
of areas in the Paradox Basin for potential repository sites. These tasks are
most easily: and reliably accomplished when the age of the deposits or soils of
interest can be ascertained. Dates provide a means of correlation and can be
Used to establish the rates at which geologic processes are occurring, thereby
addressing many of the technical criteria outlined in 10 CER Part 60, Disposal
of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories; Technical. Criteria.
Interpretations derived from the dated deposits can also be used to recon-

struot conditions, such as climatic controls, that would have affected the
deposits or soils at the time of their formation. These climatic conditions

and thtir effect 9n geomorphic processes tan then be projected into the future
to assess potential effects of future climatic variability, another regulatory

issue. Therefore, the dating of Quaternary deposits has comprised a signif-

icant aspeet of the Geornorpheloky/Quaternary HiatOrý discipline of the ParadoX

Basin studies.

1,1 HISTORY OF QUATERNARY STUDIES

Quaternary studies have been a technical discipline of Paradox Basin
studies since regional evaluations were begun by Woodward-Clyde Consultants

(WCC) in 1979. In the initial geologic overview of the Paradox Basin study
region, the types and occurrence of Qbaternary deposits were described, and

an estimate of the long-term rates of incision and scarp retreat was given.

This work (WCC, 1983) was based on a review of available literature.

Eield studies began in 1979 and continued Intermittently through

September 19.82. The aerial and ground surveys cf sumer 1979 provided an
overview.of the area, and foeused on identifying areas where additiona work

was±fcasible-amd would be-most-eMotive for obtaining data. Efforts- ere--
tbncentratediin successive years on these spenific.dataitocationsi,:: Data:



collected prior to January 1982 were reported in the Geologic Characterization
Report for the study areas jWCC, 1982a)-within the Paradox Basin study region.

Overviews of geomorphic processes that are, and have been occurring in the
Paradox Basin, erosion rates, paleoclimatic variability, and Quaternary
deposits and soils were discussed in thisTeport r9rJhe entireiregion, and
for the OibeonDome, Elk Ridge, Lisbon Valley, and Salt - Valley .study areas ---- -
(WCC, 1982a). These reports included dating and pedologic analyses of samples
collected during the previous field seasons (primarily 1980 and 1981). How-
ever, not all the data had been received from the analytical laboratories when
the 1982 reports were compiled; these data are reported in this document.

The brief (3 weeks) 1982 field effort was in support of future charac-
terization of the Davis and Lavender Canyon sites. It focused on collecting
geologic and macrofossil data in order toreconstruct paieoclimatic condi-
tions, and 'to make a preliminary assessment of the deformational history of
the Needleu Fault zone of Canyonlands National Park. The character and vari-
ation in Holocene deposits in the Salt Creek drainage, which lies along the
eastern border of the park, were examined to identify sedimentologic changes
that might be attributed to climatic change. A subcontractor collected pack
rat middens to assess the feasibility of reconstructing paleoclimates from
plant macrofossils, and several geologic samples were collected to date
Holocene deposits in the Needles Fault zone and along Salt Creek. Laboratory
analyses of the 1982 samples were completed in December 1983. The pack rat
data were subsequently published as a separate report (Betancourt and Biggar,
1985); the results of the Canyonlands studies are reported in Chapters 2
and 3.

1,2 PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

The purpose of this report is twofold. First, it presents the results
of studies completed since the compilation of the Geologic Characterization
Report (WCC, 1982a), Accordingly, Chapter 2 contains the results of late
Pleistocene/Holocene paleoclimatic studies conducted to date; data gathered on
the Quaternary history of the Needles Fault zone are discussed in Chapter 3.

The second objective of the report is to provide a compilation and an
assessment of the geologic dates that have been derived from Quaternary
deposits and soils sampled during the course' of the project. Chapter 4
presents the results of determinations and estimates that have been made-
by laboratory analyses of samples collected since the project began. Most
of these dates have been given in previous reports in the context of describ-
ing and correlating Quaternary deposits and soils. However, they have not
been evaluated as an entity in terms of the reliability and applicability of
specific techniques, nor has the comparison of results obtained from multiple
techniques been compared for single locations. Chapter 4 is a compilation and
evaluation of all the dating techniques that have bccn used on this project.
In addition to the application of this information to the geologic characteri-
zation of the site, the data are also of interest to those in the scientific
comMunity who are dorking in similar geologic and physical environments,

Localities referred to throughout the text are shown on Figure 1-1; age
data_relating. to those localities are -listed - in Tabie 1-1. For convenience,
many of the data given in .Table.171 are organizeljnto smaller tables - in
Chapter 4, where the data are discussed and evaluated,
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Table 1-1 Geologic Age Data Collected at Localities in the Paradox Basin, Utah
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Tab creOlooic toe Data Co ed at Locailties in tM Paradox Swain, Utab

(Dade 14 of lx)
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2.0 HOLOCENE PALEOCLIMATE STUDIES

Potential climatic trends are of Interest to repository studies because
of their possible effect on ground-water recharge and flow, and;on the rate at

--which geomorphic processes are-occurring.- Major'periodsiof - widespread - glaclar — —
tion occurred in the Rooky Mountain region throughout Pleistocene time. In
t.he Paradox Basin, coarse-grained pre-Holocene fluvial deposits and buried
soils (WCC, 1982a, Vol. I, pp. 3-23 to 3-25) attest to the occurrence of these
periodic climatic changes. The most recent; major change from a cool, wet,
late Pleistocene climate, which is associated with mountain glaciation in the
western United States, to conditions that resemble the present-day environment
occurred approximately 11,000 to 8,000 years ago (Spaulding et al,, 1983;

-Maker-, H983;-Betancourti 1984).--Althongh rainfall and temperature since- then
have varied, no changes during the Holocene period (the last 10,000 years)
have been as large as those accompanying a major glacial ice advance and
retreat.

Initial Quaternary studies for the Paradox Basin Project focused on pre-
Holocene fluvial terrace deposits resulting from glacial and periglacial
activity at the headwaters of streams in the study area (WCC, 1982a). Streams
draining the abajo, La Sal, and Henry Mountains received large sediment loads
as a result of this activity, This led to the development of nested gravel
terraces in the downstream portions of the stream valleys. The Pleistocene
dcposits consist primarily of gravel clasts and boulders, and are clearly
distinct from the overlying fine-grained deposits that are interpreted to be
representative of Holocene fluvial depositional regimes. The youngest dates
derived from the gravel deposits, based on theridoluminescence (TL) analyses
of fine-grained material separated from a gravel matrix, are 9,300 and
17,700 years before present (BP) (Section 4.1,3). However, as discussed in
Section 4.1.3, the samples may have been contaminated by younger eolian silt
that had filtered down into the gravel horizon where the samples were
collected.

Me studies reported in this chapter are focused on the Pleistocene/
Holocene transition period and on climatic fluctuations that occurred during
Holocene time. Methods that are particularly useful for studying paleo-
climates of this age range include examination of (1) paleovegetation incor-
porated into dateable late Pleistocene and Holocene pack rat middens,
(2) pollen.records from bogs or lakes, and (3) fossil mollusk assemblages
in sedimentary deposits. Paleoclimatic data can also be interpreted from the
sedimentologic character of fluvial deposits, which record recognizable stream
regime changes that may be climate-related.

All these methods were preliminarily used in the Paradox Basin studies to
determine if the methods were feasible and useful. The contents of pack rat
middens collected from two caves in the Elk Ridge area were analyzed; and a
shallow core, collected from the shore of a natural lake, Duck Lake, in the
Abajo Mountains, was examined for pollen. Several samples were collected to
date and correlate stratigraphic units in Salt Creek and in Canyonlands
National Park to assess if sedimentologic changes may have been climatically
controlled. Finally, snails collected from stream deposits, primarily in the

-Elk Ridge area, were identlfled and irterpreted for their -environmental
sensitivity. ---; -



2,1 PRESENT CLIMATIC SETTtNG

Most of southeastern Utah haa a warm, semiarid climate at present.
Arid conditions prevail along canyon bottoms and on the plateaus, and coolep,_

40re _humid conditions-occur—in -the-higher-portions or the-La Sal and -Abajo -

Mountains. - Three sources of mo)st. air are important rn producing precipi-
tation in southeastern Utah:

1. During the winter months, Pacific frontal storms bring rain and snow
to the area as the storms move eastward from the Pacific Coast to
the Rocky Mountains. The normal track of Lhese winter storms is
north of the Paradox Bauin, so the resulting precipitation in the

area is relatively low. . •

2 Precipitation during the late sumer months (July-September) is the
result of intense convectional storms whose principal moisture
souree is warm, rnoist air carried northwest from the Gulf of Mexioo.
The Paradox Basin. is presently near the northwestern limit of .
influence for Ulf moisture,

3, During late summer, moist maritime air may also be carried into
southeastern Utah from Lhe Gulf' of California (Betancourt and
Biggar, 1985). Much of' the summer precipitation in the area occurs
as localized thunderstorms caused by convection over the intensely
heated desert areas and orographic uplift over the La Sal and Abajo

Mountains.

The average annual precipitation in southeastern Utah ranges from less
than 150 rum (6 in) to over 760 mm (30 in) (Figure 2-1; Table 2-1). Areas
lower than approximately 2,130 m (7,000 ft), which eonstitute most of the
region, have annual precipitation totals of less than 355 mm (14 in)
(Figure 2-1), Precipitation is highest in Lhe La Sal and Abajo Mountains,
where areas above approximately 2,740 m (9,000 ft) receive morc than 635 MI
(25 in) per year. Salt Valley and the iow-lying areas adjacent to the
Colorado, Green, and San Juan Rivers have annual precipitation values that are
less than 200 mm (8 in). The lowest: precipitation values are recorden aL
Green River (152 mm [6 in]) and Hanksville (135 mm [5.3 inl) (Table 2-1) in
the Green River Desert,

The mean annual temperatures in portions of southeastern Utah below
2,130 m (7,000 ft) range from 1,6 to 15,0°C (45.7 to 58,9°F) (Table 2-2).
Summer temperatures in excess of 37,8°C (100°F) are common at elevations less
than approximately 1,830 m (6,000 ft). 8uhrreezing temperatures commonly
cause winter precipitation to fall as snow throughout the region. Snowpack in
the La Sal and Abajo Mountains is a significant source of spring runoff in
streams such as Pack Creek, Indian Creek, Cottonwood Creek, and Cottonwood
Wash,
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Table 2-1 Mean Annual Erecioi arion at Selected Monitoring
Stations in the Paradox Basin

Stationm

Station
No_ on

Fig. 2-1
El eva on Per od of

Record Used

Number
of Years
of Data(b)

Average
Precipitation(9)

Meters Feet r.m in

Bullfrog Basin 1,165 3,822 1968-1980 13 158 6.24
Mcer 4Nw. 2 1,208 3,965 1931-1980 46 214 8.42
reen River 2 1,240 4,070 1931-1980 52 152 5.97

Peaks-v1.11e 4 1,313 4,308 1931-1980 48 135 5.31
Bluff 5 1,315 4,315 1931-1980 50 198 7.81
Carvonlants,
The Neerles 1 ,536 5,040 1966-1980 15 212  8.3E

Thompsons 1,570 5,150 1931-1380 42 222 8.75
Ganyonlancs,
' The Neck 1,798 5,900 1966-1980 15 216 8.50
Pleading 9 1,868 6,130 1931-1980 50 304 11.96
Natural Bridges

1 Nat'l. Monument 10 1,981 6,500 1966-1980 15 298 11 73
Monticello 11 2,079 6,820 1931-1980 47 360 14.19
La Sal "4" 12 2,125 6,975 1930-1962 24  326 12_85
La Sal "B" 13  2,048 6,720 1964-1981 15  343 13.51
(tamp Jackson(e) 14 2,804 9,200 1959-1980 13 704 27.70
Lin Sal Mtns. Upner(e) 15 2,865 9,400 1959-1980 16 728 28.66
Buckboard FlatC9). 2,865 9,400 1957-1980 20 780 30.69

1906-1980 Average
8tations With

ea 504yr Record(d)
mid - in •

215 8.48

150 5-92
143 5.62
207 8.15

Station operated by U.S. Dept. of Commerce, unless otherwise noted. Sources of data: U.S. Department of
Agriculture (1930); U.S. Department of Commerce (1965; 1960-1981); sou Conservation Service (1978)1-
Annual totals are unavailable for some years at some stations.
Averages calculated for water years, October 1 - September 20.
These 15-yoar averages are included for long-term stations for better comparison with more recently
staciors. In general, precipitation for 196E-1980 was slightly greater than that for 1931-1980. ,

Station operated by Soil ConserVation Service, Salt Lake City.



Table 2-2. Mean Annual Temperature at Selected Monitoring
Stations in the Paradox Basin

Station Period of Number Average
No, on Elevati_on_ Record of Years Temperature

Station Fig. 2-1 Meters Feet Used of Data °C 'V

Bullfrog Basin 1,165 3,822 :971-1980 10 15.0 59.0

Moab 4NW 2 1,208 3:965 1962-1979 15 13,5 56,3 --

Green Fiver 3 1,20 4.070 1961-1975 13 10,9 51.6

Nanksvilic 4 1,313 4,308 1961-1980 20 11,5 52.7

Bluff 5 1,315 4,315 1962-1980 18 11.7 53.0

Canyonlands,
The Needles 6 1,536 5,040 1966-1980 12 11.6 52.8

mompsons l 1,570 5,150 1961-1980 13 11.3 52,3

Canyonlands,
The Neck 1,798

Blanding 9 1,868 6,130 1961-1980 20 9.8 49.6

Natural Bridges
Nat'l Monument 10 1,981 6,500 1967-1980 9 10,5 50,9

Monticello 11 2,079 6,820 1961-1980 20 7.6 45.7

La Sal "3" 13 2,126 6,975 1969-1980 10 8.2 46,8

--------------

5,900 1966-1980  11 11.6 52.9

Note: Stations operated by O.S. Department oi' Commerce. Data are published
in annual summaries of climatological data for Utah (U.S. Dept, Commerce,
1960-1981).



2.2 PACK RAT MIDDENS

In the last 20 years, fossilized pack rat middens have been used as a
.prime information source forpalecenvironmental conditions_in-thejlmerloan - -

TcSouthwest (Spaulding et;a1;i: 1983; Van - Del/ender-and -SpMnlding, 1979.;.Wells and - -
Jorgensen, 1964). Middens are the remains of pack rat shelters and refuse
piles, and consist of plant material and pack rat fecal pellets cemented with
crystallized and rehydrated urine. Plant debris incorporated in the midden
can usually be Identified to the species level, and organic debris is usually
sufficient to obtain a reliable radiocarbon date. It is therefore possible to
reconstruct, in considerable detail, the vegetation growing within approxi-
nnitely 100 m (3(10 ft) of the fossil midden (the collecting radius of a pack
rat) at a specifie time in-the past iBetancourt, 1984).

In order to determine whether middens of late Pleistocene age are pre-
served in the area, and whether useful paleoclimatio data could be interpreted
from those middens, a preliminary study was conducted by WCC during late 1982
and 1983. The results a the study were reported by Betancourt and Biggar
(1985) and are summarized here.

Two caves that contained middens spanning the last 13,000 years were
found in cliff exposures of the Navajo Sandstone on the south flank of the
Abajo Mountains, west of Blanding, Utah (Cigure 2-2), Using modern vegetation
zones in the Abajo Mountains as an analog, the midden data ihdicate that a
700 to 890-m (2,300 to 2,800-ft) depression of the current elevatiorial range
of spruce-fir and limber pine-Douglas fir plant communities had occurred by
latest Pleistocene time (13,000 to 11,000 years BP), suggesting that the local
climate was cooler and wetter than at present, Using weather data collected
during the last 2.0 years in the Cour Corners area, the plant communities
represented in the latest Pleistocene middens are today growing in locations
haVing mean annual temperatures 3 to 4°C (5.5 to 7°F) cooler than current
temperatures at the collection sites, and a mean annual precipitation 35 to
115 percent greater than the current estimated precipitation at the collection
sites (7able 2-3), The occurrence of yucca and prickly pear in the latest
Pleistocene Pishmouth C4ye Middens indicates that temperatures at that time -
and location could not have been more than 5°C (9°F) cooler than they are
today, Moreover, plants that grow in response to summer precipitation are
absent at hoth cave sites, suggesting that rainfall was concentrated in the
hinter months.

Similar lowering or vegetation zones during the late Pleistocene has
been documented elsewhere on the Colorado Plateau and in the Great Basin,
Spruce macrofossils have been found in sediments dated between 13,000 and
11;000 years BP at Cowboy Cave, 56 km (39 mi) northwest or Pavis Canyon
(Spaulding and Petersen, 1980). During the full glacial period (21,000 to
15,000 years BP) in the eastern Grand Canyon, several conifers grew at
elevations 600 to 1,000 m 0,970 to 3,250 ft) lower than they do today -
(Coie, 1982). At Canyon de Chelly 11,770 m [5,800 VW in northeastern
AriXona, a pack rat nddden dated at 11,900 years BP records blue spruce,
limber pine, dwarf juniper, and Douglas fir (Betancourt and Davis, 1984).
Limber pime no longer occurs in the nearby Chuska Mountains, which rcach an

-elevation of approxtmatelyr2,7401n 04000 ftj:
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Table 2-3: Predicted Present and Latest Pleistocene Climates at
Fishmouth and Allen Canyon Caves, Utah

Location
Elevation

ft

Mean Annual 
Precinitation

Mean Annual
.Temperature
°C °Fnun in

piSHMOOTHChly

esent 1,585 5,200 - 208-232 8,2-9.1 52

L test Ple.l.stocene 2,440 8,000 377-496 14.(1-19.5 7.2 45
Analog

Implied Change +169-264 +6,7-10.4 -3.9

Vernont Change +82-114

ALLEN CANYON CAVE

Present 2,195 7,200 335-379 1.32-14,9 8.3 46.9

Latest Pleistocene 2,895 9,500 455-787 17.9-31.0 5,1 41.2
Analog

implied Change +119-408 +4,7-16.1 -3.2 -5,7

Percent Change +36-100

Source: Betancourt and Biggar (19857.

The early Holocene (11,000 to 8,000 years BP) on the Coln:redo Plateau
appsars to have been a rime Or rapid change in vogetation. Middens at both
cave reoord the transition from a lane Pleistocene vegetation assem-
blage dominated by alpine species, to thc modern-day rlora, At Fishmouth
Cave (elevation 1,585 m (5,200 fti), which is located in a desert scrub gone,
th* major change hod occurred hy approximately 10,000 years BP (Figure 2-3).
New arrivals In tee early Holocene at Fishilionth Cave included Gambel oak and
Utah juniper.

At Allen Canyon Cave (elevation 2,195 m [7,200 ft]), whore the ago
control is less prenise, the change occurred between 10,030 and 7,200 yeara BP
(Figure A similar change occurred between 9,500 and 8,300 years BP at
Chaco Canyon (Betancourt et at,, 1983), which is intermediate in elevation
(1 920 m (6 300 between Fishmouthcaveiand Allen_Canyon Cave, Plants-
associated with summer preelpitstion an{ relatively high annual temperatures_

(0,0 1 - Giliml961iMaki 00hdurosa - pin2, Colovado pinYcn, 011e-000 'Juni-Peri Utah. ,
juniper) Uegan arrLving at-Lhe tnree Les at approximately 10;000 years BP.
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Pinyon-juniper woodland and sagebrush
vegetation at this site.

parkland characterize the p esent-day

The cooler, wetter-latest-Pleistocene-climate-can-be attributed:to-a-
Southward shift of the polar. jetetream and middle latitude _storm track during
the time of global cooling (Barry, 1983; Spaulding et al., 1981). The sub-
sequent widespread shift of vegetation zones to higher elevations at the
beginning, of Holocene time may be related to the ret.urn of the jet stream to
its present position by 8,000 years BP, resulting in an increase in mean
summer and annual temperatures, shift from winter-dominated to summer-
dominated rainfall, and a decreasing frequency of spring freezes.

Global climate fluctuations have continued through the Holocene, but they
have been more subtle than the change that marked the end of the Pleistocene.
In the American Southwest, temperatures were generally warmer during the
middle Holocene (8,000 to 4,000 years BP) than today (Antevs, 1955; Baker,
19(31). Woos' (1955) concept of a hot-dry "Altithermal" during this time may
be true for the northern Great Basin, where the theory was formulated. How-
ever, as Martin (1963) speculated, warmer conditions may have enhanced the
effectiveness of summer monsoons south and east of the Great Basin, which
would inelude southeastern Utah. Therefore, this increase in temperature may
have been accompanied by an increase in precipitation, which would encourage
the observed northward migration of Gambel oak.

The distribution of Gambel oak during late Holocene time (4,000 years BP
to present) suggests a cooling trend, which may be attributed to greater.
effective moisture. However, this trend may also have been aecompanied by a
decrease in summer rainfall. The arrival of prickly pear and yucca. at Allen
Canyon Cave by 3,400 years BP indicates greater aridity at that site after the
middle Holocene.

This preliminary study of pack rat middens proved the presence of latest
Pleistocene middens in the area, and indicated that useful information on the
magnitude and timing of paleoclimatic changes can be acquired from the mid-
dens. Both sites provided a detailed biochronology covering approximately the
last 13,000 years, and the data indicate synchronous vegetational changes
(with the elevational differences taken into consideration) at both sites.
The overall pattern of paleoclimatic change, as interpreted from the fossil
plant debris, is also similar to that observed elsewhere in the Southwest,

Although this pilot study was successful in collecting useful data, it
does not draw upon a large data base, particularly for making regional inter-
pretations of palcotemporatures and precipitation. Collection of middens from
additional sites is recommended to (1) lessen the effect of any microclimatie
control of the midden record from one site; and (2) verify that the large-
scale paleoclimatic changes that occurred on the north side of the Abajo
Mountains, where the Davis and Lavender Canyons potentially acceptable reposi-

tory sites are located, are comparable to the climatic parameters defined to
the south during this preliminary study.



POLLEN STUDIES

Pollen separated from a sedimentary sequence, particularly from deposits
that_have_accumulated.in.a-bogor-lake, has:been -used 'exteesivelY-througholit .

the 'world to'reconstruCt past plant assemblages and thereby interpret climatic -
cOnditions or cultural changes. In the arid setting of the Paradox 3asin,
natural lakes or bogs are commonly confined to the glaciated areas r;f the La
Sal and San Juan Mountains. No evidence of glaoiation in the Abajo Mountains,
which are closest to the Gibson Dome study area, has been previously docu-
mented (Witkind, 1964), and none was observed during the current Paradox Basin
studies.

- Although - glaciation has not been documented in the Abajo Mountains, one
small lake was observed in the area. Duck Lake (Figure 2-2) lies at an eleva-
tion of 2,650 m (8,700 ft) and has a maximum water depth of approximately 1 m
(3 ft), Examination of aerial photographs revealed small circular grassy
areas nearby that may also have been ponds at one time, The lake probably
represents a dissolution feature in the sandstone bedrock surface. This is
the origin ascribed by Wright (1964) to similar features observed in the
Chuska Mountains in northwestern New Mexico,

2,3.1 Previous Studies

Only limited pollen data have heen collected in the Four Corners area of
the Colorado Plateau. West (1978) sampled a 5.4-m (17.740-thick alluvial
sequence exposed in Kane Gulch in the western part of the Elk Ridge study area
(Figure 2-2). Only one radiocarbon date, 7,385+80 years BP (Salkin, 1975,
14(5-742; West, 1978), derived from a sample collected approximately 1 m (3 ft)
above the base of the deposits, was available for estimating the age of the
deposits. A comparable date of 8,100+345 years BP (D1C-2064 [see
Section 4.1.21; Locality 56, Table 1-T) was obtained when the deposits were
redated during the present studies.

.The pollen collected by West (1978) from Kane Gulch was poorly preserved,
and it proved difficult to obtain a minimum count of 200 grains, particularly
below an erosional unecnformity at a depth of 1.3 m (4.3 ft). The upper zone
of the sequence contained pollen resembling the present vegetation cover in
the area, whereas the pollen profile below the unconformity waS significantly
different, and was dominated by a relatively high Pinus (pine) value, suggest-
ing that more effective moisture characterized that depositional period (West,
1978). However, because pine pollen is preferentially preserved in an oxidiz-
ing environment, such as an ephemeral stream bed prior to subsequent burial
(Hall, 1977), the predominance of Pinus pollen in the lower part of the Kate
Gulch section may be a result of its resistant character rather than palep-
climatic conditions.

In another study, Lindsay (1976) described pollen retrieved from the
Pint-Size Shelter archaeological site in Castle Valley, Utah, west of the San
Rafael Swell, and 130 km (82 mi) west of Moab. Although it was eroded and
poorly preserved, the pollen associated with the Archaic occupation (between
ea 4,500 to 3,400 years BP) indicated a slightly, drier climate than at pres-
ent. During the later FreMont occupation (ca 1,800 years BP), vegetation was

not significantly different from today's at that location, Currey (1976)
interprets the periods of eolian deposAlon as being caused by a reduction in
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winter precipitation, intensified summer convective precipitation events, and
relatively low available soil moi ture. This would result in high sediment
yields in streams, and wuuld also provide a source-for windblown material.

Paleoclimatie conditions were interpreted fromithe pollen record in
alluvial:deposits atiChaco:Canyon,northwestern
dall ihferred that the full glacial vegetation present at 10,000 years BP -
altered to a pinyon woodland 7,000 years BP during a warm and moderately dry
postglacial period; the greatest time of aridity occurred between 5,600 and
2,400 years BP. He interpreted the vegetation at Chaco Canyon between
7,000 and 5,000 years BP to be similar to that of the present landscape.
The abundance of ponderosa pine increased signifieantly between 2,200 and
1,000 years BP, indicating an increase in effective moisture at the higher
elevations during that time. However, the amount of precipitation fnereased
only slightly at 'Chaco CanyOn until 850 to 600 years ago, when it 'increased
almost to present-day amounts. This increased precipitation re.sulted in a
spread of pinyon woodland and the abandonment of the Anasazi pueblo after
local streams became entrenched below the distribution canals of the Anasazi
irrigation system. Ponderosa and pinyon pine pollen han continued to increase
during the last 100 years, suggesting increased precipitation at both high and
low elevations.

2.3.2 Current Studies

The apparent lack of traditional pollen traps in the form of lakes or
bogs close to the Gibson Dome area required the consideration of other poten-
tial traps that might preserve pollen. Eolian deposits, which are abundant
throughout the Paradox Basin and may be pre-Holocene in age, were therefore
considered. Researchers have generally agreed that pollen could not be
preserved in such oxidizing conditions, and that only a few resistant species
eould withstand the high pH (8.5) of Southwest environments (West, 1978; Hall,
1977). Nonetheless, two samples of eolian deposits previously collected in
the Elk Ridge area were sent to the University of Kansas in early 1982 for
analysis. The samples were found to contain moderate amounts of rather well
preserved pollen; however, because the samples had originally been collected
for soil analyses, the observed pollen probably consisted of fossil pollen
contaminated wi.th modern pollen from the surface of the exposure. With better
sampling methods, uncontaminated samples that provide data on paleovegetation
and its temporal variations could probably be derived from the, eolian deposits
(Johnson,'1982).

Pollen assessment activities were also conducted at Duck Lake, a small
lake that oocupies a sandstone dissolution feature at 2,650 m (8,700 ft) in
the Abajo Mountains. Samples were collected on the edge of the lake, using a
aoil probe mounted on a hand auger. These were sent to the University of
Arizona in Tucson to determine whether pollen is present in the lake sedi-
ments, and whether any significant changes can be seen in the pollen assem-
blage with depth, Three subsamples were examined from (1) near the ground
surface (SURF), (2) a depth of approximmte1y 35 em (14 in) (R MID), and
(3) the bottom of the drive core (approximately 1 m [3 ftj) (D BOT), The
pollen data are presented as pollen counts (Table 2-4), pollen percentages
(Lade 2-5), -and pollen concentrations (Table 2-6),



Pollen fype(a) SUP,̀ D ROT-

Deteriorated 35 8 26
Unknown 2 0 0
Abies 1 0 0
Juniperus 42 0 2
Pinus 273 0 5
Picea 1 1 4
Pseudotsuga 2 0 0
Quercus fl 0 G
Ephedra nevad. 4 0 0
Chenepodiaceae-AMar. 111 0 0
Sarcobatus 0 0
Artemisia - 13 0 25

*Liguliflorae 52 0 0
Ambrosia 15 0 3
Cirsium 2 0 0
Other Compositae 9 0 2
Gramineae /13 2 4
Cruciferae I 0 0
Polygonum cf. P. calif. 2 0 0

*Populus 0 0
*Salix 7 0 1
*nyperaceae 18i 0 1
*Polygonum cf. P. amphih. 4 0 0
iiPotamogeton 5 0 0
*Botryococcus 11 0 355
*Fungal spores

tundifferentiated) 73 0 0

Tracers added (x 1,000) 90.6 90,6 90.6
Tracers recovered 240 212 284
Volume of sediment used (cm3) 1 1 1

Note: Samples we analyzed by Owen K. Davis, University of Arizona at
Tuoson.

(a) Pollen types denoted Oth "*“ are a:iaat c pollen; the remainder are
upland species that are typical for the western United States.



Table 2-5. Pollen Percentages From Duck Lake Core

Deteriorated 7.4 72.7 38.2
Unknown 0.4 0 0
Abies 0.2 0 0
Juniperus 8.9 0 2.9

Pinus 57.7 0 7.4
Pi.cea 0.2 9.1 5.9
Pscudotsuga . 0.4

0

Quercus 2.7 0 0
Ephedra nevad. 0.8 0 0
Chenopodiaceae-Amar, 3.0 0 0
Sarcobatus 0.2 0 0
Artemisia 2.7 0 36:8

*Ligutificrae 11.0 0 0
Ambrosia 3.2 0 4.4
Cirsium 0.4 0 0
Other Compositae 1.9 0 2.9
Gramineae 9.1 18.2 1.5
Cruciferae 0.2 0 0
Polygonum cf. P, calif. 0.4 0 0

*Populus 0.2 0 0
*Salix 1.5 0 1,5
*Cyperaceae 38.3 0 1.5
*Polygonum cf. P, 0.8 0 0
*Potamogeton 1.1 0 0
llBotryococcus 2,3 0 522.1
*Fungal spores

(undifferentiated) 15,4

Tracers added (x 1,000)
046

90.6 90.6
Tracers recovered 2940 212 284
Volume of sediment used (cm3) 1 1 1
Coneentration(b) 178.6 21.7
Pollen sum(°) 473 11 68

Note; Samples were analyzed by Owen K. Davis) University of Arizona at
Tucson,

(a) Pollen types denoted with "" are aquatlo pollen; the remainder are
upland species that are typical for the western United States.

(0 Concentration expressed in grains per cubic centimeter, x 1,000

(c) The polLen onm (divisor for percentages) includes only npland species.
Pollen percentages derived for aquatic pollen types represent pollen
-counts divided by the suit of upland types.; -This - procedUre prevento the 

49H4tiOipollen types Procaffeeting percentages or upland -types.through
statistical. constraint.



Table 2-6.

iollen Type(a)

Pol en Concentra ons From Duck Lake Core

SL1RP(b) MIP(h) D NOT(6)

Deteriorated 13.2 3.4 8.3
Unknown 0.8 0 0
Abies 0.4 0 0
Juniperus 15.9 0 0.6
Pinus 103.1 0 1.6
Picea 0.4 0 4 1.3
Pseudotsuga .0.8 0 0
Quercus K.9 0 0
Ephedra nevad. 1.5 0 0
Chenapodiaceae-Amar. 5.3 0 0
Sareobatus 0.4 0 0
Artemisia 4.9 0 P,

*Liguliflorae 19.6 0 0
A__mbrosia 5.7 0 1
Cirsium 0.8 0 0
Other Compositae 3.4 0 0.6
Cramineae 16.2 0.9 0.3
Cruciferae 0,4 0 0
Polygonum cf. P. calif. 0.8 0 0

*Populus 0.4 0 0
*Salix 2.6 0 0.3
*Cyperaccae 68.4 0 0.3
*Polygonum cf. P. amphib. 1.5 0 0
*Potamogeton 1.9 0 0
*Botryococcus 4.2 0 113.3
*Fungal spores

(undifferentiated) 27.6 0 0

Traders added (x 1,000) 90.6 /0,6 90,6
Tracers recovered 240 212 284
Volume of sediment used (cm3)  1 1

Note: Samples were analysed by Owen K. Davis, University or Arizona at
Tucson.

(a) Pollen types denoted with 4" are aquatth pollen; the remainder a e
upland species that are typical fqr the western United States.

(h) Concentrations expressed in grains per cubic centimeter, x 1,000.



The pollen percentages in the surface sample are typical for samples
taken from modern pine forest in the western United States. Nearly 60 percent
of the polten La pine (Pinus); most of the pine grains are of the ponderosa
pine type. Grass (Graminae), juniper (Juniperus), and deteriorated pollen are
the_only-other-uplaad-pollen-ypes-havi.ng ttlieP 5 percent coneentrations. -The
importance- of the aquatic vegetation in the pollen rain ean te-seen in the
high sedge (Cyperaceae) percentages (38.3 percent), reflecting the presenee of
sedges growing around the lake today. The c.oncentration of pollen in this
sample (178,600 grains/cm3) is also typical for this type of lake and vege-
tation hype (Davis, 1983).

In contrast to the upper sample, the two lower samples have poor preser-
vation and low pollen concentration. Over 70 percent of the pollen in the .
middle Sample was deteriorated and could not be identified; furthermore, the
concentration was only 4,700 grains/cm3. This poor preservation probably
indicates desiccation of the lake scdiments in the past (Davis, 1933).

The preservation of the bottom sample was better than that of the middle •
sample, hilt the percentages necessitated that interpretations be made with
caution. Nearly 40 percent of the grains were too poorly preserved to be
identified, and the low concentration of upland species (22,300 grains/cm3)
may indicate that many of the pollen grains have been destroyed. However, the
relative percentages of the pollen types in this sample are similar to those
found in sediments of late glaclal age elsewhere in the Southwest. In partic-
ular, the sagebrush (Artemisia) and spruce (Picea) percentages are higher than
those in the surface sample: These percentages are typical of spruce parkland
found today at higher elevation in the Abajo Mountains (Davis, 1983).

The poor preservation in the tower two samples precludes further exami-
nation of this core. However, longer cores from the center of the lake may
yield pollen that is better preserved. Although the interpretation of the
bottom sample is uncertain, ibe pollen percentages suggest that sediments of'
tate glacial age are present in Duck Lake. A more complete core from the lake
couid provide a high-elevation record for comparison with the pollen and
macrofossil data derived from pack rat middens at the topographically lower
Fishmouth Cave and Allentfanyon Cave sites to the south.

2.4 MALAGOLOGY (SNAIL STUDIES)

Fossil snails are not common in Quaternary deposits in the Paradox Basin,
hut their occurrence has been noted at, a few locations, particularly in the
Elk Ridge area. Snails, like other organisms, favor specific environmental
niches; therefore, the study of fossil mollusks preserved in Quaternary
matelials might provide indications of the climate, nearby vegetation, and
depositional processes that characterized the area at that time. Addition-
ally, age assessments can be made on snail shells by both amino acid and
carbGn-14 (140 analyses, or by radiocarbon analysis of organic or carbon-
aceous material found in deposits in conjunction with the shells.



2.4.1 Previous Studies

Palkin (1975) reported a-study of mollusks found in. an alluvial sequence
exper.ed in Kane Gulch in the westernElk Ridge area (Figure 2-2)-. This iS the

0..Te'-locatlon-mheqe sUdiedlby:WestA1978)-(Seqtion-2,3v1 
Salkin's climatic interpretation, based on the snail assemblages present in
different stratigraphic units, agreed with his environmental interpretation of
the sedimentology of the fluvial deposits. The lower 4 m (13 ft) of the
exposure consist of red laminated silt, &Lay, and fine sand. They contain
mollusk assemblages that suggest conditions oscillating between warmer drier
intervals, and wetter cooler periods during which some ponding occurred.
Above an unconformity marked by a gravel conglomerate at a depth of 1.3 m
(4.3 ft), increasingly drier conditions with an_associated depletion of-vege-
tative cover were interpreted by Salkin en the baais of the molluscan fauna,
and the sand and gravel deposits. Age control was provided by one 14C date of
7,388f80 years BP (Salkin, 1975, WIS-742) on charcoal collected approximately
1 m (j ft) above the hase of the deposits. Sabsequently, Woodward-Clyde
Consultants (WCC) also collected -charcoal Trom the lowermost units of Salkin's
exposure; a 14C date oC 8,100+348 years BP (DIC-2064) (Section 4.1.2)
substantiated Salkin's initial_ date. Therefore, the climatic change to
increasingly drier conditions, as inferred by Salkin, occurred after
approximately 7,400 years BP,

In an associated study, West (1978) analyzed the pollen in Salkin's
alluvial sequenoe (Section 2.3.1) and interpreted the same long-term climatic
trends, However, West's detailed examination of the pollen collected froM
Salkin's olimatic zones generally yielded opposite interpretations. This
unresolved discrepancy may be the result of poor preservation of pollen in the
deposits, or incorrect interpretation of the snail or pollen data.

2.4.2 Current Studies

Snails were collected at seven sites during WCC soil studies in 1981.
The snails were not abundant and were generally restricted to specific strata
within a depositional sequence of fine-grained dn.:Posits. Some of these strata
are probably fluvially reworked eolian deposits. Samplea were collected from
six locations in the Elk Ridge area (Figure 2-2) and from fine-grained
deposits in an abandoned meander of the Colorado River near Hite (Pigure 1-1;
Locality 51) to assess whether paleoellmatic interpretations could be derived
from the assemblages, Age control was provided by amino acid analysis of the
shells, and by radiocarbon dates derived from charcoal in associated deposits.
The samples were sent to the Laboratory of Paleoenvironmontal Research,
University of Arizona, Tucson, for species identification and interpretation.
A total of 6,352 gastropods and pelecoods were identified Crorn the seven
sites. The snails were subsequently sent to William Pratt at the Museum ot
Natural History, University of Nevada at Las Vegas, for his assessment
(Pratt, 1985) of the paleoeeclogical significance of the collected assem-
blages. All of thc species can be found in southern Utah or northern Arizona
at the present Lime, and therefore do not represent extinct fauna.

"lhe following ecological assessments made-by-Pratt are-based- on -the- snail-

mNages Cound at: individual sitPs(TabOs 277-and-2-8), 
and thejenviron-J

al eonditionsfavoded by cOntemnorary ocuurrences of indlvidna1 species,



Table 2-7. List of Identified Mollusks Fran Seven

Sites in Southeastern 'Utah

(Page:1 of 2)

LOCALITY AND AGE

Identified Mollusks
4.1 173

(Fasily 8 F 
0

Genus spesies) ,74 2 u<' ‘,0 N Cr.

O

8

1. CLASS GASTROFODA

Terrestrial Snails

Helicarlonidee

Euconulus fulvus

Zonitidae

Zonituldes arboreus

Limacidae

Deroceras aenigma

Discidee

Discus cronkbitei 

Fmccineidae

Cat.inella sp, and/or Sucoinea

Pupilla muscorum

Pupllia cf. P. hebes 

pUpilla sp.

Vertigo ovata

Vertigo cf. V. guuldli

Vertiqo cf. V. binneyana

Vectigu modesta ingersolli

Vallonlidee

Vallonia gyclophorelle

Vallanle. graollicosta

p

10

5 4

2 23

16 50

511 ao 113 432 19

1.76 505 154 30 351

118

/74

-36

306 632 808 656

14

109



Table 2-7. List of Identified Mollusks

Sites in Southeastern Utah

(Page 2 of 2)

Identified t6ol.luska
(Family

Genus species)

Freshwater Snails 

Lymnaeidae

Stagni.colapilsbryi 

Fossaria arva

Fossaria obrussa

Physidae

Ebysella virgata

2. WIZ 8IVALV1A

Sphaerlidae

  casertanum

Pisidium compressun

Plsidkum ventricosun

Total shells

Total taxa

LOCALITY AND AGE

27 23 16 103

1

213

3

42

257 99 854 1,846 1,503 1,318 479

3 8 14 3

Natal See Figures 1-1 and 2.2 for locations of sampling sites.



Tahle 2-8. Percentage Representation of Mollusk Species
Fran Sites in Southeastern Utah

(Page 1 of 2)

Identified MollOskS

(Family

Wus applcies)

1. CLASS CASTROPODA

Tecretrlal Sppils

Hillearionidae

tIceoppits fulyys,

Zonitid6e

pinikidp 2rborai.

Limacidae

1,1proceqs perdgmn.

Discidau

Discus cronkhitel

Succineidae

Catinella sp, and/or sp.

Pupillidoe

11D13. t(3 n9:500F3A11

?AIWA or. P. 11CPCA
NAPa. sp.

8i

LOCALITY AND AGE

co"

<1

33 36

3 20

10

4

ir

8

<]

4

4 / 33

27

6

26

314

73

23



Table 2-8. Percentage itcpresentation of Mollusk Species

From Sites in Southeastern Utah

Wage ? of 2)

Identified Mo].lusks

(Family
Genus specips)

Freshwater Snails

1.ymodeidee

pilshtzt

Fossaria pArva,

Fossar la obrussa

Physidae

Pnyselle virgata

2, CLASS 81VALVII1

Sihaerlidae

f:191ditr) pa sertanuu

pisl.cliim compressm

?I-MOM! Vltf4P9s011.

Total shells

Total taxa

Ibte: Seo Figures 1-1 and 2-2 for locations or sampl ing sl tes,

8 „ 80 (4 >,

R
Ui 

§ §

Cir; I 2

LOCALT,TY AND AGE

fL 61 !.4
0_

CL CO

k 5;!.• 
I q

da, SI a
CO

>,
li al CD
,..

<1

28 3 <1 4 a

<I

83

<1 <1

257 95 834 1.,846 1,503 1,318 479

6 b 7 14 3



At all localities, with the exception of Locality 51, the snails were col-
lected from arroyo exposures along ephemeral streams having water flew during
the spring and fall months, or after intense summer rainfall,

.11-Localiti 51: __The paleoenvironment .at Locality:51 -on the -Colorado -
River was different from Chat at the ocher sites, as indioated by
both the geologic setting and the fauna. The quiet-water deposits
at the site may have accumulated behind a landslide that dammed an
abandoned meander of the Colorado River. Amino-acid data (Sec-
tion 4,1,4) and the topographic position of the meander above
present stream level indicate that mollust it'd in this locality
are significantly older than those found - other sites

(Tables 2-7 and 2-8)._ The three species 0,—Liited from this
locality are all characteristic of lakes or permanent streams. The
absence of any land snails suggests that the fauna is in situ rather
than of drift origin. The faunal analysis therefore substantiates
the sedimentology.

2. Locality 63: The snaii samples were collected from a clay-rich unit
within sand and gravel deposits that are overlain by eolian
deposits. This is an in situ assemblage that is indicative of
marshy areas. A radiooarbon date derived from shell materia]. is
12,500+2,000 years BP.

3 Locality 64: The sample site is a bank exposure in Comb Wash. An
amino acid date deriveu from analysis of the snail shells provided a
date of 5,000+2,000 years BP. The snail assemblage collected at
Locality 64 is probably a drift assemblage that has not been trans-
ported a great distanced A wet or marshy area was present not far
upstream; however, the marshes were not extensive. Species charac-
teristic of permanent water are lacking, which suggests that the
stream was not perennial at this location. Species characteristic
of mesic montane conifer forest are also not found,

4 Locality 65: These snail samples were also colleeted from an arroyo
bank exposed in Dry Wash. An amino acid date derived for the snail
shells is 24,000+7,000 years BP, The assemblage represents a drift
deposit from marshy areas upstream,

5. 1,ocali.ty 66: This assemblage was also collseted from Pry Wash, and
was found in fine-grained allavlum overlain by eollen deposits. An
amino acid aate of 14,000+6,000 years BP may be too young, because
the snails were collected from beneath a well-developed calcie soil
that may represent more than 100,000 years of soil development. The
snails ere indicative of an intermittent stream, with nearby marshy
areas of limited extent, or at some distance upstream.

6. Locality 67: The snails were collected in a carbon-rich horizon
exposed in a cut bank of Dry Wash, adjacent to a perenially rmarshy
area. Duplicate radiocarbon dates obtained from the carbon-rich
soil are 7,840+700 and 9,490+90 years BP. Amino iicid analyses of
the snail shell material suggest that the older 14C:date may be more
aceurate, This snail. assemblage also suggests the-presence of- .
marshy areaN at no great distance from the Site. These arc



attributed to the reduction of an intermittent s
marshy areas without flow during the dry season,

Listocality 79' The snail assemblage was collected from finely -
laminated to massive- sandy- alluViitii,--whieh -As-linterpreted as repre-
senting occasionally ponded deposits. An amino acid date or between
9,000 and 14,000 years BP derived for these deposits Is thought to
be too young; they are more likely on the order of 50,000 to
100,000 years old (Section 4,2.3.1.6). The faunal assemblage is a
drift deposit, and does not contain environmentally informative
species.

ream to a s I' es of

Although the - combinatiOn -of Species in the snarl assemblages that were
sampled varied, the paleoecological interpretations for the Elk Rldge area are
indicative of relatively dry conditions ir which streams were intermittent and
reduced to marshy areas without connecting flow during the dry season. The
limited land snail data suggest a rather xeric conifer forest with a sparse .
ground layer such as that presently found in ranges of the Great Basin, rather
than the lusher forest of Utah and Arizona ranges. These interpretations did
not vary much hetween sites, despite the. chronologic differences, suggesting
that climatic variations during late Pleistooene time were not of a magnitude
that could be readily discernible at this level of study. The age control
provided for many of the sites has ueen assessed as not accurately indicative
of the age of the deposit, With better age control, it may be possible to
make some significant interpretations of paleoclimatic change from fossil
mollusk assemblages.

2,5 HOLOCENE CHRONOSTRATIGRAPHY, SALT CREEK

Examination of Holocene alluvial fill deposits in the vicinity of Gibson
Dome was initiated in 1982 to assess whether distinct Holocene stratigraphio
units can he identified and used to define the timing of climatio changes that
have occurred in the last 10,000 years, and to predict the return intervals of
major infrequent floods, lf recognizable lithostratigraphic unita are pre-
sent, the nature of the deposits can indicate fluvial responses to past clima-
tic changes. These data can be used to predict the magnitude and character of
similar geomorphic responses to oomparable future climatic changes that may
occur during the lifetime of a high-level nuelear waste repository.

Because of land access restrictions imposed on Paradox Basin studies in
1982 regarding other parts of the. Paradox Basin, Salt Creek, a. northward flow-
ing ephemeral stream along the eastern border of Canyonlands National Park,
was chosen for the initial Holocene stratigraphy studies. Four exposures over
a 6.5-km (4-mi) stretch of Salt Creek between Peekaboo Springs and the Lower

Jump (Figure 2-5) ,iare examined, During this preliminary study, the cmphasis
wason identification of units that might be correlative, or indioative of.
climatic changes.

Several charcoal samples were collected from morphologically similar
geologic units mapped in the field to assess whether they are time equivalent.
A total of 19 "0 dates was obtained from these exposures (Figure 2-6 and

Table 2-9): Because the-Samples- were of-small sizeimost were sent - to - the

Radiocarbon. Laboratory at Washington State University, fulizian, 'Washington,
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Table 2-9. Radiocarbon Dates From Salt Creek Holocene Strata

Proposed Unit_:

,a‘

_ Locallty
carbon-14 9!tz

9P/""

Laboratory

SemPle N7; "
Weicht

Used (g) ---. _Co t '

A. Eolian Sand No dates obtained.

(UOPermost)

B. Rhythmdcally 26 (a) 310 r- 60 WSU-2776 6 Plant matter (flood debris)

bedded Unit 27 (x) 3,360 t 190 VSJ-2805 0.479 Charcoal

(Middle) 28 4,510 t 600 VSU-2777 0,215 Charcoal
2.9 . (a) 580 1 150 DIC-2642 Charcoal collected from burn

1,690 t 230 8ETA-6220 horizon at top uf Unit B;
2,385 t 55 W9J-2755 43.7 sample mollt in triplicate

(b) 2,430 t 70 W5J-2801 5.0 Charcoal
(c) 120% modern WSU-2802  23.457 Charcoal and sand; inclucbd

0.741 g of separated

charcoal

C. Cross-Bedded 26 (b) 1,735 t 200 WSJ-2798 0.974 Cnarcoal
Fluvial Sand (c) 103 modern WSJ -2754  3.0 Charcoal with sand; some
(Lowermost) No carbon OIC charred bone; sample split

Ito carbon EETA for triplicate dating
27 (a) 2,080 t 200 VSU -2774 1.5 Charcoal with sand; date

derived using barium
hydroxide process; sample
(,) was collected from

uppermurt mudflow that may
represent transitirn to

LOit B.
(b) 2,920 I 220 WSU -2808 0.909 Charcoal
(o) 2,530 .1" 210 WSU -2807 1.7 CharcOal .
(d) 1,460 t 250 WSJ-2804  2.157 Charcoal ani sand
(e) 2,500 t 210 W9J -2806 8.83 Charcoal and sand; included

0.782 g of separated
charcoal

(r) 1,790 t 70 VW -2810 2.913 Root sample split for
1,710 t 260 WSU -2809  2.155 duplicate dating

29 (d) 4,830 t 640 WSJ-2800 3.787 Charcoal with sand

(e) 1,640 t 210 WSU -2799 0.831 Charcoal

(a)
(b)

(c)

See Figures 1-1 and 2-5, and Table 1-1.
Stratlgraphic settings of samples are shown co Figure 2-6.
BP . Years before 1950 A.D. "Modern" 1s post-1950.
WSJ - Washington State University, Pullman, Washington
DIC - Dicarb Radioisotope Dsmpany, hbrman, Oklahoma
BETA - Beta Analytic, Incorporated, Coral Cables, Florida.



which has facilities to handle small. samples. Two samples were suificien
large to split; the sample splits were sent to Beta Anaiytic, Inc., Coral
Gahlea, Florida. A third split or one cr the samples was sent to Dicarb
Radioisotope Company, Norman, Dklahoma.

2.5.1 Geothotahic Setting

For most of its length south of the paved Park Service 2xtension of.
Highway U-211 (Figure 2-5), Salt. Creek flows northward through narrow, well-
developed, incised meanders in the Cedar Mesa Sandstone. Id the vicinity of
the highway, however, less resistant units crop out and the stream valley is
broader. Farther downstream, the stream nas eroded through a thi n resistant
limestone bed at the Lower Jump (Figure 2-5), and has carved a narrow bedrock
canyon that extends downstream to the Colorado River. Upstream of the Lower
Jump, fine-grained Holocene sediments that form the floor of a 30- to 300-m
(100- to 1,000-ft) -wide yalley are now being removed by the gullying or Salt
Creek. However, o e tributary, the West Fork oC Salt Creek, appears to bc
aggrading directly upstream of its juncture with Salt Creek.

Eolian processes have also been active in the area during Holocene times,
as evidenced by the dune forms observed on the leeward side of bedrock knobs
and in tributary box canyons Modern northeast-trending dunes occur east of
Salt Creek, approximately J km (0.5 mi) north of the highway.

2.5.2 Salt Creek  Deposits

Preliminary observations suggest that at least three units, with differ-
ent depositional characteristics, comprise the exposed Holocene fill in Salt
Creek. Additional study is needed to assess whether they are chronologically
separate and of regional extent.

The lowermost unit recognized, Unit C, is a cross-bedded, clean, yellow-
buff sand. Small pebbly layers are locally present, and small: gastropods are
relatively abundant, Prominent reddening observed at the upper contact of
this unit may be pedogenic, but prohably reflects ground-water alteration when
the unit occupied the floor of youngcr channels cut into it. At the southern-
most locality, Locality 29 (Figure 2-7), the upper half or a 7-m (23-rt) -high
exposure of this unit contains layers of mudstone 10 to 15 cm (4 to 6 in)
thick. A wcakly developed cambic soil is present. This upper portion may
represent a transition zone between the lower and middle units. A I4C date
obtained from the upper strata at Locality 29 provided the oldest date
(4,830.y640 years BP [WSU-2800]) derived from this unit, The other nine 140
dates from Unit C, including a sample stratigraphically lower than t.he
4,830 years BP date of Locality 29, range between 2,920+220 and
1,460+250 years BP (Figure 2-6; Table 2-9).

The middle Salt Crock unit (Unit B) consists of rhythmically bedded,
fine-grained reddish layers (Figure 2-7), The beds consLst of thin, organic-
rich, clayey silt layers, and thicker fine- to medium-gralned cross-bedded
sand beds. Massive, poorly sorted beds, up to 2 m (6 ft) thick, also comprise
the:middle:unit, nindiprobably originated C5fmndidowsI. GrainUsizea range - from I '
silt to coarse sand, and small pieces Of charcoal and other erganlo l debris are



Holocene fill exposed at Locality 29, Salt Creek. The well sorted, sandy basal unit (C) is
cut by a Channel filled with rhythmically bedded sand and clayey silt (13). Eolian sand
(A) caps the deposit. Sites where three of the sainples were collected for 14C dadng are
shown in parentheseS (see Table 2-9).
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connonly scattered throughout the mudflow deposits. A few other cut-and-fill
structures were observed in Unit B. The seven 14C dates derived for samples
collected in this unit range fro + + (m 4,510600 to 3106C years BP Fi r 6 andgue 2-
Table 2-9)-.

. .

All-exposures examiPed-a Pea- WUnit A, a massive, medium- to -
coarse-grained sandy unit, which is Lan-red in color and is interpreted to be
eolian in origin. No carbonaceous material was found in this unit for radio-
carbon age determinations.

2.5.3 Geologic Interpretations

- The di5tinct variations in the depositional charaeter of the Holocene
deposits exposed in Salt Creek suggest that environmental conditions have, at
'cast locally, changed over the time period represent.ed in the exposures.
However, these changes were not of the same magnitude of change that occurred
at the end of the Pleistocene (approsimate)y. 10,000 years HP). The cross-
bedded sand of Unit C is indicative or a sandbed stream having sufficient
velocity to develop dune forms on its bed (Leopold et al., 1954). Quantita-
tive measurements that could potentially provide estinmtes or flow depths and
velocity were not obtained from the cross-bedding during this preliminary
stud1-. At Locality 29, the sandy deposits graded upward to mudstone layers,
suggesting a transition to eonditions leading to over-bank, quiet deposition.

The middle unit, UniL B, consists predominantly of layers that suggest a
cyclic depositional environment varying between over-bank, quiet-water condi-
tions (the mudstone layers) to stream channel flow (the sandy horizons).
However, channel velocities were not sufficient to produce bed dune forms
comparable to those developed in the underlying unit (Unit C). Occasionally,
mudflows moved down the channel, resulting in deposits as much as 2 m (6 ft)
thick.

The uppermost Unit, Unit Ai appears to be eolian in origin. FluVial
reworking of those deposits was probably minimal because of the lack of'
fluvial structures An the massiye deposits,- At Locality 27,-tbe streambank '
exposure is a cross section of a nontheast-trending dune that is a part of the
dunc field north of Lhe stream,

sediMentological character of the Holocene deposits exposed by
gullying of Salt Creek suggests that there may have been a sw;tained flow in
Salt Creek while the lower part of Unit C was being deposited, Either a
significanb amount of silt- and clay-sized particles was not being carried hy
the stream at this time, or the velocity was sufficiently swift to carry these
particle sizes farther downstream.

The transition to more episodic flow conditions indicated by Unit may
be represented by the upper horizons of Unit C. During this time, higher
flows cut channels in Unit C and moved oNdflows down the channels. The mud
and silt horizons may represent the stripping of surface soil horizons From
hillslopes destabilized by a shift to drier clinute conditions punctuated by
wore intense, brief rainfall events. Alternatively, the stripping could hc_ _

--caused hy infrequent najor-storms.



No evidence of channel cutting was observed in the time interval. repre-
sented between the deposition of Units A and B. The interpreted eolian origin
of Unit A suggests that drier eehditiens prevailed, enabling the transport of
the windblown, fine-grained material.

—Although the Holocene--fluv-ial deposits suggcat definite changes .1n flow
regimes, significant leaching of pre-Holocene calcie soils by an increase in
rainfall during the Holocene is not apparent. Therefore, cliuu:tic conditions
must have remained arid to semiarid throughout this period, an interpretation
that is supported by vegetational analyses or fossil pack rat middens
(Section 2.2).

. Derived Age-Data--

Sequential environmental changes have been inferred From the sediment-
ological character of Holocene deposits in Salt Creek. Age dates of the
deposits are essential for dating these changes, assessing if thesc changes
correlate with paleoclimatic interpretations derived by other means, and for
verifying that the depositional units are not time-transgressive facies
variations. A Lotal of 10 radiocarbon dates was derived from the lowermost
deposits that herein have been collectively referred to as Unit C. These
dates range from 4,830+640 years BP to 102 percent modern (Figure 2-6;
Table 2-9), and 80 percent of the datos are between 2,920 and 1,460 years BP.
Dates from deposits referenced as the Middle Unit, Unit B, exhibit a wide
seatter between 4,510+600 and 310+60 years BP (Tabie 2-9). The dates do not
provide an evident chronologic separation of Units B and C of the Salt Creek
deposits.

At Locality 26, only one date each was derived from Units B and C
(Figure 2-6). A date of 310+60 years BP (WSU-2776; Table 2-9) was obtained
from matted flood debris, Consisting of plant material and pack rat renal
pellets from Unit B. This should be an accurate reflection or the age of the
deposit because it is unlikely that the plant debris would have been reworked
from another deposit, Also the sample size was large, thus reducing analyti-
cal error, lhe underlying unit (Unit. C) yielded a date of 1,735+200 years BP
(WSd-2798) prom detrital charcoal (Table 2-9). The two dates are strati-
graphically reasonable, although the charcoal may have been reworked from an
older source.

At Lomlity 27, the date derived from detrital charcoal in the middle
stratigraphle unit, Unit B, is older than all the dates derived from the
under4ing, unit, Unit C (Figure 2-6; Table 2-9), it is therefore likely that
the charcoal found in Unit B was reworked from older deposits, Dates derived
for the six sampling sites within Unit C are also stratigraphically inverted,
with the oldest dates derived from the mudflow ih the upper part or the unit.
The stratigraphically lowest sample (f, Figure 2-6; TabLe 2-9) was interpreted
to be a root by the analyzing laboraiory; the reproducibility of Lhe derived
dates for the sample indicates they are good. Therefore, the sample date
(1,750 years BP [average)) probably represents the time when a plant was
growing in the deposit of interest. The other young date (1,460±250 years BP
[WW-28041) at the base or the unit may also be the remains of a rooe.



Only one date was derived at locality 28 (Table 2-9), Detrital' charcoal
collected from deposits having sedimcntologieal Characteristics of Unit
provided a date of 4,510+600 years BP (W3U-2777).. This sample was of very
small size (0,215 g) (Table 29), and the derived date is older than others
froth this unit. -Therefore, itr may not accurately reflect the age of the
depositsceither - bccause - df analytical'error introduced by an inadequate -
amount of the sample, or because the collected charcoal was reworked from an
older deposit.

Dates were received for four sampling sites at Locality 29 (Figure 2-6;
Table 2-9). Triplicate dates were run OM samples collected from a burn hori-
zon near the top of Unit B to compare reproducibility among three labora-
tories. Although samples sent to the laboratories were of small but adequate
quantities, the resulting dates, 580+150-, 1,690+230, and 2;335+55 years 8P
(Table 2-9), were nonreproducible. Tii are stratigraphically reasonable for
the unit and postdate the 2,430t70 years BP (WSU-2801) date for an underlying
mudflow. The two dates dcrived from charcoal collected from Unit C are strat-
igraphically i.nverted. The older date of 4,830+640 yeafs BP (WSU-2800) may
repreSent the age of the unit; or the collected sample rnay have been reworked
from an older deposit, or may be thc center wood of a recently deceased, old
tree. The younger date of 1,640+210 years 81) (4iSU-2799) was from a small
sample and may have been a charred root of a plant that postdated deposition
of the unit.

2.5.5 Discussion

The sedimentologicaJ character of the Holocene fill in Salt Creek stream-
bank exposures suggests that three distinct depositional units occur within
the portion of the channel examined. These consist of a lowermost sandy,
cross-bedded unit 6Unit 0); a middle unit consisting or rhythmically bedded
sandy and silty-clay layers (Unit 13); and an uppermost eolian deposit
(Unit A).

However, radiocarbon dates acquired from Units B and C do not define two
chronologically distinct wnits, Many of the dates appear to give inaccurate
ages for the deposits, based on stratigraphic relationships. One possible
explanation is that the collected charceal was reworked Prom older deposits,
and therefore provides a minimum limit. on the age of the unit rather than an
accurate asseSsment of time or. depositi.cri, Error may also have been intro-
duced into the age calculations by the small size et many of the analyzed
samples,

Taking all of the aforementioned factors into conslderation, the follow-
ing qualifying statedmnts can be made about the Salt Creek Holocene fill
units. The age of the exposed part of the lowermost unit (Unit C) is prohably
bracketed between 4,830+640 and 1,710+260 years BP, The capping mudflow
deociat at. Locality 27 was deposited, at a maximin, 2,920+220 years BP. The

maximum age for the middle unit (Unit B), which was deposited after the m(td-
flow cap of Unit C fiJled the channel at Locality 27, is 3,360t190 years HP,
and is more likely 2,080+200 years BP, The date of 310t60 years BP derived
from near the top of this unit at Locality 26 maY be the most accurate date '

derlved from- all the. Salt Creek samples because the sample was of adequate
..,43pAn And noiOd not haVe been- rewOrked-from .cider deposits, - However; -only the



youngest (580i152 years BP) of the discordant triplicate dates from near the
top of the unit at Locality 29 is nuppogtive .of such ayoung date for the.
unit. Unit A postdates Unit B in age and is probably still accumulating
through eolian depositional processes.

_The resultsnof this preliminary effort- to correlate Holocene deposits - in
Salt Creek indicate the need for (1) additional agc control through either
radiocarbon or TL dating, (2) careful collection of samples to be dated, and
(3) the tracing of the lateral extent of deposits in streambank exposures,
More extensive age control may also indicate, however, that the deposits are
not chronologically distinct units, and therefore not climatically controlled.

Elsewher., recent studies of ephemeral ntreams in the Southwest have_
empinasimd the concept of sediment storage in thc drainage basin, and the
episodic transport of sediment out of Lhe basin during a series of cut-and-
fill cycles (Patton and Schumm, 1975; Patton and Boison, 1986; Boiscn and
Patton, 1985). The underlying premise of this concept is that erosion or
deposition within a stream channel is in response to threshold conditions of
instability, and is not due to climatic controls. Both proeesses may be
occurring concurrently in localized areas within the same drainage basin.
These concepts have developed from 22 years of measurements in specific
streams (Patton and Schumm, 1975) and from interpretations of Holocene terrace
deposits in Harris Wash in southcentral Utah (Patton and Belson, 1986). In
the latter study, Lhree distinct sedimentary facies (a thick-bedded sand
facies, a ripple-stratified red-and-tan sand facies, and a thin-bedded mud
facies) wero recognized throughout the wash, but not in any preferred
sequence.

In Salt Hash, the exposures that have been studied exhibit a preferred
depositional sequence. Evidence of multiple cut-and-fill events is not
plentiful in the exposures examined, but can be seen in exposures on other
stream courses in the area. Therefore, it is likely that Salt Creek is trans-
porting sediment through the system i.n a nanner similar to that described by
Patton and Schumm (1975) ahd Patton and Miser. (1986). However, this cyclic
process appears Lo be superimposed on larger scale changes that are suffi-
ciently significant Lo uniformly alter the character of stroambed Aeposits
throughout the iength of the channel that was studied, These broader scale
changes are presently assessed to he climatisally controlled. Additional work
should include the study or the upstream segment of Salt Creek, and of Holo-
cene rill abundantly exposed in other gullied drainages throughout the area,
This would provide an opportunity to assess the regional extent of the three
stratigraphic units defined to date, and their chronologic equivalency.

2,6 SUMMARY

A number of biostratigraphlc and geologic methods were usod in a prelim-
inary assessment or the paheoctimatic changes that have occurred i.n southeast

Utah since latest Pleistocene time, Based on results of preliminary studies,
macrofossils collected from pack rat middens most definitely bracket the
timing or climate changes at the end or Pleistocene time, Thia change is also
recorded in pollen collected from lake sediments. Hefinement of the pollen
data could enhance scenarios developed from pack rat data, Snail assemblages
and Holocene stratigraPhic units ekamlned to date, however, lack sufficient
age control for establishing useful palcoolimatic data.



Regional data indicate that the major change from a coot late-Pleistocene
climate to conditions that resembler the present-day environment occurred
approximately 11,000 to 8,000 years BP. South of' the potentially acceptable
repository sites at 'Davis and Lavender Canyons, on the southern flanks-of the
Abajo Pfountains,i 'data 'Colieetediduring_this study-indicate that vegetatiou
responded to t;he climatic change approximately 10,000 years BP at a 1,585-m
(5,200-ft) elevation, and between 10,000 and 7,200 years BP at a 2,195-m
(7,200-ft) eievation. The data are based on macrofossils preserved in pack
rat ndddens examined during the Paradox Basin studies, This change is also
recorded in pollen preserved in bottom deposits of Duck Lake in the AbaJo
Mountains, as shown by evidence collected during this study,

011ring Holocene time, more subtle.global climatic fluctuations have -
occurred. The Caloobiologi.c record Varies as t;o the nature of these changes.
At noMe locations, such as lowlands in California and southcentral Colorado
(Baker, 1983), only a continuous warming trend is observed, Elsewhere, the
middle Holocene (7,000 or 8,000 to 4,000 or 5,000 years BP) is marked as a
warmer interval than the preceding or successive periods (Baker, 1983), ln
some areas, such as the northern Great 'Basin, conditions appear to have been
warm and dry (Antevs, 1959). In the southwestern States, they were probably
warm and wet due to the enhancement of the monsoonal effect (Martin, 1963;
Baker, 1983). Holocene glaciation in western mountain ranges appears to have
oocurred in a nonsynchronous fashion (Burke and Birkeland, 1983).

Ohronologic control on Holocene climatic changes in the study area
presently consists of interpretations based on macrofossiis found in pack rat
middens south of the Abajo Mountains, on sedimentological changes observed in
Holocene deposits, and on studies reparted in the literature. The pack rat
data suggest that conditions were warm and wet between 8,000 and 4,000 years
BP. A cooling trend and a decrease In summer rainfall appear to have devel-
oped after 4,000 years BP. Fluvial deposits in Salt Creek drainage, on the
eastern edge of Canyonlands National Park, suggest that runoff was suffi-
cient to develop a sandbed stream with dune forms on the bed between 4,800
and 2,100 years 13P, Flow conditions gradually changed around 2,100 years BP,
resulting iu channeling of the older sandy deposits, occasional mudflows, and
over-hank, quiet-water deposits. These condittens may have been due to
intense storms and may have continued up to as recently as 500 to 300 Yeara
BP, Since then, oolian activity appears to have increased, The present
gullying probably began in the late 1800s.

In northwestern New Mexico, Wells at al, (1983) associated colian depo-
sition, bac/land denudation, and fluvial deposition wi.th a warm and/or dry
period that occurred between 6,000 and 2,800 years BP, A cool and/oP wet
period between 2,800 and 1,500 years BP facilitated paleosol formatiOn and
stabilization of colian source material. Another warm and/or dry trend that
began around 1,500 years BP hns renewed alluvial and collar) depositional pro-
cesses, in Castle Valley, north of' the San Rafael Swell in central Utah,
Currey (1976) related coltan depositional periods that occurred between 4,500
and 3,390 years BP and from U790 years BP to the early 1900 to a reduction
in winter promiultatAon, intensified sumMer convective storms, and relatively
low soil moisture.



Figure 2-8 is a composite of these climate interpretations. The data
span a 450-km (280smi) -long northwest transect, and represent an area that. is 
transitional between two air mass boundaries. Areas to the south are subject
to late summer rainfall derived !Them nioist maritime airfrom -- -
Mexico:: The:northern -iiarit,ThOweVeb,His morc-influenced -hy-continental- airflow —
from the northwest, Despite these differences, active eolian periods are
noincident, though a different duration, across the area.

The climatic interpretations derived from the Salt Creek deposits do not
closely parallel the others shown in Figure 2-8, However, with refined age
control on the Holocene deposits, the Hotocene paleoclimatic trends reeorded
by other studies rnay atso be reflected in the fluvial depositional record.

Alternatively, interpretations.of fluvial/deposition eonditions and controls 
may change as the deposits arc examined in more detail and other drainages in
the area are studied. Unfortunately, tho early and middle Holocene strati-
graphic record has probably been eroded from narrow stream channels. Such
erosion characterizes many of the streams in the Canyonlands area, At
present, however, the fluvial record in Snit Creek appears to he responding to
an outstde forcing factor(s) that is affecting the whole drainage basin, Most
likely, this fae_tor is either directly or indireotly related to climatic
change.
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3.0 QUATERNARY MIMES IN TH NEEDLES FAULT ZONE

The Needles Fault  zone of the Paradox Basin °envies anearcuateazone--
approximately 27-km-(11 Ai) long-anch (9'mil.wide 'e'er* the eastern
side of the Co1erado Ri_Ver immediately below its confluence with the Green
River (Figure 3-1). The fault 20VIC consists of a system of northeast-
trending extensional valleys (grabens) boundecl by normal faults (Figure 3-2),
individual faults generally exhibit vertical displacemcuts that range from a
meter (a few feet) to about 30 m (100 ft); however, near Cataract Canyon, op
to l00 m (300 ft) of displacement has been reported (Lewis and Campbell, 1965.
P. 3), 8ubsequently, the graben valleys have partially filled with alluvium,

. colluvium, -and colian deposits.

Most theories on the origin of the Needles Fault zone emphasize grav-
ity teetonics as the eanse. daker (1933), McGill and Stromquist (1971i), and
Stromquist (1976) propose that canyon cutting along the Colorado River during
Quaternary time reduced the aVerberden above the evaporite sequence of the
Paradox Formation. ihis unloading allowed the viscous evaporite material to
flow down the gentle westerly dip of the Monument Upwarp, and resulted in ehe
formation or the Meander anticline along the Colorado River, Tha grabens
formed by extension as strata overlying the salt, strata pulled apart along
existing Joints. Nuntoon (1982) does not believe that salt flowage is
required for graben formation. He theorizes that the incision of the Coiorado
Riter formed a free vertieal face or surface, and downdip westward sliding
formed tho graben features. Hite (1982) credits salt dissolution in the
Paraclox Formation with collapse of the overlying strata. All of these mech-
anisms may operate to different degrees, depending on distance from the river,
amount of surface water that reaches the evaporlte horizon(s), and the
preexisting Joint system,

Understanding the age, rate, and mechanisms of graben formation io
important to repository siting because of the proximity oF the Needles Fault
zone to the Davis and Lavender Canyon sites. Hence, a preliminary study was
undertaken to assess whether Quaternary deposits In the grabens coul.d yield
information on the age and rate or graben development, lb address this ques-
tion, photogeologic interpretations, reconnaissance mapping, and sampling of
the deposits were conduCted during a 2-week period in 1982.

3.1 DRAINPSE ANOMALIES

Examination or aerial photographs revealed thaL many small drainages
in the Needles Fault zone have been disrupted by grahen forrmition. For
cax.ample, Westward-flowing tributaries to Lower Red Lake Gnnyon, in the
northern portion of Bo Needles Vault zone., have been licher-idea by the down-
dropping of the Devils Lane graben across their channels (Figure 3-3,
Locality A; Figure 3-liA), These streams now drain lnto closed depressions
within Devils Lane (Figure 3J10). In many or the graben valleys that are
closed depressions, sinkholes have rmlled, and streams disappear into the
valley fl.00rs (Figure 3-6(1), These sinkholes, Perevred Lo i; "swallow holes"

-by- McGill and Strom/1111st (1974), are comimmly elongate, reflecting control by
6elflock Joints 'Swallow holes-uvtoe20'm J60, ftrdurio,-fia6lbeleq :

Observed, they comMonlY Provide excellent exposures or the nbsi reent-, gr n
e 

abe-
fil 1 ing sedimnts,
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A. View south of arcuate pattern of grabens
in the Needles Fault zone. Butler Wash
crosses the lower left corner of the photo.
Arrow points to Locality 41, a swallow hole
in Cow Canyon where a soil profile (Figure
3-10) was described. Other swallow hoies
that can be seen in photo are noted by
asterisks. The Colorado River is to the
right of the photo.
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A View west of 'hanging valley' of forinerly westward-flowing stream that has been behead—
ed by formation of the northeast-trending Devils Lane graben,

B View northeast of Devils Lane graben, Graben valleys are typically flat-floored and filled
with fine-grained sediments. Blocks bedrock, fallen from the vertical rock walls, typi-
nay occur along the margins of the valleys, The interior drainage in this graben ends in
low-lying area indicated by ilrrOVV,
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A, Vresa, south of-swallow hole formed
along giaben wall at 1101ffierri end
of Cow Canyon. A fallen block of
bedi ock is indicated by the arrow.
Bedding in exposed sediments
ranges from laminated to massive.

View south of fissure that has formed
east of Devils Lane. Einbankmont for
stock pond, indicated by arrows, is
downstream of fissure and was appar-
ently constructed before its formation,
Fissure is aligned with p r urn i nen t joint
in bedrock to the south.
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At some swallow hole locations, open chasms in the - bedrock can be seen
teneath the alluvial fill. Lewis and Campbell (1965) report 2-m (7-ft)-wide
bedrock separation, and that cattlemen have noticed the development of fault-

:Iire-sinks-sillce-ranchIng7begablinJthe _area, - During thls-stuoy,-an apparently--
recent fissure was observed near Devils LAne (Figure 3-3, Locality A). The
opening is upstream of an embankment built for watering stock (Figure 3-5b),
and water that would have been impounded by the entankment now drains, in
part, into a bedrock fissure that is approximately 0.5 m (1.5 ft) wide.

The pregraben drainage network identified in aerial photographs is
shown on Figure 3-3A, following the technique originally reported in McGill
and Stromquist (1974). Preserved abandoned .channels-Ln Lne northern Part of -
the fault zone art confined to the resistant, extensively jointed, Ccdar Mesa
Sandstone tongue that crops out in that area. The lack of evidence of pre-
graben drainages in the central part of the area may be due to the Less resis-
tant nature of the Cutler Formation, which crops out there. Enougl time has
passed since initiation of graben formation to have removed evidenee of any
former stream channels in this area.

Another area where few abandoned channels are visible on aerial
photographs Ls on the block bounded by Lower Red Lake Canyon, the Colorado
River, and Red Lake Canyon (Figure 3-1). This area is capped by Cedar Mesa
Sandstone, in which channels are well preserved to the east. Ihe lack of
abandoned drainages west of Red Lake Canyon suggests that the Red Lake Canyon
graben was one of the initial grabens to form, and that it intercepted streams
flowing from the east. Therefore, the grabens east of Red Lake Canyon
(Cyclone Canyon, Devils Lane, and Devils Pocket) did not form until streams
that emptied into Red Lake Canyon graben had had time to become incised into
the Cedar Mesa Sandstone.

in addition to the apparent youthfulness of grabens eastward from the
river, McGill and Stromquist (1970 used the pregraben drainage pattern to
infer that graben formation has also progressed in a northward direction.
Drainages on the northern end of the Needles Fault zone appear less adjusted
to graben development than those farther south, as evidenced by the extent, of
internal drainage, and the preservation of abandoned (hanging) stream channels
on the horst blocks. In the southern portion of the area, streams such as a
tributary to Y Canyon have partially adjusted their courses to follow graben
valleys (Flgure 3-3R, Locallty 8).  The resulting drainage pattern is strongLy
rectilinear, reflecting the influence or graben structure on the stream
courses (Figure 3-1),

The channels of the larger stieams, such as Chesler Canyon and Butler
Wash, show only minor control by the graben structures. Although thuse
streams have maintained their courses across the graben structures, they have
contributed noticeable alluvial filt to the graben vaileys as they encounter
the western beclrock tmill of downdrolting grabens. ln Cross Canyon, at Local-
ity 45, the bLroam flowing into the graben from the east disappears into
swallow holes ahd no longer flows out westward through the well-defined
channel, whose Mot' is now 1 to 2 RI (3 to 6 ft) above the graben floor.

The drainage anonlies.atni other geomorphic-features observed - intthe
Ncedies Fault zpre (nu be used to date tne mllcuilY or graben deyelopitnt.
McGilt nnd Strou.ntist (19'00 estimatu that graben l'oru:,(,IOn bnpan nround



500,000 years ago, based on an estimated rate of incision byrthe Colorado
River, and the depth to the Paradox member beneath the river. These authors
also refer to the good preservation of- abandoned7Arainages.and the-persis-
tence 'of internal drainage as indications er the youthfulness of-the faulting,
Although the swallow holes have been presented as evidence of recent graben
development by extension of the subsurface bedrock units (McGill and
Stromquist, 1974; Stromquist, 1976; Lewis and Campbell, 1965), surveying or

instrumental data would be required to verify this theory.

An alternate explanation for the historical appearance of swallow
holes is that bedrock separation occurred long ago and the open fractures
sUbSeclUently were-filled with- windblown and/or alluvial material. The right
combination ot surface drainage and subsurface piping action could flush the
sediments, again creating open fissures and swallow holes, and t.he filling
process would start anew. Sediment influx into a graben may fill and even-
tually cover a swallow hole, whereas piping action of surface water through
the fill and bedrock fractures can eause thc formation of new swallow holes
(Figure 3-6). Therefore, the geomorphic features that are most indicative of
recency of graben development are the internal drainage system, beheaded
streams, the lack of through-flowing streams to the Colorado River, and the
ponding of sediments against the western walls of grabens.

GRABEN-FILLING MATERIALS

Exposures of graben-filling .sediments in swallow hole.s reveal a com-
bination of colluvial, colian, and alluvial deposits. At some localities,
large sandstone blocks up to 10 m (33 ft) in diameter have fallen from the
graben walls and have been, ur are being, buried by the fill aeposits. Fine-
grained sediments, consisting primarily of massive sand with layers of angular
pebbles, have Pilled in the spaces adjacent to the blocks, The extent of soil
development observed in the fine-grained fill varies from the total absence of
buried soils at most localities, indicating that deposition has been contin-

.-uous and/or relatively rapid; to weak ()aloi.c horizons, suggesting episodic
filling of the swallow hole; to burled, moderately developed, caftan and
argillic soils. The graben fill was examined and sampled for age analyses at
five locations (Figure 3-1, Table 3-1). Samples were collected for radio-
carbon and thermoluminescence (TL) age analyses at ail five localities. Soil
profiles were described and sampled for pedogenic carbonate content at two
localities (40 and 41, Figure 3-1). The stratigraphy and laboratory results
ror the rive sites are discussed in the following sections,

3.2.1 Cross Canyon, Locality N5

The swallow hole formed at the intersection of Cross Canyon with „le
northeastern end of imperial Valley (Locality 45, Figure 3-1 ; Figure 3-7)
exposes three major sedimentary units that document progressive pending of
drainage and recent deformation or grahen-rilling sediments, The oldest
sediments exposed consist ofapproximately 5 m (17 ft) of pehhly sand, sand,
and cobbles (Figure 3-8), and are indicative of unrestricted streakflow„ Two

alaY-rioh hnhizonsl -Interpreted as p6doge111:9 -qbsorv9d.
The nppermunt is ovr,rlain with 1.5 m (5 Pt) OF eoilan send. A radioaarbon -
date of- 1,02Dt520 ytars before present (MI- (W31_1-2768) Wss obtained TrOn1

6?



Cemented colluviten filling hounding fault of a grahen structure along the Colorado River
(Sec. 34, T30V25, R1BEI in the Needles Fault zone. A sImilar feature was ohierved in
Cross Canyon, one mile tuntream from its confluence with the Colorado Hive/.
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Table 3-1 Age Estimates and Dates From Surficial Deposits in the Needles Fault Zone'

Siue
Location Sample

Dating Technique

Lab Number

Carbon-14;
Sample
Size (g) TL

Ped. Age
CaCO3(a) (103 yr BP)

Sec: 9,
T31S, R18E-1 (a) 61.54 + 4.67 ALPHA-526
:Iestern graben (b) x 65.37 ± 4.53 ALPHA-527

115 to 190

Sec_ 11, (a) 2.9 103% modern WSU-2796
T31S, R18E-i (b) 0.08 2.76 + 0.2 WSU-2767
Cow Canyon

(c) x 16.3 4- 1 - 7 ALPHA-468
70 to 115

Sec. 11, (a) 0_85 2.45 + 0.21 WSU-2797

T31S, R18E-2
Cow Canyon
Sec. 14, (a) 5 0.3 + 0.065 WSU-2766

T31S, R18E-2 (b) 3.22 + .0.29 ALPHA-528

Cow Canyon (c) o.6 3_91 + 0.69 WSE-2764

(d) 1.5 110% modern WSU-2763

(e) 1.1 2_70 + 0.22 WSU-2765

Sec. 28, (a) 8.0 102% modern WSU-2795
TlyS, R18E-1 (b) x 11.56 + 1.08 ALPHA-531
Cross Canyon (c) 0.5 6.42 + 0.73 WSU-2794

(d) x 16.3 + 1.26 ALPHA-529
(el• x 46.3 + 4.63 ALPHA-530

(f). 1.5 1.020 + 0.52 W8U-2768

soil Profile.
Charcoal.

O<Xaments

29 vein? estima ed ,
pedogenic CaCO3 in-
soil profile.
Chencped-seeds.
Charcoal. Date.
derived'through

=1:aNrjöxide.

17 gicM? estimated:
pedogenic CaCo3 in

Organic 'inatter.

Charcoal.
Wood. 1 1
Charcoal.
Wood.'

Charcoalli

Charcoal

See Figures 3-8 and 3-11 for schematic stratigraphy and locat" of sampling sites at indiVidual

localities.

;a) Fedogenic calcic soil ages based on estimated carbonate influx rates of 0.15 to 0.25 g/om2/1,000

;b1 The barium hydroxide process is described in Section 4.1.2.



El. Upper part of oldest sediments exposed in swallow hole
in Cross Canyon. Hammer is near collection site ot
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charcoal at the base of the exposure, and a 'It date of 46,300+4,63Q years
(ALPHA-530) Wa8 obtained from sediments near the top of the ()Meat unit
(Figures 3-7B and 3-8, Table 3-1).

A -younger unit,-consisting -of at -least- 4';6-m 15-fti of rhythMically
bedded sands and clays, fills a channel cut into the older unit (Figure 3-7).
Mud-cracked clay layers that occur at the top of most cycles appear to
represent a more restricted stream flow than in the older unit and indicate
that flow was at least periodically ponded. h date of 6,420+730 years BP
(WSU-2794) has been derived from charcoal collected from the base, of these
sediments; sediments from the same horizon yielded a TL date of 16,300+1,260
years (ALPHA-529) (Figure 3-8, Table 3-1).

The uppermost urtt in the Cross Canyon swailow hole consists of' approxi-
mately 1 m (3 ft) of finely layered, matted organic debris interbedded with
thin sandy layers. Row during deposition of the uppermost unit was appar-
ently more restricted than that associated with deposition of the . middle unit,
The lower half of these sedithents is dounwarped, whereas the uppermost strata
are horizontal (Figure 3-9A), A carbon-14 (I4C) date of' "103 percent modere
(WSU-2796) was obtained from organic debris at the basc of this unit. A
date of 11,560+1,080 years (ALPHA-531) was derived from silt deposits, also at
the base of Lhe unit,

The age-dating samples were coLleCted to provide both an age of the
deposit and a compartson between the radiocarbon and TL dating methods, TWo .
samples (nne for each of the techniques) were collected from each or the three •
units, There is no agreement between the derived dates • for any oC the sample
sets, 'dui T1., dates are stratigraphteally reasonable, whereas the lowermost •

daLe (Sample f, Figure 3-8) is too young, both in view of the paleosols
'present in the profile, and when compared with the other derived dates. WIth
the present amount of dnta, it is not possible to Judge which set of' dates
most' accurately reflects the actual age of' thetwo younger deposits, The two
mils observed ln.the eldeat unit support the derived TL date of 46,300 years •
13P; however, Lhey are not sufficiently developed to suggest •that the deposit

is diS111-090UtlY Older than150,000.ye4rsi3P,.

The character of' the deposits indicate that ponding or the CrOss Canyon
stream and the development of swallow holes did not ocaur untli alluir the
oldest.eXposed milli...was deposited, The-cobble-slzu (-Masts lh•the oldest • •
ch?pesits• are ludieative ef a higher velocity than that ofLhe presout-day
stream upstream of' Locatity 45 in Cross Canyon, illternatiliely, graben forma-
tion may have already begun, but the stream waa able to maintain rli..04 across
the western. lip of the graben. • A modern analog way be seen in the area Whore
the jetp road CPU:-.;Se'S the wash south of Butler Wash (S on riginaL 3-1). •

A swallow bete at least 5 m• (1? FL) duup subsequently developed in
thesn deposit/a and wfla filled_ with malerial. indicative Or...restrIeLod areal

.111C lack of' iiobbles in these deposits suggests that the velocity•of
water Fleeing Mlle the swallow hole was significantlyJewel, than that which,
deposited the older uuiterlat, Ihe downwarping of the upperuithst• rill probably'
reflects the riper-M[1g et. a voidbeneath .Lhe deposits while they Were acaumn-
latiu, • Thei auffiLdently large•to canae"coliapae of the

)(hi ed./ fihiliseyhdeenTswalIow.lholeLTarAl• t fiaaLlldeptileilat'ida••tri Med •• "ll•••

by Laii• .ilefollt111211:WasHprogyessiVely Pll Hd-e i Lit tat an ie,: rich el aYsy •



A. Sand deposits and thin beds of matted organic debris downwarped into a gulley on west side
of Cross Canyon swallow bole (Locality 451. Arrow shows coilection site of radiocarbon and
TL age dating samples. The derived TL dale is 11,56041,080 years BP; the 14C date is 102%
modern.

FL View Wirth of upperThost portion of sediments Mo.( have accumulated in a graben in the syustern
part of the Needles Fault ione (Locality 401, Massive units exposed near person (arrow} are
probably trawl 1-tley are overlain by thinner, bedded sand and cobbly colluvium,
Basal fluvir4 deposits were observed at stream level, where a 'FL date of 66,310±4.530 years
BP was obtainod. A TL date ul 61,540 3.4,61() years BP was der ived ire.at the top of the over,-
lYing enlian material (See Piqure 3-111.
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The doposits obserVed in the Cross Canyon swallow hole Indicate that
deposition in the Needles Fault zone is complex. Extensional bedrock.defor..

mation has provided an underground rtplumbinessystem _into
flowing -into-che grabens - can toLaily - disappear. SWallOW-holes can develop
by either the continual. widening of the pull-apart bedrock fractures, or by
the flushing (cr piping) of fracture rill from underneath, Once a hole has
developed, the subsurface drain could be plugged by a high influx of sediment,
and a hole mig0t develop elsewhere along the fissure. However, the original
location may evertually again he the site of subsequent collapse and inflow.

3Y2.2 Taw:Canyon:

The uppor 3 m (10 ft) of graben-filling sediments are exposed (1) in
a swallow hole in the center of Cow Canyon (Local.ity 41, Figure 3,-1); (2) in
a 4-m .(12-ft)-deep swallow hole along the northwestern edge of Cow llanyon
(Locality 42); and (3) IA a meries of swallow holes, up to 6 m (20 ft)
deep, near the intersection 9r Cow Canyon and a branching graben to the east
(Locality 44). Samples were collected at these swallow holes to assess the
age of the graben fill ir. Cow Canyon. A soil profile was described and sam-
pled at Locality 111: The samples obtained were analyzed for carbonate content
and particle oiEe distribution (Figure 3-10), Additionally, two charcoal
samples were collected for radiocarbon dating from both above and below the
caleic soil horizon. Another sample stratigraphically below the lower ehar-
coal sample was collected for TL dating, :1t, Locality 42, charcoal was col-
lected at, a depth of approximately 3 m (9 ft). The stratigraphic settings
of the multiple samples collected from Localities 41 and 44 are shown in
Figure 3-11.

3.2.2.1 Locality 41

The swallow hole at Locality 41 is in a topographically high area, and
appears to be in the center of a graben. However, the swallow hole probably
occurs above the buried extension of a fauit that bounds a narrower portion of
the graben to the south.

The sedimentary units exposed are indicative of initial fluvinl deposi-
tion, followed by a perk.] ef colluviation, eolian deposition occurring
most recently. at the base of the exposed measured section, 1.5 m (5 ft) of
alternating sand and clay-rich units are exposed, The clay-rich layers con-
tain fine organ1 debris. A buried soil, which exhibits an argillic 11 horizon
and a caleic horizon (Figure 3-10), is preserved at the top of this scction
along the east well of the swallow hull:, Along the west wall, the B horizon
is weaker and is absent in picss.cs, but the carbonate is significantly stronger
(up to 1 m 13 rt1 of Stage III carbonate 18 present).

A pebbly sand unit 1.1 m (3.5 ft) thick disconforumbly overlies Loe
buried soil. This unit probably represents slope-wash deposits, lhe con-
siderable relief observed on the base of this unit indicates that open cracks
and gnilks - wore probably present -drving deptisition 91' this rill. A very weak
(Stage t) calcHhorjzon- is developed in this A O.-H-m- (2:5-ft)-Lhick.
horizon,or fine .eollan s;.:nd'W;W measpred.above - Lhe slope-washianit,
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The derived age estimates and dates varied significantly at Locality 41.
A total of 17 g/emz of pedogeoic carbonate was measured in the sampled soil
_COIUMn(Figure3-10),insing_theslosg+term.earbonate-influx:rateslof- 0415 to
0,25 g/em2/1,000 years (Section 4.1:1 .4J1)- Chat naive been calculated for the
area to the oast and ndrth of the Grabens (WCC, 19132a, Vol. I, p. 3-1b), an
age of approximately 70,000 to 115,000 years was derived for these deposits.

A radiocarbon date of "103 percent modern" (WSU-2796) was obtained from
the charcoal collected from slope-wash deposits above the huried soil. horizon;
another date of 2,760+200 years BP (WSU-2767) was obtained from charcoal col-
lected below the soil horizon. Th+ IL sample, collected near the bottom of
the exdosure,-- provided a - date- of 16_300+1,470 years HP (ALP1A-468) (Table 3-1;
Figures 3-10 and 3-11),

The two derived radiocarbon dates are judged to be an inaccurate reflec-
tion ofthe age of the deposits because..af Ple extent of soil development An
the, soil proCile. The "modern" sample was apparently contaminated, or a
recently charred plant root; the older sample may also have been a fragment of
a charred root, representing a plant living in the deposit 2,800 years ago,
Alternatively, the older 14C date may nct be accurate because or the extremely
small size of the analyzed sample (Table 3-1).

The other two dating techniques (soil:carbonate accumulation and TL
analysis) provide widely discrepant age estimates for the deposit. The
calculated soil carbonate age of 70,000 to 115,000 years seems high, whereas,
given the extent of soil development observed, the TL date of 16,300+1,470
years BP seems low. The carbonate influx rate may be abnormally high in the.
Crabens area because graben structures tend to trap eolian material and retain
soil carbonate within their closed drainage networks. These factors may con-
centrate CaCO3 in the soil profile, and provide an age estimate that is too
high.

If the TL date is assumed to be correct, the carbonate influx rate woulo
be approximately 1 g/em2/1 ,000 years. This rate is less than the Holocene
rate of 1.39 g/om2/1,000 years derived for 1,300-year-old deposits near
Moab, Utah (Locality 7, Spanish Valley), but twice the mean average rates
reported by Machette (1985) for the last 18,000 years in southern New Mexico
(Section 4.1.1.4,2), However, am influx rate of 3.84 g/cm2/1 ;000 years was
derived from deposits overlying a charred horizon dated 430+110 years BP
(DIC-1593) in the Gibson Dome area (locality 46). (WCC [1982, Vol, 111
reported the influx rate as 4.65 g/cm2/1 ,000 years.) Therefore, although the
local cumulative Influx rae of 1 g/cm2/1 ,000 years for the Grabens area may
not be unreasonable, the TL age of 16,000 years for the deposits is probably
too young for the extent or aoil development observed.

Without additional,data on 'coal Holocene/late Pleistocene carbonate
influx rates or analysis of the accuracy of TL dates (see Section 4.3.3)(
the Cow Canyon deposits at Locality 41 are judged to be 16,000 to 80,0c0 years
in age, The lower age estimate reflects the IL date obtained. Th2 older
age estimate assumes a 0.447 g/cm2/1 ,000 years accumulation rate Cor the
last 18,000 years (Machette, 1985), and rate of accumulation of

- 0(15 g/cm2/1 ,000 years for late. Pleistobene - time (see Seetions ,
and 4,1:1.4,2),
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3.2.2.2 Locality 42

lhe character of the graben fill was also examined at Locality 42, 0.6 km
(0.35 northwest of Locality 41 (Figure 3-1), wherc a swallow hole has
developed along the western edge of the Cow Canyon graben, exposing approxi-
mately 4 m (12 ft) of sandy deposits. Layers of angular pebbles are oommon,
and the fill resembles the slope-wash deposit at Locality 41. Fine-grained
horizons containing organic debris are much Less commn than at Locality 41.
Along the northern wall of the exposure, large uolluvial blocks of bedrock
have been buried by fine-grained deposits.

At Locality 42, a date of 2,450+210 years nP (W30-2797) was obtained from
charcoal collected at a depth of approximately 3 m (9 ft). The stratigraphy
exposed in the swallow hole consisted of fine- to medium-bedded sand, silt,
and -pebble layers. Other rneans of quantitatively assessing the accuracy Of
this radiocarbon date are not available. However, the date is judged reason-
able because of the observed youthfulness of the deposits, which were uncon-
solidated and lacked discernible pedogenic development.

3.2.2.3 Locality 44

Locality 44 is 1.2 km (0.75 mi) southwest of Locality '41 (Figure 3-1),
and consists of a series of swallow holes formed along a bedrock wall, near
the intersection of Cow Canyon and a branching graben to the east. Approxi-
mately 6 m (20 ft) of thin- to med(um-bedded sand, clayey silt, and infrequent
iayers of small pebbles, clay, or organic material are exposed. Four 14C
samples and one TL sample were collected to date deposits from the three
different, swallow holes.

A TL date and a 140 date from samples coll.ected at a depth of 5 m
(16 feet), and having a vertical separation of 0.3 m (1 rL), haveconcordant
results of 3,220+290 years BP (ALPHA-526) and 3,910+600 years BP (WSU-2764),
respectively. Charcoal collected at a shallower depth (3.7 m (12 ft)) in a
nearby swallow hole yielded a 14C date of 2,700t220 years BP (WS0-2765). One
other informative date, 300+65 years 13P (W30-2766), was derived from organic
debris collected 0.5 m (1.5 ft) below the ground surface,

Locality aa is in a topograph(cally low area of the graben, and presently
receives runoff from a limited local area. The radiocarbon and TL dates from
that area are stratigraphically reasonable and in agreement, with the excep-
tion oC one 1!niodern" date that suggests sample contamination. The dates are
assessed as providing an accurate age assessment or the deposits at this
locality.

3.2.2.4 Summary, Ccw Canyon

_The_age dates snoicate-thas the upper 5 m (16 ft) of fill exposed in the
sw'll-low holes in the topographically lower northern-and southern parts of cow
Canyon are of late Holocene age (less than 4,000 years old). The sedimenta-
tion rates derived at thc'se iocalities vary from 1.2 m to 1,7 ni (3,9 to
5.6 ft) per 1,000 years. Although these areas ilre now actively eroding, no
evidence or a prevlous episode of swallow-hole development and subsequent



refilling of.the depression was seen. Such _evidence was observed in -the-- -

middle of Odw 0anyon-(Locality /11), and at-Cress Canyon (Locality 45, Sec-
tion 3,2.1). However, Lhis may be due to tho fortuitous loeation of the
present swallow holes.

The swallow hole in the middle of Ccw Canyon (Locality 41) exposes an
older sequence of deposits than was observed -at either Localities 42 or 44.
The note is in a topographically high area, and therefore presently receives
only colian material and very little waterborne sediment. However, the
alluvial nnd siope-wash deposits observed in the lower half of the profile
indicate that this part nf the gFaben has been subject to fluvial flow con-
ditions as recently as 16,000 or as early as 75,000 Years ago. The low" hail
of the profile shown in Figures 3-10 and 3-11 is characterized by argillie
soil horisons, indicating at least a probable late Pleistocene age for the
depos itsi

3.2.3 Western Graben Locality 00

Deposits filling one of the westernmost (and theoretically oldest)
grabens are exposed in a streanl meander at Loeality 40 (Figures 3-1 and 3-9).
The lowermost stratum in the exposure consists of flat-lying, well-sorted
fluvial deposits; eolian and coiluvial deposits comprise the remaining over-
lying deposits (Figure 3-11). Two buried soils were observed in the exposure
both characterized by argillic and calcic soil horizons. The lower soil has
formed in the fluvial deposits near the base of the exposure, and the other is
En an eollankolluvial unit.

l't,o samples were colic-cted for dating by TL analysis; no material suit-
able for radiocarbon dating was observed, A TL date of 65,370+4,530 years BP
(Alpha-527) was derived from the fluvial deposits at the base of the exposure
(figure 3-10U). The other date of 61,540+4,670 years DP (Alpha-526) - was
obtained from the argillic soil horizon in a massive sandy unit of probable
()Olaf-, origin in the middle of' the exposure. The dates are therefore strati-
graphically consistent,

Samples were also coileetcrl throughout the exposure to estimate the
age of the deposits by calcite soil development. Laboratory analyzes of the
samples indicate that 29 g/cm2 of pedogcnio Ca003 have accumulated in the
soil profile (table 3-1). Using regional carbonate influx rates of 0.15 to
0.25 g/cm2/ 1 ,000 years (Section 4.1,1.4.1), a dace nf approximately 115,000
to 195,000 years 13P was obtained tor the deposit.  As dJ.soussed (n Sec-
tion 3.2,2.1, soil carbonate data collected at Locality 41 In t.he Grabens
area suggest that earbonate influx rates in the area may be higher than the
regional trend, perhaps beCause.of thc natural traps formed by the graben
structures. When an influx rate of 0.447 glem2/ 1 ,000 years is assumed
for the last 18,000 years (Section 3.2.2.1) and regional rates of 0,15 to
0,25 Oem2/1,000 yeo,rs (Sect(on 4.1.1,4,1) are applied to earUer  Pleistocene
time, an age range-of 100,000 to - 160;000 years is obtained. IC the TI,, dates
are assumed eorrect, the average, long-term rate for earbOnate in vfluis on -
the order of 0A6 g/egic/1,000. years. Applying the long-term influx rate
obtained at. locality 41, 1 g/em2/1 ,000 yaars, the neposits at Locality 45
would be only 29,000 years old,



The dates obtained for the deposits exposed at Locality AO indioate that
they - are probably- cArier - than - material exposed An Cow and -Cross - Canyons: -This.
interpretation is supported by the presence oF two buried soils, the greater
amount of soil carbonate in the deposits, and two consistent TL dates, The TL
dates are judged to be reasonably accurate, placing the age of Lhe deposit, at
approximately 60,000 to 65,000 years, The age range indicated by the soil
carlonate data, 29,000 to 160,000 years, using influx rates that are higher
than the assumed regional rates, brackets the TL dates, but cannot be used to
assess the accuracy of the TL dates because of' the -uncertainty of the soil
carbonate influx rate applicable to Ili° Grabens area.

3.3 ESTIMATED R4TE OF GRABEN FORMATION

The rate or graben develoPment can be assessed by esniMating the tiMe
of initial graben formation. As discussed earlier, grabens the northern
and eastern areas of the Needles Fault zone appear to be more recentiy formed
than those to the south and west, respectively. The time of canyon develop-
ment can be used to estinmte the rate of graben Formation From Hest to east,
The upper limit is provided by the age or Cataract Canyon. The canyon is
341 m (1,120 ft) deep. Assuming the conservative (i.e., probably too high)
river incision rate of 0,24 m (0.8 ft) per 1,000 yenrs (WCC, 1982a, Vol.. I),
Cataract Canyon began forming approximately 1. 1.1 million years ago, and graben
development would have started at, a later time.

Me lower limit is more difficult. to define. At the present tinm,
the oldest date that has been derived for samples collected from Quaternary
sediments accumulated in the downdropped graben structures is approxiniately
65,000 years BP (Section 3.2.3). Because of Lhe lack of other age iata, this
dale has heen used to define the minimum age of the grabens. The graben from
which the dated sample was collected is located 3.2 km (2 nd) from the river,
in an area mhere the entire grabon..system Is 12 km t7,5 11.1): vide_ .The sample
Has collected from probable eolian (dune) deposits along the eastern margin of
a downdropped graben block. The eollan deposits were subsequently buried by
colluvium derivcd from the adjacent horst block.

Development of the overall graben system would have actually begun prior
to 65,000 years age in order for the graben in which the sample was collected
to have formed, and for graben development to have progressed eastward from
Lhe river to the sampling sit.e. As described above, the sample site is
located 3,2 km (2 mi) from the river, and the entire graben system is 12 km
(7.5 mi) wide at this point. Assuming that, through time, graben development
has progressed Linearly eastward from the river, the 65,000-year-old date
reflects Lhe minimum t [me in which 25 pereent of the system had formed. This
approach oesuIts in a calculated H[0011411 age or approuriately 85,000 years rot'
the grahen system.

The estimated range Tor the age er the graben pystem providep a means of'
• braeketIng:theyaLen at whjehnf:;he. grabennTiayen-deve,loped. Given the assump-

• ••tiort• that.Mass..moVenientHprocessesA Th ei gandenc,raben•„tr tiomaon) A14.notbegin
:?Innter1 .•14: ye'ars ago, andthat they •have•developed Over A...diss.••

tance of . 7 .,2 km (4,5 mi) Idwer bound on the rate of' graben
. formation M (17 . ft) per •li000. year-s. The. upper limit bn the -raft. 'or
.0,oaben growth is •provided hy the•AssumptiOn• that graben. ±10nclopment began. •.



.85,000 years:AP:and: has_Pregressed.eastward over_a_distance_of_la-km-t7 .5-
from:the river.-- These - parameters - previde almaximUm rate Of grabefi-deVelcpment I
of approximately 140 m (465 Vt) per 1,000 years. The rate of graben
development from south to north cannot readily he estimated.

3.4 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Reconnaissance-level observations condueted during the Paradox Basin .
studies support the theory that graben formation is an ongoing process, The
geomorphic expression of drainage changes indicates tnat the grabens may be
younger in the northern portion of the area than in the south. The pattern of
complex, coalescing graben valleys along !he Colorado River, and simple linear
structures along the eastern margin of the area also suggests that,graben
formation has proceeded eastward, away from the river (McGill and Stromquist,
1974). A crude and conservative (i.e., high) estimate or the rat.e at which
the graben may have spread eastward is 5 to 100 m (17 to 465 ft) per
1,000 years.

The effect of graben formation is recorded by the geomorphology and in
the Quaternary fill deposits, Some exposures provide evidence that streanis
initially flowed freely acros.s this area, and progressive restriction and
eventual ponding of the stream Clow occurred. In most exposures, only the
effects of pending were recorded in the deposits, Preliminary evidence
suggests that swallow hole features may be regularly created and filled, then
re-created above graben-bounding faults. Swallow-hole formation may be caused
either by expansion (opening) of faults due to downdip gravity sliding of the
Needles bedrock mass, or by piping and flushing or sediments from open sub-
surface fractures formed by the boundary faults, The bedrock floor or Lhe
graben was not observed in any oF the swallow holes examined. Therefore, the
deposits exposed i.n the swallow holes postdate, and provide only minimum dates
for, graben Formation,

Age data indicate that the oldest deposits studied are approximately
60,000 to 65,000 years old, and are exposed in one of the western grabens
(Locality 40). lt is unlikely that the oldest basal graben deposits, which .
could provide control on the age of' the grabens, and hence a means of esti-
Hmting the rate of graben formation, will be seen in surface exposures. The
swallow holes and streapthank exposures provide access to only the upper 6 m
(20 ft) of material at a limited number of locations. Geophysical investi-
gative techniques would be required to learn the depth and geometry of the
graben Fill, Samples for geologic dating might be acquired froni basal 6epe-
sits through the use of a coring device; samples taken at incremental depths
would provide a mPans of' evaluating the accuracy or derived dabevi. Uranium-
trend dating is HIE most definitive dating method applicable to the graben -
deposits; however, it is not commercially available. or those techniques that
arc commercially avaihble, the radiocarlion and TL dating methods and paleo-
!magnetic analysis apper nmist applicable, to assessing ehe age ofgraben
depoSlts. nr -c0;ahlodebrk .(LOgs, leaves, etc.) round in the

.pcnded deposits .gencrally provide:an- adequate amounLef sample fOr radiocarbon -
analyses, and should Accurately provide a date for the deposit Jr it is less
th ran 35,000 yeas old. The Tk method provided stratigraphically and (gen-
erally) geologically reasonable dates in the preliminary study,  Ilowcv9r,.
because the dating method is relatively HOW, OUOHOOLO dOLing is recommended



toYerify thederived dates— Paleomagnet, c analysis rould be used o-deter-
-mine -lf±the -deposit8 are olde or younger than 730,000 years BP.

Age assessments based on calcie soil development provide a broad age
range due to the uncertainty tn thc carbonate influx rate for the area. If
the TL dates are assumed aceurate at the two localities where soil carbonate
accumulation was measured, long-term influx rates of 1 g/cm2/1,000 years and
0.46 g/cm2/1,000 years are obtained. The long-term rates calculated previ-
ously are 0.15 to 0.25 g/cm2/ 1 ,000 years. The internal drainage and the
natural topographic traps formed by the grabens noy eontribute to unusually
high (also locally varied) carbonate accumulation rates in the Needles Fault
zone. Until better age control i.s obtained for calculating influx rates,
caleic soil development is useful tn providing only a broad age assessment For
deposits in this area.



11.0 ICTHODS-USFD TO-DATE -QUATEHNAEY- DEPOSITS

As part of the Quaternary studies of the Paradox Basin in Utah, various
age dating techniques were used and evaluated in assessing the age of Quater-
nary deposits and events in the Paradox Basin. A list of technlques incorp-
orated in the dating program, and described in this section, is presented in
Table q-1. It includes commonly used methods, such as carbon-14 (111C)
analysis, as well as new tecbniques that have only recently become available
on a commercial basis. The results of the dating studies', including their
applicability and recommendations for future studies, are discussed in this
chapter. All of the age data collected (MOM the sites shown on Figure 1-1
are presented in Table 1-1.

The ages of specific geologic deposits are of interest Lo the project
because the dates provide the means of (1) assessing the timin.,;, rate, and
recurrence of geologic processes and climatic events that have occurred during
Quaternary time; and (2) addressing the potential effect of future geologic
and climatic ehanges on the integrity of an underground high-level nuclear
waste repository during its liretime. Specific geologic processes include
bedrock incision and scarp retreat; and erohional, depositional, and hydro-
logic changes that occur dur,ing gtacial-intergiacial cycles. Age data are
also used to evaluate the tectonic stability and salt dissolution history of'
an area, and the activity of faults in the vicinity of the potenr.ially
acceptable repository siLe.

I TECHNIQUES FOR PROVIPINC AGE CONTROL • •

The geologic dat:ing prograth developed ror the Paradox Basin studies•
incorporated a phased apprcach that included .an initial evaluation or each
technique to assess. its usefulness to .the Paradox •liasin••settilig.,• ansons
the accuracy or thm various techniques, kritial samples submitted con dat-

• .ing were those run' which the approximate 'age cc relative ages were known.
. Additionally, to t3st, the validity or the uates derived by various methods,

samples• fyprii,ono or morcHocations...wero.dated 4.mitimber-or teehniqUes,- Such•• • ••
as radiocr.rbon (1116, thermoluminescenee (11.), and amino acid analyses; md .
measuremcht or se.U. carbonate, When the results of. a.specific technique

. appeared reasonable, additional samples of unknown age were submitted For dat-
ing by ihat The geologic setting and history of the dated sample wove
•reviewed before the obtained date was judged valid.

Some of the age datin techniques listed .in TahR 11-1 have been dsed
Nttensively..in the )36ionLirio.commrity .and are. teherally• considered •tope •

• well understood and at:booted,- •Howovev,"soiLobio materials, or Mat0T4qat0 Uf.

the applicable .ige range are not always av,Ailable icithe Partdey. Basin roc the
• Aare accepted WiihOdS, 30 alternate dating approaeleS w4.!re condered. T!wse

alternate techuques Lave been recently reoorted hn J-J)literat:tnyr_, but have
rot, beep exteuOv&ly applteth Seel:Hod the. repdrt .piseritA (11 .the.

•- haS-iS-:.:.-!ndsrePoPled anp.Ileation•of-datlng:moathod -8:thatA40.teli.siibSPc.ln'ent4.:nse* .„..
In :thi.s2rd*.q.; ..(2).th.0.1.4e0yed-dataH3U1 diScdsSicv:Or the means• used to--

evalOte thePacentacyor derived..agc data, and an evalaation.of'•the -•-•

reProduelbIlity or these rcsults:, Sectjnn 0.? conOares.dateS.denived bv •
Multiple techniuGes in .speelMji,eographical areaL.,.- The accuraey



Table J4-1. Potentlai Age Dar_ing Techniques for Quaternary Deposits, Pa.adex Basin
(Page 1 of 2)
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a ;.ke Dar.ing Technidues for QuaternaPy Depbsits, Paradox Basin
L?age 2 of 2)
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applieability of the various methods, and recommendations regarding heir use
in future Quaternary studies are summarized in Section 4.3.

Pedogenesis -

The degree of soil. development On Quaternary deposits provides a means
of assessing the length of time since a stable geomorphic surface developed
on the deposits, Pedogenesis (soil development) occurs as a result of -
(1) in situ chemical weathering of mineral grains, (2) eolian influx of

dust-size particles, and (3) downward translocation and accumulation of mate-
rials by repeated wetting and dryingiof. theisoiTieolumn -(ilennyii1980, -McFadden
and Wells 1985). AS these processes proceed, soil horizons with distinct
physical and chemical properties develop (Figure 4-1), Many soil properties
exhibit progressive development witn age and are therefore useful indicators
of' the relative age of the underlying parent material (Marchand et al„ 1979).
Two soil. properties that proved useful in correlating Quaternary deposits in
the Paradox Basin are the accumulation of carbonate (SaCO3) in soil profiles,
and the buildup of clay in the B soil horizons. 1X)wever, because thc B
horizons of many soils in the Paradox Basin have apparently been removed by
erosion, the accumulation of CaW3 in soil profiles has been a more reliable
property for comparing soil development for the Paradox Basin studies.

Both the morphology and the content of pedogenic carbonate in a soil
column show progressive changes with time (Gile and Grossman, 1979; Rachman
and Machette, 1977; Machette, 1978), Many investigators (Gardner, 1972;
Lateman, 1973; Gile, 1975; Machette et al., 19/6) have demonstrated that wind-
blown dust ts the principal SOUPSO of' pedogcnic carbonate in areas of nonoal-
eareous bedrock in the southwestern United States. The carbonate content of a
soil therefore reflects the amount of time that the soil has been at or near
the ground surface, assuming that the rate of carbonate influx, extent of
leaching, and degree el soil erosion are relatively constant. Bachman and
Machette (1977) and Shroba (1977) defined the sequential stages of carbonate
morphology used in this study (Table 4-2). Morphological sequences of ;carbon-
ate development for deposits of knowb age in different regions of' the south-
western Uniten States are shown on Figure

The distribution of CaCO3 within a soil profile (leper - 1 on the texture or
the parent material; therefore, visual compacts/ins of' carbonate concentration
or morphology rimy not accurately indicate how much pedogenie carbonate is
present in the profile, or which profile has the greatest amount of carbonate.
In order to obtain data that could he compared for soils developed in dif-
ferent parent materials, sampLes were collected throughout the soil profile,
and a laboratory measurement of' the amount or soil carbonate present in each
sample was made. Those values were summed for each profile and expressed as
the total mass oC accumulated CaliO3 present throughout each profile. This
calculation considers the bulk density of the deposits and criginal carbonate
content of the went material.

Use of pedogenie properties to interpret soil ages in the Southwest is
dependent on the soil moisture, temperature regimes, and carbonate influx
ratos. Soil classification Soila lionservationiService -utilizes - soil
moisture and temperature,data whereas the key variable in calculating the age
of a calitte soil-is the rate nt which carbonate dust fails oh the ground
surface and is- accumulated lb -the soil proCile,
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A horizon Zone where organic matter au:igluItares
A horizons are typically thin and light
colored hecause of sparse vegetation

Vesicular structme common to
-desert soil - - - -

horizon Zone where clay accumulates by trans-
location horn ovt -lying horizons and

' by weathering in place.

Cambic B 110112(MIS showing only slight buildup
of clay and reddening ot parent material.

Argillic hoe izons (Flt) showing signifiCant clay:
buildup and oriented clay filMS "
grains nr pgd surface.

ln thc field, B horizons commonly
show blocky structure, which results
from breaking of soil into peds:during
dehydration.

Cca horizon

K horizon

Zone where transiocated calcium
carbonate accumulates. Present in
all but very young desert soils.

Cca horizon containing >50% contin-
uous calcium carbonate.

m Cemented zone

Cox horizon Zone that is more weathered thari the
underlying parent material hut lacks
the properties of A, B, or Cca horizons,

cs, sa Accumulations ol gypsum (os) or salts
isal in C horizon.

Cr horizon Weathered bedrock underlying suil.

Source: Birkeland 984
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Table 4-2. Moilohologio Stages of Carbonate Accumulation in'Soils

Stage Gravelly Parent Material Nongravelly ?arent Material

T

Sparse to common, thin, discontinuous
coatings on clasts, usually on undersides

Continuous, thin to thick coatings on
tops and undersides of cLasts; some
interclast fillings; matrix somewhat
whitened

Sparse to common filaments in soily; flakes
or coatings on sand grains or pad' races

Few to
0.5 cm
matrix

common nodules; nodules aresoft,
to 4 cm ;0.2 to 1.6 in) in diameter;
slightly whitened

Continuous 'Iterpebble fillings; cemented Many coalesced nodules;
and plugged horizons in advanced form moderately cemented

matrix is

Laminar horizon, <0.2 cm to 1 cm K0.07 to 0.4 in) thick, overlying p ugged

horizon. Cemented platy to weak tabular Structure and indurated lamnae., Km
horizcn is 0.5 to 1 m (1.5 to 3 ft) thick:

Thick (.>1 cm f0.4 in)) laminar horizon overlying olUgged horizon;,I.nelpient

brecciation and pisolite development. Indurated and dense, strong Pqaty to

tabular structure. Km horizon is 1 to 2 m (3 to 6 ft) thick.

Strong brecciation and pisolite development. Multiple generation of laminae,
breccia, and pisolites; recemented. IndJrated and dense, thick, strong,

tabuiar structure. Km horizon is commonly >2 m (6 ft) thick.

Sources: Bachman and Machette (1977); Shroba (1977); Machette (1985).
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-Soli- Moisture ancflremperat-Und tenditions

The temperature and moisture 'regimes assigned to sites -in southeastern
Utah by. the Soil Conservation Service have been used tc elassify - soil series
in the Canyonlands area (Soil Survey-Staff, 1975, p. 412). - A;though -tempera",

- moisture:probes-havenot-been-linstailedi-in theiCanyot,lanos.area,_soil±:,

conditions have been estimated-from weather station records, f,ite - vegetatlon;
periodic measurements, and soil morphology. Estimated annual precipitation at
locatioas in the Paradox Basin tNhere soil prafile data have been collected by
Woodward-Clyde Consultants (WCC) is presented in Table 4-3. A more detailed
discussion of present and past climatic conditions is given in Chapter 2.0.

Table M-3 Estiriated Annual Precipitation
Study Sites in the Paradox Basin

Site MEC

Average Annual
Precipitation 

in

Terraces west of Green River

Rartlett Wash

Spanish Valley terraces

Amasas 3ack, Spanish Valley

Indian Creek terraces, Gibson Dome

ER-1 drill site

Dry Wash, Elk Ridge Area

White Mesa eolian depositn

Gravel pediments, Blanding area

Gravel pediments, Monticello

150 - 200 6 - 8

150 - 200 6 - 8

200 - 305 8 - 12

305 - 355 12 - 14

200 - 250 8 - 10

250 - 305 10 - 12

250 - 305 10 - 12

250 - 305 10 - 12

305 - 405 12 16

305 - 405 12 - 16

Arcas lower than approximtely 1,524 m (5,000 ft) above mean sea level
(MSL) in the Canyonlands region have a typical aridic moisture regime. The
U,S. Department of Agriculture (Soil Survey Staff, 1975, pp. 51-57) classifies
aridic soils as being dry (containing less than 15-bar water) for more than
180 days each year and never moist (containing more than 15-bar water) for as
long as 90 consecutive days per year. Areas between approximately 1,524 to
2,225 m (5,000 to 7,300 ft) MSL have ustollic aridic moisture regimes. These
areas are more moist than lower regiOnsbut_less moist_than_Lhose of' the ustie



regime:. Soil moisture conditions in areas from approximately ?,225 to
2,317 m (7,300 to 7,800 ft) MSL are classified as ustic. Mese soils are d y
for 90 to 180 days each year, and remain moist ror more than 90 consecutive
days and/or for more than 180 cumulative -days - year.

._ in allareas-beloi..nat least -2,380- ni (7,800.ro MSL, precipitation and
stored soil moisture together are Less than summer evapotranspiration. Little
or no leaching occurs in soils with aridic moisture regimes, as evidenced by
the presence of soluble salts in the soil profiles. Limited leaching oecurs
in areas having ustiu moisture regimes, but Ca003 can still accumulate in the
soil profile. The thick and sometimes strongly cemented layers of carbonate
accumulation observed in aridic landscapes are probably in relict landforms,
and probably developed during a period when more soil water was available ror
both leaching of soluble salts Crom surface soil horizons and the concomitant
accunmlation of carbonate in subsoil horizons.

Most portions of southeastern Utah below approximately 2,286 m (7,500 ft)
MSL possess a mesic temperature regime (Soil Survey Staff, 1975, p. 63). The
mean annual soil temperature for this regime is defined as between 8 and 15°C
(46 and 59°F), with summer and winter temperatures at 50 cm (20 in) depth
differing by more than 5°C (9°F). Localized areas along the Colorado River
canyon have soils with thermic temperature regimes, characterized hy mean
annual soil temperatures between 15 to 17°C (j9 to 63°F), and summer and
winter temperatures at 50 cm (20 in) depth differing by more than 5°C (9'F)
(Lammers, 1983).

4,1.1.2 Carbonate Influx

holian dust and dissolved calcium in rainwater are prohably the major
suppliers oC Caf.03 to soil profiles in the southwestern United States (01.1e
and Grossman, 1979; Machette, 1985), The rate of calcie soil development is
therefore dependent on the long-term influx rate of airborne CaCO3, which is
in turn dependent on wind and precipitation. The extent of exposed calcareous
deposits, such as lake beds or limestone bedrock, also influences the amount
of airborne CaCO3 deposited in downwind .areas. Present carbonate influx -
rates, which are probably greater than long-term Quaternary influx rates
(Machette, 1985), can provide a relative index of carbonate influx rates in
different areas.

No data concerning modern CaCO3 influx are available, for southeastern
Utah, but Influx data are available for areas in Now Mexico and for the Beaver
area of southwestern Utah (Figure 4-2). Modern dust fall in the vicinity of'
Las Cruces, New Mexico contributes 0.02 to 0.04 g/cm2 of CaCO3 per^ 1,000 years
to the soil column (Glle and Grossman, 1979,; Machette, 1985), The mean
annual precipitation of 200 mm (8 in) in that region contains sufficient
dissolved calcium to accumulate 0.15 to 0.2 g/omd of CaCO3 in the soil column
per 1,000 years. These measured amounts of dissolved calcium concentrations
in rainwater may be similnr to those of southeaStern Utah (Junge and Werby,
1958, Figure 7); however, local sources of calcareous dust may he more abun-
dant in the Las Cruces area (Machette, 1985),

---
The-rate at - which oarbouate-accunitilates in a soil profile is controlled

by thc raee at which calcium tons (Catt) iare- supplicd to' - the g pund surface,



and by the amount of rainfall available to move these ions.down into the soil.
If rainfall is too great relative to the Ca" supply, CaliO3 is leached from
the soil. Based on present data, climatic conditions in the Paradox Basin are

-most similar to the Albuquerque and San Acacia study areas of Machette -(1985;

-Carbonate-accumulation -rates-in-southeastern-Utaluwould--thurche-:-- -
expected to be-sindlarto those areas and less rapid than those in the Ros-
well, New Mexico area, where limestone-rich alluvLum provides an additional
source of CaM3, However, because rainwater in sautheastern Utah may be more
enriched in calcium than in the Albuquerque area (Junge and Werby, 1958),
accumulation rates could be more rapid in the Paradox Basin. Soils in the
vicinity of Monticello, which has a higher rainfall than topographicatly lower
parts of the study region, have climatic conditions most similar to the Beaver
study area of Machette (1985, Table 2).

iI.1.1.3 Sampling and Laboratory Procedures

. . 7he procedures for field sampling mrofiles and-laboratory analy-
sis of soil properties are described in WCC (1982b; 19820 and summarized
below. The soil exposure of interest is described in the field, and samples
are collected for laboratory analyses. Particle size data are derived by wet-
sand sieving a sample split, and by hydrometer analysts. The moisture factor
and bulk density values are also measured for all samples from profiles for
which CaCO3 content is to be calculated. Carbonate content of fine-grained
samples is determined with a caleimeter; an acid neutraiization method is used
for coarse-grained samples.

Pretreal.ments were applied to a limited number of samples in the initial
phase of laboratory analysis to assess the necessity of removing organic mate-
rial and manganese oxide, silica cement, iron oxides, and CaCO3 prior to the
particle size analysis. The results of these tests indicated that only CaCO3
had any significant aggregatory effect, even after dispersion; therefore, all
samples were subsequently pretreated to- remove CaCO3 prior to particle size
analyses,

4.1.1.4 Results

The apparent usefulnena of ealcic ooil development for age assessments
was demonstrated - in an early phase of the study, during which carbonate
content in a multiple series of stream terraces in Spanish Valley, south of
Moab, was measured. The soil carbonate data provided dates that were accept-
ably correlative with the hypotheslzed age of the deposits, as established by
the glaoial chronology developed by Richmond (1962) in the nearby La Sal
Mountains (WCC, 19B?a, Vol. f, pp. 3-11 to 3-16),

A total of 35 soil profiles were sampled and described in the Paradox
Basin in Utah for Lhe Quaternary studies. The amoutation of CaCO3 was
calculated for all profiles (TUhle 4-4), and particle size analyses were
completed for 23 of these sites (Table 1-1). The laboratory analyses were
conducted by Nelson Laboratories, Stockton, California.

The locations whore soil carbonate has been measured are shown on

ure 1-1. - Interpretation of the laboratory soils data for Spahish Valley,



Locality. Location

Table 4-4. Sell Carbonate Data
(page 1 of 3)

Deposit

Est. Total
Ped. CaCO3 Est,. Age(a)
(g/cm3) (x1,000 years)

T25s, R16E,
Sec, 11-1

T26s, R22E,
Sec. 7-1

R205, V2E,
Sec, 22-1

T275, R16E,
Sec. 8-1

Alluvia) gravel
Green River terrace

Alluvial gravel. .
PlaCer 'Creek

Eolian deposit
Gold Basin

. .
Eolian deposit
Antelope Valley

14 T27S, R23E, Alluvial gravel
Sec. 5-2 Older Harpole Mesa

15 T27S, R23E, Alluvial gravel
Sec. 16-1 Younger Placer Creek

1 T27S, R23C, Alluvial gravel
See. 17-1 Younger Beaver Basin

17 T27S, R23E, AlluviclEgravel
Seo, 18-1 Older Placer Creek

18 1275, R23E, Alluvial gravel -
Sec, 18-2 Older Beaver I3asir

T27S, R23E,
See. 20-1

Alluvial. gravel
Older P1.acer Creek

20. 427S, R23E, Alluvial gravel -
Sec. 22-1 Middle Harpole Mesa

21 127S, R23E, Alluvial gravel
See. 287 1 Middle Harpole Mesa

32 130S, R21E, Alluvial gravel
Sec. 16-7 Indian Creek, 8-41 terrace

T3CS, R21E, Alluvial gravel
Sec. 16-8 frdian Creek, 10-m terrace

T30S, R21E, Alluvial gravel
See, 16-6 Indian Creek, 10-m terrace

102 400 - 680

61 245 - 405

1.8 7 - 12

`730
(avcrage)

182 '730

37 150 - 245

9 35 - 60

36 145 - 240

7   30 - 45

38 150 - 255

29 115 195

41 165 275

05

30 45

35 - 60



57, 62 T37S, R19E, Conan deposit
(combined) Sec. 30-1,6 ER-1 Site

58 T375, R19E, Eolian deposit
Sec. 30-2 ER-1 Site

59 T375, R19E, Colian deposit
See, 30-3 ER-1 Site

60 T375, R19E, Eolian deposit
Sec. 30-4 CR-1 Site

Locality Location

'Table 4-4, Soil Carbonate Data
(Page 2 of 3)

Deposit

Est. Total
Ped. Ca003 Est. Age(a)
(gicm3) (x1,000 years)

35 T30S, 1121E, Alluvial gravel
See. 16-5 Indian Creek, 12 terrace

36 'HOS,. R21E, .

Scc. 16-4 Indian Creek, 12-m terrace

37 T30S, R21E, Alluvial gravel
Sec. 16-3 Indian Creek, 20-m terrace

38 T305, R21E, Alluvial gravel
See, 16-2 Indian Creek, 20-m t rrace

39 T305, R21E, Alluvial gravel
Sec. 16-1 Indian Creek, 32-m terrace

40 T315, R18E, Eolian deposit
Sec. 9-1 The Grabens

41 T31S, R18E, Fine-grained alluvium
Sec, 11-1 The Grabens

31 125 - 205

10 -40 - 65

15 60 - 100

11 45 - 75

30 120 - 200

29 115 - 195

17 70 - 115

46 T31S, R21E Eolian deposit   1.6 11
Seo, 11-1 The Island

50  T33s, R24E, Alluvial gravel 117 470 - 780
Sec, 32-1 Monticello gravel pit

55 T36S, R22E, Alluvial gravel 220 800 - 1,465
See, 24-1 Blanding gravrid pit (>730)

18 70 - 120

14 55 - 95

(b) (b)

(b) (b)

T37Sf R19E, Eol Ian deposi (b) (b)
30-5 - ER-1- Site



Locality Location

Table 4-4. Soil Carbonate DaLa

(Page 3 of 3)

Deposit

Est. Total
Ped. CaCO3 Est. Age(a)
(g/cm3) (xl,000 years)

66 T37,13, R20E,
Sec. 31-1

- 7 1 -T-37S; R22E,
Sec. 32-1

IP 373, R22E,
Sec, 33- 1

82 T39S, R21E,
See, 24-1

Eolian deposit
Dry Wash

Edlien depOsit
White Mcsa 

Eolian deposit
1J8I(0 Mesa

29

11

115 - 195

55 95

335 - 560

Eolian deposit 193 770 - 1,285
No Man's Island

(a) Age estimate based on a carbonate accumulation rate of 0.15 to
0.25 g/cm2/1 ,000 years, Deposits with On estimated age of more than
730,000 years have reversed paleonmgnetic signatures.

(b) No significant pedogenic carbonate has aecumulated in these profiles,

an area west of the Green River, and the Gibson Dome study area was reported
by WCC (1982a, Vols. I) I1, and V). Since publication of the 1982 report,
laboratory data have been received for seven additional soil profiles
developed in eolian deposits in the Elk Ridge area and on White Mesa near
Blanding, from three ,sites in gravel-depositslderived Prom the AbajG "
Mountains, from one gravel site in Spenion Valley, and from two soil profiles
described in the Grabens area, The pedogenic carbonate content in gravel
terraces in the Gibson Dome area was also recalculated. These new end
recalculated laboratory results arc presented• in Sectiou 4.2, Seil data from
the (;rabens area are discussed Arl Section 3.2. The remaining sites are
discussed in Seetion 4,2.

Te be useful ns a dating technique, the ratc of carbonate influx into an
area needs to be determined. Approximations or these rates can be derived by
measuring the soil carbonate accumulated in deposits ror which age control ts
available, The emphasis in the Paradw Basin etudy has been on determining
long-term rates (Section 0,2,1,4.1). More recently, Machette 11985) has
recognized the apparent Variability between Long-term and Holocene rates
(Section 4.1.1.4,2),

a
1; 1 —Long:Term Carbonate Accumulation Rate. Weposits mith-reversed

paleomsgnetic polarity -wen: lined to calculate a magiumm long-berm "carbonate .
accumrlation rate For (,)11trectstern Utah (Taale 4-5), ltese rates aye





considered to be maximum because the exact ages or Lhe deposits are not
known; hoviever, the)/ are at least 730,000 years old,x which represents the end
of. the reversed Matuyano paleomagnetic enoch (Mankinch and Dalrymple, 1979).
A maximum rate or 0.25 eem2/ 1 ,000 yearswas ;calculateO - for the Spanish
Valley area near MoabgiLeepljty b4)1_1(L1Cg/cm?/1,0(30 years_Tori_the-Gueen

g_-River-area -west'of Moab- (Lceality—Mfli -NCO, 1982a, - p.. 3-16)(land
0,30 ,;/cm2/1 ,000 years for the gravel deposits near Blanding (Locality 55)
(Secuion

Deposits considered to be correlative on the basis of their topo-
graphic or geomorphic setting, or their calcic soil development, hut where
no paieomagnetic studies were done, have yielded miximum Ce003 accum-
ulation rates of OAP g/cm2/ 1 ,000 years (W r hite Mesa pea nlanAing, Local-
ity 72); .0. 10 g/em2/1 ,000 years (Green River terrace, locality 3); and
0.26 g/cm2/ 1 ,000 years (No Man's loland, southwest of Blanding, Locality 82)
(Table 4-5). Soil profiles at all or these sites demonstrate the well-
developed (sometimes nmltiple) calcie soils ;That are characteristic of early
Pleistooene deposits. Although these calculated maximum influx rates assume
an age of 730,000 years Por the naleomagnetically reversed or correlative
deposits, it is very likely that the depoaits are much ()loci-, as indieated by
their high topographic positions above present stream levels; The reversed
polarity measured in the deposits may represent the Gilbert reversed epoch,
which lasted from 5.1 to 3.3 million years ago (Mankinen and Dalrymple, 1979),
However, for the purposes or Paradox Bashi Quaternary studies, the younger
reversed age is assumed in order to provide the maxinftm conservahism in
calculating the rates at which geomorphic processes have been oceurring
during Quaternary time,

AL Fisher Valley, 29 km (13 mi) east or Moab, carbonate mflux
rates calculated by the U yS, Geological Survey (USGS) represent the hest
data available for southeastern Utah because of the age control on the
measured sequence, ht this location, a carbonate accumulation rate; or
0,15 g/cm2/ 1 ,000 years was calculated for the, Quaternary ;sequences that
()Verity, two datums: the Lava Creak A8h, with an asnnmed age of 610,000 years
before present (BP) (Nell:, 1981); and Llic Ilruhnes-Matuyama paleomagnetic
reversal, dated at 13()49110 years IR (Colman, 1983). —Several unconformities
occur within the sequenee, therefore, the actual long-term aCeumulation rate
may be Oomewhat higher because the exposure may not represent a lull
depositional sequence.

The Fisher VaiLey carbonate necumalotion rates are equivalent to thc 
lower ratas calculated for this project (T;Thie IL5). Bemuse the variations
caused by clinmtio conditions, erosion, or Lye age of the deposit cannot be
differentiated with the present data, age estimates reported herein using soil
carbonate data are expressed as a range, Considering the calculated influ:,
rates discussed abuve and presented in Table II-5, an estimated carbonate

MaXiaNM carbonate hiflux rates of 0.16 to 0,26 g/cma/ 1 ,000 years reported
by WCC (1952a, Vo18, I and 11) were based on the assumption that the last
paleomgretically reversed epoch ended 700,000 years ago, _pl_thi_ft_repprt, the_
end of bre MatUVaM.a - eVega6.1epoeh is assumed to be 7'30,000 years ago  

(Mankimen ant HairPple, 1979).-, .a rouulL f the calculated maximum 'OiA:M) - -
1 ,hte :mitt; deereLsel; to C.11; to 0.25 g/gm2/ 1 ,000 years;



influx rate ranging from 0.15 to 0.25 g/cm/1,000 years has been used in this
report for calculating the age Of deposits exhibiting calcic soil development.
Application of the Fisher Valley data to the age calculations would result-in
the older of the age estimates reported herein.

4.1.1.t.2 Holocene Carbonate Accumulation  RaLcs. Workers in the Las
Cruces, New Mexico, arca of the Southwest have reported that carbonate accumu-
lation rates computed for Holocene and latest Pleistocene (<18,000-year-old)
soils are highcr than rates computed for soils on older deposi,:s (Machette,
1985), Data that they derived from seven Holocene soils yield a mean accumu-
lation rate of 0.46 ,f,/cm2/ 1 ,000 years; the pedogenic carbonate accumulation
rate in rive latest Pleistocene soils is 0.43 g/cm2/1 ,000 years. Their data
for elder soils (pre-latest- Pleistocene to early Pleistocene) indicate mean
accumulation rates of 0.21 Lc 0.29 g/cm2t1,000 years, i.e., approximately
one-half to two-thirds of the younger rates.

Ourtng this Paradox Basin study, pno late-holocenebate of
1.39 g/cm2/1 ,000 years Has calculated at Locality 7 in Spanish Valley
by using a radiocarbon date of 1,280+55 years BP as a control (WCC, 1982a,
Vol, I, p, 3-121, This accumulation rate is higher than the Las Cruces data
for young deposits. A much higher rato of 3.84 g/ce2./1,000 years was derived
from eolian depo.sits overlying a charcoal layer dated at 430+110 years BP at
Locality 46.

Machette (1985) related the large apparent temporal. variation in car-
bonate accuMulation rates to climatic control. Machette's model called
for long (120,000-year) intervals of Tow carbonate accumulation (approximately
0.25 g/cm2/1 ,000 yenrs) during pluvial conditions, interrupted by short
(10,000-year) intervals of high CaCO3 accumulation (0.5 g/em?/1,000 years)
during interpluvial climates. The high Holocene aceunmlation rates are inter-
preted to be a function of Lho present interpluvial stage.

4,1.1.4.3 Cornposito Rates, Discussion of the estimated ages of
deposits hasod on pedogenIc character ill previous WCCreports was based OH a

-calculated longterm influx rate of 0.16 to 0,26 g/cm?/1,000 years (WCC,
19821, Vols. 1, 11, and V), in thia report, a long-term influx rate of 0.15
to 0,25 g/emP/1,000 years ts used (sec footnote in Section 4.1.1.4.1), In
some or the discussions in this report, however, the possibillty or a hIgher
influx rate during Holocene time has teen considered in tke age calculation
(Section 3.2,2,1). If the inrlux rate of the last 18,006 years is assumed to
be OM g/em2/ 1,000 years instead or 0.15 to 0.25 g/cm2/ 1 ,000 years, the
composite age calculation reduces the estimated age range of deposits by
14,000 to 36,000 years,

4 , 1.1:5 Means to 11saessitcouracy...of. Results

ihe evaluation. of the- accuracy of age estimates. based on soil carbonate •
accumulation rates has been difficult because or the lack of other dating
techniques that are. applicable te the derivedaftetyangeti_shown tn. Tab10_4-4.,
Jhe•Oalitative mehhods tearhave he mosii
graphielgeoqe-tAile oeasenableneettietegeathifitiva-ittielogiontitttitg.. 911,1 ;Jc-1;• . . • • • . . • •



the older deposits, paleomagnetic polarity. Of the quantitative dating
methods that could potentially be used to evaluate the calcic soil ages,
radiocarbon dating and amino acid analysis are useful for evaluating soil ,
carbonate ages derived from young (<35,000-year-old) deposits; uranium-series
(U-series) and TL datingieanbe. used for. deposit,s up to approxilibtely:150,000 -iiii
-years oldilandipotentlally older):: Althiengh I4C dating is considered the most

• accurate of the evaluation methods, almost all of the radiocarbon materials
collected thus far on this project are less than 10,000 years old, and the
calcic soils or interest have formed on deposits that range in estimated -,ge
from 10,000 to )1 million years. in the Paradox Basin study, only TL analyses
have been used to quantitatively assess the derived calcic soil ages. How-
ever, because of the newness of this dating method (Section 0.1,3), accuracy
assessments based only on the comparison of soil data with TL dates remain-
open to qucstion. - Comparison of the.calcic soil data and the TL dates E'er
specific areas is presented in Section 0.1,3.

t.1.1.6 Reppoducibility of hosults

The reproducibility of laboratory results was evaluated to assess thc
reliability of the derived data, particularly for crucial samples, and to
satisfy quality assurance requirements. Reproducibility can be verified by
(1) submitting disguised duplicate samples to a laboratory, or (2) sending
splits of a sample to two or mere facilities. For the pedologic studies, one
disguised duplicate sample was submitted for every 12 samples sent Lo the
labciatory for both partiole size analysis and 00.003 measurements. Addi-
tionally, the laboratory arbitrarily reran one sample for approximately every
15 samples when measuring CaCO3 content,

Values obtained for 22 samples rerun by the laboratory in the acid
neutralization analyses here all reproduced within 12 percent; 72 percent
of thc data were reproduced within 5 percent, Values obtained cot" the five
disguised duplicate samples were less reproducible. The result for one of the
five samples was reproduced within 5 percent; reproduced values for the others
varied from 20 to 60 percent from thc original value, The reason for these
discrepancies !s not readily apparent. The carbonate content of the disguised
duplicates LS' comparabie to that of most laboratory-duplicated samples, and
therefore should not have been a factor. Mere is no indication that, the
laboratory made multiple runs on their selected duplicates to obtain two
closely similar values. in general, reproducibility in both evaluation;
decreased with a decrease in carbonate content of a sample.

In the calcimeter analyses, 81 percent of the results from 1i7 samples
rerun by the laboratory were reproduced within 5 percent uf thc original
value, and 91 percent of the valuos wcre reproduced within 10 percent, Of the
21: disguised samples, 80 percent wcre also duplicated within 5 percent. For
samples containing less than 1.5 percent carbonate, the second value varied
from the first by as much as 30 percent, For the 21 samples containing more ,
than 1. 11 percent CaCO3,-90 percent of the carbonate values wore duplicated
within 5 peroent.



4.1.2 Carbon-14 

The I4C radioactive 'isotope is produced in the Earth's upper atmosphere
during the tombardment of nitrogen14 by neutrons produced by cosmic rays..
The Age atoms are incorporated_into carbon:dioxide-molecules, which in turn

-mix throUghout theihydedSphere and atmosphere. A steady-state equilibrium is
maintained between the radioactive and nonradioactive carbon atoms, and I4C is
continuously absorbed hy plants and animals while they are alive. When the
organism dies the absorption stops, and the activity of 140 urig ins to decline
through radioactive decay.

In conventional radiocarbon dating techniques, a date is derive0 by
measuring the radloactivity of the sample.: _This technique. assumes that the :
production of 14Cis constant, as is the global 12C/14C• ratio, and that when
the organism dies, 14C is not preferentially added or removed, fn actuality,
the radiocarbon content of the atmosphere has varimd through time and can be
affected by fluctuations in the Earth's magnetic field, the burning of fossil
fuels, testing of atomic bombs, and the operation of nuclear reactors.
Corrections have been calculated for the last 8,000 years, for which the
dendrochronologic record is available; however, variations that occurred
before 8,000 years ago are much more difficult to measure, both in terms of
duration and magnitude (Faure, 1977).

Despite these potential problems, the 14C dating method is considercd to
be a reliable measure of time for the last 35,000 to 40,000 years, and is
widely accepted in the geoiogic community. Through careful construction, use,
and insulation of a laboratory facility; or by the use of a cyclotron or a
tandem accelerator to directly count 1 C atoms, the upper limit for reliable
dates has been extended to 70,000 years.

4.1.2.1 Sampling Procedures

klaterials collected for I4C dating during this project include oharcoaL
charcoal disseminated in soil, land snail shells, and a mammoth tusk. Care
was taken mot to handle: tne samples :with: bare-hands; the-materlal -was removed
from the natural setting with a trowel or metal knife and placed directly in
new aluminum foil. If the sample was moist, it was dried prior to storage or
shipping to prevsnt formation of mold:

A sample submitted for dating by conventional 140 techniques should
consist of' at least a oupful (approximately 240 cm3) of charcoal in order to
obtain sufficient carbon after burning, and to provide an accurate date with
small standard deviations; The primary advantage of new 14C methods, which
Use an accelerator pr a cyClotron, is that samples or very small size (approx-
mateiy 15 mg [approxim-tely 30 cm3 or hate a teaspoonful]) can be dated.
Because a cyclotron or accelerator dating facility Was not available on a
conmweial basis at the time when Paradox Cield studies were in progress, the
radiocarbon dating was done by conventional techniques."

4.1.2.2 Caboratory Prucedure

A :t;otal of4Pi a>mnir>s rn tecred Tbr radiooaurbon dating were or suffi-
ent size to hie conventionally dated. These were analyzed by the Nonni>



Radioisotope Company, Norman, Oklahoma, and by Beta Analytical, Incorporated,
Coral Gables, Florida, using the liquid scintillation method. One additional
sample was dated at the University of Ari'Dona, Tucson, to assess the accuracy
ef a date previously obtained from another facility_ ln a liquid scintilla-
tion process,-the-samplodsTburned and- thei carbon:dioxide.that is - given -off- is -
converted to liquid benzene.. The activity rof the adiocarbon in the gas is
then counted in a liquid seintillation spectrometer.

Twenty-five additional samples that were too small in size to be dated at
the facilities described were submitted Lo Lhe Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory
at Washington State University in Pnliman, Washington. This laboratory has a
scaled-down version of the 14C counting tubes commonly used and can date
samples that contain as little as 30 mg (0.001 o2) of carbon. They convert
the carbon-dioxide to methane rather than benzene and shelve Lhe sample for
sufficient time to remove the possible contaminating effect or' radon. The
activity is then counted an a methane gas proportional counting tube.

Dates for two of the. small samples were calculated using the barium
hydroxide process In this process, the sample is pretreated as per the more
conventional methods, and then combusted in a firnace that has an oxygen-
enriched atmosphere. The gas is passed through potassium permranganate and
into a bottle containing a known amount or barium hydroxide, where the carbon
dioxide gas reacts with the bariurn hydroxide to form a barium carbonate
precipitate. The precipitate is filtered off, dried, and weighed, and the
weight of carbon calculated. Carbbn dioxide gas is released again by reacting
the barium carbonate with phosphoric acid, and is counted in a detector
diluted up to pressure. The age of the sample is calculated based on the
weight or carbon in the sample and the disintegrations per adnute of the
sample ga:li

4.1 .2.3 Means to Assess Accuracy of Results

The accuracy of the radiocarbon dates ean be evaluated by (1) comparing
dates obtairied from a stratigraphic sequence aL one locality, (2) comparing
ages of units known to be correlative, (3) comparing the dates with data
derived by other dating tecItniques, and (4) running duplicate analyses on
samples. The, accuracy of 4C dates derived Prom debris collected from pack
rat middens is assessed by comparing plant assemblages found in the dated
midden with those reported elsewhere in the area for that time period. The
stratigraphic details fc.)r radiocal.bon samples are presented in Table 1-1.
They are discussed in Chapters 2.0 and 3.0 for the Canyonlands and the Ncedles
Fault zone, respectively, and are addressed in Section 4.2 for oLher locations
in the paradox Basin study area.

4.1.2.4 Results

Because or its accepLanie by the scientific community, radiocarbon dating
was used to calibrate and evaluate other dating processes whenever possible in
the Paradox Basin study. Por example, radiocarbon data were used to verify
paieotemnerature assumptions in the amino ac.d annlyses or snail shells (Sec -
Lion IL . ,21 ), and TL samples were colleeted at several localities wher "e C. - . - , „, - . ,



dates were available to evaluate the accuracy of the derived TL dates. How-
ever, the reliability of the derived radiocarbon dates was still evaluated to
the extent possible with the approach given in Section 4.1.2.3. Where the
radiocarbon data were assessed.to be stratigraphically unreasonableit and other

chronologic appeared. more. accurate -for- a:particular:setting ,-14C udata
were judged to be- in error: - -

The radiocarbon data include 46 dates derived for geologic deposits and
21 dates derived for material colle6ted from pack rat middens (Table 4-6).
Most of' the geologic dates were derived from charcoal collected from fine-
grained alluvial and eolian deposits; a few samples consisted of organic flood
debris, wood, land snail shells, and tusk material. Of these materials, the
organic flood debris is likely to yield the most accurate dates because such 
material has probably not been reworked from an older deposit, the sample i5
commonly of sufficient size preferred for laboratory analysis, and it repre-
sents a unique instant in time.

The dates derived from geologic deposits were all less than 13,000 years
BP, ane agree with the Holocene to latest Pleistocene age estimated for the
deposits on the basis of their sedimentologic character and lack of' soil
development. Most of the I4C dates represent single samples collected
from an exposure; where more than one sampie was collected, the dates are
usually stratigraphically consistent. Individual exposures on Salt Creek
(Secti.on 2.5) and in the Grabens (Section 3.2) were the most heavily sampled;
up to eight 14C and samples were collected at any one location (Figures 2-6
and 3-11). These dates are all less than 5,000 years BP. Dates that do not
rit into the chronologic sequence provided by the bulk of the 14C data may
represent carbonaceous material reworked from older fluvial deposits, if the
date is too old; or may represent the remains of a charred root if the date is
too young. Alternatively, analytical error could have been introduced by the
small size of many of the samples (Table 4-6).

The pack rat middens yielded needles, branches, twigs, buds, seeds, and
pack rat dung pellets for dates that ranged from 1,820 to 12,770 years BP.
With one exception, a11 the radiocarbon dates derived from the pack rat
middens were assessed to be reasonable. -Two samples from Midden 8 at Allen
Canyon Cave (Locality 52) (Table 4-6) were run because the subalpine plant
assemblage found in the midden had not been reported elsewhere in the South-
west in middens as young as 7,500 years BP. The second derived date of
10,140 years BP fit the regional paleoecological scenario, and was judged to
be the more accurate of the two (Betancourt and Biggar, 1985).

4.1.2.5 Reproducibility of Results

The reproducibility of 14C dates derived during this project was assessed
by submitting disgui.sed duplicates to the laboratory doing the analyses for
those particular samples, and by sending splits of a sample to one or more
additional facilities. Sufficient material was collected at aix sites for
d. l'eate or triplicate samples (Table 4-7). From Loeality 52, a second pack
r midden sample, having a different composition from that of the first dated
sample, was submitted to a second laboratory to check thedate received from
the first facility:—
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Tabie e_e Radiocarbon Dates Obtained From Quaternary Deposi's, Paradex Basin
(Page 2 of 4)

LoCality2a2 Site
Carbon-14,Date
(yr BP)lbj Lab No.(H) Comments(d)

30 Sec. 1, T30S, R2127.‘3
Lower Harts Oraw

Sec. 8, T30S, 1421s-1
Indian Creek

Sec. 11, T31S, R18E-1
The Grabens(h2 ;

Sec. 11, 731S, RISE-2
The Crabens(b)

44 Sec. 14, 731S, 8188-2
The Grabens(n 1

Lc Sec. 28, T31S, 218E-1
Cross Canyoth,
The Grabenslfl(

46 Seo. 11, T3IS, 2218-1
The Island

47 Sec. 10, T32S, R21E-1,2
Cottonwood Creek

7,760 + 155

Modern

103% Modern
2,760 + 200(9)

. 2,450 + 210

300 + 65
3,910 + 690
110% Modern
2,700 + 220

102% Modern
6,420 a 730(f)

1,020 520
No date.

DIC-2062 Charcoal from burn iayer.

D1E-1546 Charcoal from bcrn layer. :

WSU-2736 Organic debris; primarily chenopoe seeds.
WSU-2767 Charcoal.

WSU-2797 Charcoal.

WSU-2766
WSU-27624
WSU-2763
WSU-2765

wSU-2795
WSU-2794
WSU-2768

WSU-2769

Organic debris.
Charcoal.
Wood (sagebrush).
Charcoal.

Wood
Charcoal.
Charcoal.
"Nc Carbon."

450 + 110 PIC-1893 Charcoal layer from eolian .
deposits on top of 45 m (750 ft) gravel terrace.

720 + 550 D1C-1495 Charcoal, indicator age only; extremely sma)1
sample. Date is not considered reliable.

1,270 . 100 D1C-1547 Charcoal.
1,600 , 100 D1C1443 Charcoal.

Sec. 7, 762S, R23E-1 5,150 + 55 DIC-1548 Charcoal.

hart's Draw



Tab! -O. Radice. CT .s Obtained Frum Quatermary Opposite aradox Bassi
(Page 3 or 4)

Localioyia) .6:5e
Carbon-14 Date
(yr P.P) ) Lab No.(c) Ssnments(d)

52 Sec. 27, TP45, 221E-I (#1) 10,030 - 300 BETA-5790 Douglas fir neecles, tw;gs, and buds.
Allen Canyon Cave # 1 ) 9.660 r 140 BETA-5589 Douglas fir woo,:
Pack rat middens(1% 10h030 . 100 DiC-2598 Duplicate of BETA-5589.

(02) 7.200 90 BETA-558.6 Pack rat pellets
(#4) 1.820 . 5C BETA-5766 Pack rat pellets.

(05) 3,000 . 70 BETA-8585 Pack rat pellets.
(06) 5,400 . 60 RETA-5583 Pack rat pellets.
(#7) 11,510 4 200 BETA-5756 Litter ne necsics.
(#8) 7,530 201 6E1-558,8 Doaglas itr noodles, twags, d buds.

10,1LO 190 -32 Pack rat pclie5s.
(m9) 1D,070 r 70 LETA-5757 Path: chit pellets.

55 Sec. 36, 737S, 818E- 8,106 h. 345 DIC-206e Charcoa
Kane Culch -

63 Sec. 1 h, 737S, 3208-3 12,500 160(3) PETA-6013 Small s Is.
Coma Wash

84 Sec. 24. 737S, R207-1 410 60 BETA-91 16 Charcool
Comb Wash

67 Sec. 31, 737S, R208-3 2,380 . 90 BETA-A415 Charcoal.
Dry Wash 9,490 90 BETA-4414 Charcoal dissemicaced in soil.

7,840 700 BETA-6221 Duplicate of BETA-m414.
no date W.20275.6 Duplicate of BE73-4416; inssfrici n

65 SaC. 3, T375, ".21E-1 1,750 a 50 DIC-1548 Charcoal.
Co5conaiocc Wash_ . 3,070 325 DIC-1550 Charcoa1.

78 Sec. 12, 7385, R20E-3
Miele Canyon

9,550 a 80 DIC-2053 Charcoal,



Tab 1 o nun 11ttu
gL

rron Otaternary Deposita, Larados dasin
4 62 3:

C-CU Uate:
(yr BE)") Lab No.(F7 Coma,.

Sec. 6, TP4S, F21E-1 12,720 . 140 5ETA-5,d2 Limber pine needles and seedd.
Fishmouth Cave: 10,360 . 80 9ETA-5761 Pack rat pellets.
Pack rat middens(6) ,. :2 9,300 . 280 9ETA-576a Douglas fir needles, ttkis, and Buda.

. (63; 10,540 . 180 BETA-5757 Douglas fic:neeeles, au.as, and buds.

(63) 2,760 . 100 BETA-5758 Utah )uniper tuigs and seeds.
(A.) 6,10C. . 100 3ETA-5759 Utah )uniper twigs and seeds.

6..5) 9. , 70.1 1 110 BETA-5763, Utah gun 10er twigs and seeds.
l4.61 3,55C . 60 3ETA-5764 Utah juaiaer twigs and seeds.

/. 7) 3,740 * 70 BET4-5:84 Utah juniper twigs and sdeds.

(44) 2.260 . CO BETA-5765 Utah juniDer twiga and seeds,

o Table . Figure 1-1.

lb FP Ye ore 1950 A B. "llodern" post- P350.
Be ; Coral Gables, Florida-

SIC Divarb hadiolsotope Company, No:mar:, 00,ahoma.
kSU = Washington State University, Pullman, Washington.

A = Univeraity of Aritona, Tucson, Ari:ona.
id) lee Table 1-1 ror additional informalOun on strnatigraptie setting and for dom.:arise. of 4C date g—th other age e

let See Section 2.5, Tab!e 2-9, and Figure 2-6, for strati:graphic data.
Diluted:
Daze de-reed ILSITZ the brrium hydroxide method (Section 0.1.2.2).
See See:ion 3.2, Table 3-1, and rigOres 3-8 and 3-11 fon stratigraphie data.

Besults of pack rat study' are dlsouSsed in Betancourt and Biggar (1985) and in Section 2.2 of eocct

adjLlstOd radiocarbon age. 1LIC age m 12,060 t 150 yr BP. 13F/12C = 1.78 der mil.



Results of arbor s on Ulsg stud Dupl:cate tEamples

Site
Carbot

tyr

Daft
tb) Eab No:5) Comm,.8s(d)

Soc. S 319E-2 12,580 . 370 FIEfl-79.71) Samples represented difDerent sections of mammoth (? uok.

,35,00n (? 01C-2065 ;SETA reported that sample was of very smell size; .) ould obtain no
carbon fron burned somp!o.

See- 17, TgOS, F20E-1 102% modern WSU-2704 Charcoal. both SETA ard DiC reporfed th::-.. t
no date MC-2b57 carbon. 0Sj nad no croblem in obtain:ng st

no date bETA sample For dating.

Sec: i7, ASPS. R202 .1  260 WSU-2509 :=I-Ont.

1,790 : 70 WSLI-,810

Sec 32. 7305. ELOE-2  580 : 150 DIC-26)42 Charnoal. Both BETA ,kriCi D1C :-epot Led tiv.,L tno:r

1.690 : 230 BETA-6220 resulting 7, the large stardp-d deviations.

2,38c 8 55 WSU-2755 Dtscrepan ues :r cates probb:y de to ilhoriog,

sample.

yOS, R21E-7 (fri) 9.060 z 140 BORA-5550

10.030 8 100 111C-2598

(08) 7.530. 2.00

0.140 . 190

Pougics hracor. spt.t in

half, from Rossi: pack rat midden.

BETA-5588 Ocuglas fir eedles, :w.gs, -4Ild Pude.

O- 1120 Rack rat pell

n

ets_

Sec, 31 375 20E-3 9,e90 At 90 BETA-C414 Charcoal dissemlnatsd tr. scol. 872 burned en

70540 . 700 BETA-6221 separated charcoci from sample prior to anauys

no dace WSU-2756 ,rstDfieler: chercost for dating.

Refer to Tab.e 1-', CLure

OP -s :efnre 19

g

.50 ;J:. - Mod ' ern is post-1950

SERA A Bets Analytic, Inc., :drat Cables. Florida.

CD. = DIcarb Faaaolsotope Company, Norman. Oklahoma.

WSJ A Cash:rigton State Lniverslty, Pullman, .'ashingtOn.

ty of ArIzona, TLcoun, frozOO.O.

fog 'or add:t:onai Informat.loo on stracographic aettIng and fOr comp eon of 14C dates wi.th other stlMy.



'Of the results received to date from the seven samples submitted in
duplicate or triplicate, none demonstrated contemporaneity within one standard
deviation (Table /1-7). However, within.two standard deviations, duplicate
dates were obtained from Locality 67 in Dry Wash; Midden 1 in.Allen Canyon.
Cave, at Locality 52; and Locality 27 in Salt Creek. The lack of reproduc-
ihilityucould have_been caused 1/. (1) the small size of the:Samples 'after .
splitting, (2) inhomogeneities of the original sample -and - accentuation of the
inhomogeneities in the split samplcs, or (3) both. Although the dry weight of
a sample before shipment met t.he minimum weight requirement of the labora-
tories, the amount sometimes proved inadequate for subsequent analysis after
burning. To overcome the problem of inhomogenelty, the samples should have
been thoroughly ground and mixer: before splitting; the submitted samples had
not been homogenized in this manner.

4.1.3 Thermoluminescence Dating 

The TL dating technique was originally developed in the 1960s to date
pottery, and has become an tccepted method of dating archaeological artifacts
(Seeley, 1975). ft has also been used to date older geologic material, such
as limestones of Paleozoic age (Zeller et al., 1957), and Hawaiian basalts of
Tertiary age (May, 1977).

In the last 5 years, researchers have developed the means to measure the
TL signal of quartz and feldspar grains contained in Quaternary sediments
(Wintle and Huntley, 1982). The method measures the amount of TL that has
accumulated in the crystal lattice of mineral grains since the mineral was
last exposed to intense heat or light. The rate at which TL has accumulated
in the mineral, and hence the age of the material, is directly proportional to
the amount of radioactive impurities (mo.st commonly isotopes of uranium,
thorium, and potassium) present in the mineral and in the nearby environment,

The basis for applying the teohnique to sedimentary deposits is that
exposure to sunlight rapidly removes the signal from the mineral grains.
Thereforc, if alluvial deposits are well exposed to sunlight prior to or at
deposition, TL would be removed from detrital grains, and would start accumu-
lating again only after the material has been buried in depositional proces-
ses. In research done to date, TL dates having errors of +10 to 20 percent
have been obtained for homogeneous, fine-grnined sediments such as loess and
some marine sediments that are less than 50,000 years old and have been dated
hy other means (Alpha Analytic, Inc., undated pamphlet).

S.1.3.1 Samplimg Procedures

The samples collected for TT dating prior to 1982 were to be analy2ad
using procedures being developed by the HMS for TL dating of oarbonate,
and hence of calcic soils. However, the USGS program lost impetus, and the
'samples were instead submitted to Alpha jthalytio, ineT, 'when tt opened a OM,
mereint TL, dating Nei/al in 1982. This laboratory removes the carbonate in
Me sample and measures 11. stored in silt-size quartz and feldspar grains,
which is the method reported by Wintle and Huntley (1982), Because the
samples-collected prier to 1-982 had-been collected from soil horizons having •



maximum carbonate development, they were not always collected from strati-
graphic units having the most favorable grain size for the procedures used by
Alpha Analytic, inc,, or from a stratigrapeic position that was most indi-
cative of the age of the. Quaternary deposits of interest. For example, the
MaXimuMicarbonate_content in.many solliprofilesiTsTdeveleped 4n-eolian

deposits that overlie alluvial .gravele. The eolian deposits were therefore
sampled because of their carbonate content, whereas dates for the underlying
Pleistocene gravel may have been of particular interest to this study. At
some sites, the calcie soil horizon may occur in a horizon where the younger
fine-grained material has filtered down into a coarser gravel unit; the
derived dates are therefore an "average" of the two different ages for the
deposits because they reflect contributions from parent materials of two ages.

Samples collected prier to 1982 were taken from freshly exposed surfaces
and stored in aluminum foil, During collection the samples may have been
exposed to light for periods of up to 3 Or 4 minutes. However, this brief
exposure would have had negligible effect on the TL dates (Tamers, 1983).
Samples collected in 1982 and later .were derived from homogeneous-appearing
sand or silt horizons by driving an opaque plastic film container into a
freshly expos nrface, while shielding the sample from exposure to light.

4.1.3.2 Laboratory Procedures

The TL content of the "glow curve" of a sample is obtained from silt
and fine sand grains of quartz or feldspar separated from the field sample.
The concentration of alpha, beta, and gamma radiation produced within the
mineral is measured, and the radiation sensitivity of the material is deter-
mined by applying known doses of radiation to the sample until a glow QUM)
that resembles the natural glow curve is obtained. When the rate at which
radiation is produced in the sample is deterrnined, an age is estimated for the
sample. A more detailed discussion of these procedures is found in Wintle and
Huntley (1982).

4,1,3.3 Means to Assess Accuraey of liesults

The accuracy of the TL dates (Table 1-8) can be evaluated by comparing
them with other age data received from the same or correlative localities, and
by duplicate analysis (Sections 4.1.3.4 and 4.1.3.5). The most comparable
data are provided by radiocarbon dates and by iiges calculated from soil car-
bonate accumulation data. The comparison or 14e and TL dates from the same ._
localities is presented in Table 4-9; calcic soil data are compared with TL
dates for speeific localities in Section 4.2. Quatitative assessments of
accuracy were based on the geologic and topographic setting, induration, and
sedimentoiogic charm:Mir of the sampled deposits.

4 3.4 Results

TL dates received for 62 submitted samples are listed in Table 4-8. The
dates range from 1,960 to 319,000 years BP. Ail analyses wcre done by Alpha
Anatytic, Inc., Coral Gables, Florida.



Site

Table 4-8. Thermoluminesdence Dates Obtained From Quotermary Deposits,

Paradox Basin (Page 1 of 4)

7L date, ,
(r. 5p),b)

Lat No,
(ALPHA -)Lc) Comments, )

Sec-II, 7255, RI6E-I "unsuitable"

Sec.14, 7265, R166-1 too inhomogeneous 545

134,a10 t 19,300 459

Sec-22, 7265, R22E-1 "tot young to date" 467

7,480 t 610 466

Sec_32, T265, R23E-1 263,170 7 45,220 547

Seu_2, 7275, Rt  -I 17,700 t 1,510

78,200 L 4,800

114,320 3,420

Sec_5, 1275, R23E-2

Sec-16, T275, P.23E-1

Sec-17, T275, R23E-2.

Sec.18, T27S, R23E-1

Sed.I8, T27S, R23E-2

Sed_20, T275, R23E-1

;67,750 t 12,430

238,310 t 15,520

42,400 t 2,770

108,000 Z 8,400

.11,900 I 760  436

9,290 t 700 535

111,000 t 12,000 439

127,000 Z 16,400 438

546 Cceen River terrace, alluvial-gravel.

432

433

532

533 Johnson's-Up-On-Top, alluvial aravel.

Keg Knoll, alluvial sand and pebbles; disguised (Molt:ate

samples.

Eolian deposit, collected at depth of 1.2 m (4 ft).

Fine-grained deposit, collected at depth of 2.0 m (6.5

Johnson's-Up-On-Top, alluvial gravel.

Moab permeability pit, alluvial. gravel.

534 Spanish Valley, alluvial gravel-

434 Spanish Valley, alluvial gravel.

435 Spanish Valley, alluvial gravel.

Spanish Valley, eolian deposit over alluvial gravel,

Spanish Valley, alluvial gravel.

Bpanish Valley, alluvial gravel; disguised duplicat mples.



Table 4-8. Thermoluminescence Dates Obtained From Quaternary Deposits,

Paradox Basin (Page 2 of 4)

Site

IL date
sp)(b)

Lab No.

(ALPHA-)(c) Gomments(1)

Sec.22, T27S„ R23F-I 22,500 t 2,000

67,600 I 5,300

>315,C30 .
1.02,750 t 13,40C

Sec.28, T27S, R23E-1 2,360 -1 220
319,000 t 57,000

124,210 t 10,370

>2010,L

sp8.35, T295, R20E-1 37,430 I 3,000

76,800 t 1C,10C

Sec.I6, T3CS, R2IE-7 1,960 I 200

ntoc inhomogeneous

124,000 t 13,500

r.r0, T3CS, R2rE-8 L06,000 t 13,300

118,000 t 8;220

Sec.I6, 7305, R21E-6 3,60F i 290

84,100 t 6,230

Sec_I6, T30S, A2IE-5 4,010 310

100,000 t

44C Spanish Valley, eolian deposit.
437 Spanish Valley, alluvial gravel; duplicate samples : :

536 collected 0_2 n (0.5 ft) below overlying eoliah deposit.

548 Spanish Valley, alluvial gravel.

537 Spanish Valley, eolian deposit...

441 Spanish Valley, alluvial gravel; duplicate samples

530 collected 0.2 m (0.5 ft) below overlying enlian deposit.

539  Spanish Valley, alluvial gravel.

342

458

CirSon Come, eolian:decosit on fan; duplicate samples.

542 Gibson Dome, 8 m (26 ft) terrace, alluvial gravel;

duplicate samples collected 0.2 m (0.5 ft) below, ,

overlying eolianideposit.

450 Alluvial gravel(?); stratigraphic position of sample

uncertain.

452 Gibson Dome, IC m (32 St) terrace, alluvial gravel;

451 duplicate samples collected 0.2 m below overlying:eo

deposit.

541 Gibson Dome, IC (32 ft) terrace, eolian deposit. :

449 Alluvial gravel; sample collected 0.2 m (0.5 ft) helOw

overlying eolian deposit_

540 Oitson Done, 12 m (40 ft) terrace, eolian deposit.

448 Alluvial gravel; sample collected 0.2 m (0.5 ft) OelOw

overlying eolian deposit. •



35

Table 4-S thermoluminescence Cates Obtained From Quaternary Deposits,

Paradox Basin (Page 3 of 4)

Site

Ser_16, 7505, R21.5-4

Sec-I6, 7305, R21E-3

Sec_16, T3CS, R21E-2

Sec- 73CS, R2IE-1

Sec.5, T31S, RISE-1

Sec.1I, 7315, RISE-1 -

Sec_14, 731S, R1SE-2.

Sec.28, 731S, RISE-I

71_ date Lab Np

(Yr 3P)CD) (AL191-IA-)"er

8,1.20 t 740 446

59,800 t 4,450 447

215,C00 16,600 445

"too inromegeneous"

204,200 t 34,430 551

163,00C t 12,400 4a4

14G,000 t 9,700 443

'too innomogeneous"

61,540 t 4,67C 526(e)

65,370 4,53C
e)527'

16,300 t 1,470 468(e)

3.220 t 29C 528(e)

11,560 t 1,090

16,300 t 1,260

46,300 4,630

Sec.30, T37S, Ri9E-6 27,480 2,06C

44.930 1 4,030

Comments(d)

Gibson Dome, 12 m (40 ft) terrace; eolian deposit:,
EnIlan deposit _

Gleson Dcme, 20 m (66 ft) terrace; eollan deposita

Gibson Dome, 20 m (66 ft) terrace; eolian deposit.

Eolian deposit_

Gibson Dome, 32 m (105 ft) terrace; alluvial cravel.

Duplicate samples collected 0.2 to 0.3 m (0_7 to ft) below
nverlyinc ealian deposits.

Grabens; dune deposit in graben valley.

Grabens, Csw Canyon; valley fill.

Grabens, Cow Canyon; valley fill.

531
r
'
e)

Grebens, azuss Canyon; valley Villa

529(e)

r
Grabens, Cross Canyon; valley fill

530`
e)

Grabens, fill.:boss Canyon; valley

543 WCC Elk Ridge No. I (ER-1) drill site, eolian deposit.

544 ER-1 drill site, eclian deposit.



Table 4-8 Thermoluminescence Dates Obtained om Quaternary Depos ts,

Paradox Basin (Page 4 of 4)

LocaIaty(d)

 White

Site

TL date

(yr BP)(b)

Lab No

(ALPHA-)k*)

fa)
Sec-31, -375, R200-3 3,690 2 310 464'-'

7,050 1. 640 465(e)

Sec-3, T375, R21E-1 59,100 t 6.780 463(e)

71 Sec-32, T375, R22E-I 24,410 t 2,300 453

32,700 t 2,850 454

72 Sec.33, 7375, R22E-1 46,700 t 8,982 455

93,800 t 7,020 456

137,000 t 10,900 457

74 Sec.32, 7385, R11E-1 307,000 t 39,300

76 Sec.35, 7385, R11E-1 140,000 t 11,800 461

Comments(d)

Dry Wash, fine-grained alluvial/eolian deposit.. 

Dry Wash, fine-grained alluvial/eolian deposit. . 

Cottonwood Wash; fine-grained alluvial deposit.

white Mesa, soil backhce pit; eolian deposit.

White Mesa, soil backhoe pit; eolian deposit.

White Mesa, Culloozer trench; eolian/fine-grained .allwIal

deposit.

white Mesa, tclidorer trench; eclian/fine-grained alluvial

deposit-

Mesa, bulldozer trench; eclian/fine-grained alluvial

deposit.

Hall's Crossing, eolian deposit_

Hall's Crossing.

Refer to Figure 1-1, Table 1-1.

BP = Years before 1950 4.0. -

Laboratory number assigned by Alpha Analytic, Inc.

See Table 1-1 for stratigraphic relationships.

Sample collected in 1982.



Table 4-9. Comparison of Radiocarbon art '?hernoiuminescen^e Dates

Carbon-I4 Date
Site (years BP)(4)')

TL Date
(years)

TL Lab
Reladionshi 

f o 

No.(d)
Sampled Aor )ns Lab No.(0 (ALPHAL)

Sec. 22 1,280 55

T26S, R22E-I 1,280 + 55

Sec. 11, 2,760 + 200
73IS, RI8E-1 103% modern

Sec.
T31S, R 8E-2

Sec. 28,
731S, R78-

Sec. 31,
T37S, R20E-3

300 + 65
3.910 + 690

102% modern
6,420 + 730
No carbon
1,020 + 520

2380 + 90

9,490 + 90
7,840 + 90
Insufficient
sample

Sec_ 3, 1,750 + 60

T375, H21E-1, 3,070 + 325

too young ito
ate"

7,480 + 160

16,300 + 1,a7.0
15,300 + 1,470

TL heln.,,t 14C

TL below
below

DIC-15444

DIC-1544

WSU-2767:,: 468

WSU-279ci1 468

3,220 + 290 TL helow. 14r WSU-2766. : .528
. •223,220 + 295 Tr._ above 14C WSU-%764 

WSU-2795. , 531
WSU-279L-L 529

11,560 ± 1,080 Same horizon
15,300 + 1,260 Same horizon_
46,300 + 4,630 Same norizori WSU-2769.- 530

or,
WSU-2768 : 530L6,300 + 4,630 TL above , 

3,690 + 310 TL belo 140 BETA-4415 464
447,050 + 640 TL below 14C BETA- 14 465

(Triplicate
140 datPs) 

BETA-6221:

WSU-2756 

Ej9,100 + 6,780
59,100 + 6,780
(Run tL4ice)

`IL below 140 DIC-1549 : : 463

Same horizon DIC-1580:j 463

(a) Refer to Table "-i and Figure 1-1.
:(b) BP = Years before 1950 A.D. "Modern" is pcst-950.
(c) Laboratories are listed in Table 4-6.
(d) Laboratory number assigned by Alpha Analytic, Inc.



Hoth TL and I4C samples were collected at s.ix localities to compare dates
derived by the two methods (Table 4-9). The TL date's from Localities 7, 44,

(in part); and 67 are stratigraphically consistent when compared with the
14C data. At Locality 67, the older of the duplicated I4C dates is assessed

--to-be-more accurate on-the basis-of-amino acid-analysis-of- snail -shelicfound- -
- in conjunction with the carbon sample. The TL date, however, is stratigraph-
ically reasonable within the statistical age ranges given for the TL and
younger 14C data. However, the TL dates for Localities 7 and 68 do not agree
with the interpreted young Holocene age, based on appearance of the deposits.
These data suggest that =De alluvial sediments did not totally lose their
previous TL signal during transport and redeposition, which is a problem with
samples deposited under water and rapidly buried. AL Locality 45, there is a

45,000-year discrepancy between TL and 14C data. As discussed in Chapter 3
(Section 3.2.1), the I IC date is assessed to be in error because of the geo-
logic setting of the sample, and the TL dates may provide a reasonable age
approximation of the deposits.

Comparison of TL.dates and age estimates based on calcic soil develop-
ment indicates that the 11 methods can provide realistic approximations of
deposits up cc 150,000 years old. Dates derived for paleomagnetically
reversed deposits (i.e„ >730,000 years old) are consistently too young,
This may be due to L1) the incorporation of younger eolian sediments into the
sampled calcretes during late-Pleistocene time, (2) the recrystallization of
calcite during episodes of partial dissolution in mid- or late-Pleistccene
time, (3) the saturation of samples with regard to TL after 150,000 to
300,000 years, or (4) the effect of a U-series disequilibrium. Disequi-
librium would cause a maximum error of only two times the TL date (Wintle,
1983), and therefore does not provide a full explanation for all of the
discrepant dates.

The extent to which the TL dates derived from gravel deposits approximate
the estimated age of the deposit. is rather surprising considering the apparent
nonhomogeneous character of the sample horizon. The TL that accumulates at a
given point is affected by the radioactivity of' particles in a surrounding
radius of 50 cm (2C in) (Wintle and Huntley, 1982). Therefore, the sample
should be collected from the center of a horizon that is homogeneous and at
least 1 m (3 ft) think. if the norizon is less than 1 m (3 ft) thick, addi-
tional samples should be collected within the effective distance to assess the
contribution of radioactivity from the samples' surroundings.

Overall, the results of the TL analysis are sufficiently favorable to
continue evaluation and use of the dating method in future studies. Like
other chronologic data, TL dates should be carefully evaluated with regard
to their geologic reasonability. A factor that may have affected TL dates
derived from gravel deposits in the Gibson Dome area is the possible incorp-
oration in the gravel of uranium-rich sedimentary clasts, such as clasts
from the Moss Back member of the Chinle Formation. This would result in an
erroneously old TL date for the deposit. Generally, reasonable dates were
derived from the silt and sand Craction of the gravel samples submitted for
dates in the study. Apparently the silt and sand was washed into the inter-
st1ces between the gravel clasts soon after the gravel was deposited, theneby
giving reasonable dates. However, because of the problems of.delay -in infila

ling and inhomogeneity of clasts, collection of gravel samples forlt_dating . .
is not recommended.   -



4.1.3.5 Reproducibility of' Results

Eight sets of disguised duplicate samples were submitted to assess the
reproducibility of the TL dates. Comparative dates were received from five or
the sets (Table 4-10); only. oneiof the duplicated. -sets reprmsented -samples:

from fine-grained deposits, i Reprodeibility was goOd_fOr tOo sets of_data;
the other three sets, including that for the colian samples, produced sig-
nificantly different dates. The cause of these dissimilar dates is unknown.
AL Locality 22, for example, activities ol' the two samples were similar, but
the equivalent doses derived for the samples differed by a factor of two
(Wintle, 1983). At Localities 2C and 21, younger eolian material may have
infiltrated nonuniformly into the underlying sampled gravel, causing the
disparate dates.
- •

These data stress the importance of adequate calibration and duplication
of the TL dates from an area. They also provide some insight into factors
that may affect, the accuracy of results.

4,1.4 Amino Acid Diagenesis

Amino acid racemization is a widely used tool for age determinations of
deposits containing fossil mollusks, foraminifera, and bone (Hare et al,,
1980). Investigators have also suggested its use in detecting naleosols and
posSibly in dating soils (Coh, 1972; Limmer and Wilson, 1980; Miller and
Brigham, 1983).

Amino acids are of biological origin, and are present primarily in the
L-stereoisomer (l-amino acid) configuration in the live state, After the
death of an organism, the li-amino acids gradually invert (or raceirdze) to the
D-stereeisomer configuration at a rate dependent on temperature, until a
thermodynamically stable equilibrium mixture of D and L forms is reached.
iherelore, materials of increasing age should contain inoreasing proportions
af D-amino acids until a steady state is reached. In the dating technique, the
amount of interconversion (epimerization) of L-isoloucjne i.nto its dias-
ereomer determined, Expressed as a -ratio of B/L,-this
fraction provides a measure of' the extent of amino acid diagenesis and a
relative rneasure of age.

Heeause the racemization rate or amino acids is temperature-dependent, a
critical portion of any amino-acid dating program is the assessment of the
thermal history of the sample, The effective (chemical) temperatures used in
the calculation are based on estimated paleotemperaturcs, depth of burial, and
the burial hi.story of' the sample. Once a sample is buried at depths greater
than approximately 1.5 m (5 ft), the effective temperature approaches a con-
stant value, and rates of epimerization are not significantly affected hy
diurnal variations or paleoclimatic changes (Brigham, 1980). However, the
exposure direction (northern versus southern exposure), thermal conductivity
of the enclosing sediment, and microclimatic setting at a iipecific locality
conbribute to defining the depth where the effective and the subsurface
temperatures are equal (Miller and Brigham, 1983).

AMihbracTdS contained in organic miaterial at a Soil surface, are adsorbed

onto and/or absorbediintoithe-chystaillne structure OTielay minerars:, where - 
they tecome.highly resistant Lo chemical or bioiogical attack. Ideally, 



Localit

Table 4-10. Results of Thermoluminescence Analyses on Disguised Duplicate Samples .

Site

Duplicate
TL date TL TL Date

(103 yr SP)(h) r.,a1) Ne.(0) (103 yr BP)
Lab No. of Hrype of

Duplicate(c) : Material

Sec. 14,
T26S, R16E-1

19 Sf:c. 20,
T27S, R23E-I

20 Sec. 22,
T27S, R23E-1

Sec. 28,
7275, R23E-1

Sec. 35,
T29S, R20E-1

Sec. 16,
T30S, R21E-7

33   Sec. 16,
T305, R21E-8

39 Sec_ 16,
T30S, R21E-1

134 1; q 459 : "too Thhomogeneous" 545 ' Sand and
&ravel

127 16.4 438 111 + 12.0 439 Gravel

67.6 + 5-3 437 >315 536 Gravel

319 + 3 .0 441 124.21 + 10.37 538 Gravel

37.4 + 3.0 442 76.8 + 10.1 458 :EoTLan

1.96 + 0.2 542 "too inhcmogenecus° Gravel

118 + 8.22 451 106 + 13.3 452 Crave].

140 + 9.7 443 "tee inhomegeneous" : Gravel

(a) Refer to Table 1-1, Figure 1-1.
(b) BP = Before 1950 A.D.
(c) Laboratory number assf_gned by Alpha Analytic, Inc.



indigenous L-amtno acids preserved in this manner slowly racemize during (and
following) transiocation of the clay particles down the soil profile and into
the B horizon (Mi[ler and Brigham, 1983). Because racemization reactions are
temperature-dependent, relative age assignments are more accurate if the sites

TareJoCatedLinithe - same-microcJimatic-setting. and-the-sediments are sampled -
from a depth of more than 1.5 m (5 ft).

Amino acids in soils are exposed to a broader range of envi onmental
conditions than are amino acids contained within a mollusk shell. Although
temperature remains the most critical factor hi controlling the rate of
epimerization, soil pH, the concentration and species or clay minerals,
contamination by soil bacteria, onelation of free amino acids by metal ions,

- and leachingi hy_ground water may alsc affect the analytical results.

Research on amino acid racemization hati been more extensive on mollusk
shells than on soils. Therefore, ages were interpreted with some confidence
from arnino acid data derived from shell materiai of selected species (parti-
cularly Lymnaea and Succinca). Amino aold ages for soits,•however, cannot be
extrapolated to such an extentl The soil samples werd submitted primarily to
assess whether eonsistent trends in amino acid ratios could be observed in
progressively older deposits. In order th best the usefulness of particular•
soil horizons with respect to another, samplcs were taken from both B and Cca
(or K) soil horizons.

4.1.4.1 Sampling ProceduTes

Care was taken to avoi.d direet handl.ing of both the soil and Mollusk
samples, and to store them in aluminum foil in order to avoi.d contamination.
The mollusk samples were generally washed and initially separated from the
deposits in the field. They Were subsequently sent to Jim Mead at the
University of Arizona ror separation and identification of species. Specific
identified species were then submitted for amino acid analyses.

The soil samples were collected fTom freshly exposed material at least
0.3 -m (1 rt.) below the ground-surface, Analyses Were performed on the silt
and Salier size fractions, folloWing dissolution of CaCC3. Both the sediment
residue and the supernatant liquid were analyzed; amino acichi were most abun-
dant in the sediment hydrolysate fraction.

4 C2 Means to Assess Accuracy of Results

Accuracy of the derived amino acid dates was assessed by the geologic and
topographic settings of the sampled deposit, amount of soil devel.opment on the
deposiL, induration of the deposit, and stratigraphic relationship of the
dated material with any available radiocarbon data. At two locations, 1110
dates had been derived from the same horizon as the amino acid samples and
were used to calibrate paleotempeeature assumptions applied to the amino acid
analyses.



1.1.4.3 Results

Amino acids in siX fossil mollusk shell samples and in 12 soil samples
from selected soil horizons HCPC analyzed in 1981 by-the Amino acid Geochron-
elegy Laboratory at the,Inslitute-of Arctic-and Alpine-Research-(INSTAAR) --- .

UniversitY'of Colerado, 'BO-Older, ColOrado. Motiusk shells were-later col_

lected from seven additional nites and submitted fur analysis to the Amino
Acid Geochronology Laboratory at thc University of Massachusetts in Amherst,
Massachusetts.

4.1.4.3.1 Analysis of Mollusk Shells. A11 the shell samples
(Table 4-11) were collected from fine-grained alluvial deposits that probably
represent fluvially reWorked eclian deposits aL must localities, All the
collection sites, except Localities 2 and 51, are in the Elk Ridge area.
Therefore, regional paleoclimatic differences among these sites are probably
minor; any variations would be caused more by elevational changes or local
mieroclimates than by regional atmospheric patterns.

The ages estimated for samples sent to the University of Colorado's
INSTAAR Laboratory (Table 4712) are based on a comparison of amino acid ratios
derived for the Lymnaea(?) species with ratios derived for Lhe same species in
the Lake Bonneville area (McCoy, 1981). The ratios are comparable, and the
large-scale paleoclimatic conditions affecting both sets of samples were
judged to be comparable, suggesting that, the samples collected in the Paradox
Dasin are similar in age to 11,000-year-old shells from Lake Bonneville,
Given this age assumption, paleotemperatures were catimated and used as the
basis for age estimates for the nther samples sent to INSTAAR.

The age range of 18,000 to 28,000 years BP given for sample AAL-2331 at
Locality 78 reflects different temperature assumptions. The younger age
(18,000 years BP) is based on the assumption that the paleotemperature has
been the same for the lasL 18,000 years BP. However, temperatures were
probably at least 5°C (9°E) cooler during the full glacial period. When this
probability is factored into the calculations, an age of 28,000 years BP is
derived for the.sample, and is believed to be more reasonable,

The high D/L ratio for Lymnaea(?) in sample AAL-2330 (Locality 78) seems
anomalous; the sample was collected 15 cm (6 in) above a burn layer that has 6
14C date of 9,550+80 years BP (Table 1-1), and may therefore represent a shell
that was previously heated and has been reworked from the charcoal layer, The
amino acid ratios for Gyraulus also do not appear to have a consistent trend;
sufficient research has not been conducted on this speoies to explain the
obtained ratios with more confidence (Miller, 1981).

Samples submitted to the Amino Acid Geochronoltgy Laboratory, University
of Massachusetts, included a varicty of spenies (Table k-11), The age esti-
mates given for these samples are based on the alloisoleucine/isoleueine
(aIle/11e) ratios in Succinea, and the inferred temperature history of the
sample (Table 11-12). The amino acid data for the other genera were used to
check for sample contamination and to characterize different genera of mol-
lusks. No signifieant quantities of contaminating amino acids wero.found in
the samples, The radiocarbon dates at Localities 63 and 67 were used Lo  . .
.calihrate the palectemperature data. sThhe uncertaintles shown in - the estimated



Or

tat,:c 4-11. Smmgzy or kilts .kid Ratios Derlyed Frac:Mollusk Swells

:Locality Site
b)

-(7) Gyraulus Sxcinea(C)

aerle(a)
(lla c)
  YallonteT) Fossatis 77.Sads  vertiq0 Ftbda Pis1dip

Sec..73-0 0.12, 0.1i 0.1a

St 73-1a,Risi.

600.20-1 20-1-1 *Dal o 77

0.02)

16762,120S,

9ec.II-3 11-5-1 D.II5 1) 2.010 0.069

,75,27.1 2,0

0.050 :0.001 0.066 t Q.007 0.07 0.016 0.055 '1,001

73-75,Q2CE,
Sec.31- 1 60-1-21 0.12S :0.010 0.126 0.003 0.14: 0.003 0.1:3 0.15' - 0.01

137S,R20E.

Sec.3t-: 31-1-la 0.126 1 0.004 0.:00 : 0.010 0.057 :1007 n.tn 0.01:

:375,R20E,

31-3-2 10.079 1 0.0071 0.069 2 0.003 10.16, 0.503: 0.110 )1 0.035 0.1.11 0.Cl6

10.093 :0.002 10.055 :0.702)

70 1.766,220e,
Sac.12-3 NAL-2330 0.225 0.126

est-2331 0.20

0.AL-2322 0.13
441-256‘ 0.21, U.20

;65z,7206,
5ryc.25-1 C24-233)

21- 1-3 0.140 = 0.12 [0.095 : .0051 0.099 = 0.004
= .ccod

.1a) •ten peak nelent ratios oe anoisolegoins (aile) ta esoleucine (11e) in tre total aCid hyadlysate of Se pools wita taw salts and tne Paw Oat Plicate Dreearetion and

analysis of eaC7 saddle.

(t) Sat indLiates Samale was eralyZed by tre An-no Acyc yabo-rary, ..14574AR. L.-Livers:pp of Co:ara3c. Tie pia= samples sere analyzed ay tie amino icia Cesachroaolocy Laboratory. 11,17e7sLty or

. wes=rosetto

(c) aackets indie5te ardayses of disguised *plicate easOles.



Table 4-12 rterretation cf Opine Ars' Bata fcr 1-1011vsk Snells

Lab No.(a) E(a) Deothaa i(d)

A. AOe estimated from B. Age derived oy ore,

AA data (yr) means (yr) :dements

2 rie5219E,Sec.23-2 50 ca 7.5 2.51(3) (25.9)(a) pa 11,00.1 to 15,010(2) la:: 12,850 : 373, 535.003 Shells were paltered 3.5 -a (12 ft)

T-Th: 45,900 0 1,103 . rove memcott Lek. Ether datS

Ur 49,000 : 4, 000 rivr mare derived from rush.1

T34SEIEE.Ses.20-1 20-1-1 1,142 14.5 im.5 Te. 1.5(2) BOri09 . 500,300(h) sa33:,003 '.1. a. bared DI leignt of samosa

- 20f,8aD apre present stream

1-576,A7.36,5ed.11 5 11 3 1 1,535 6.3 ,1.,3 12,530 1 15Y" (ar 12,143. t 14t (a.) late used for palihrmtian of: err

vale Data Fa( cal eotenveratite

, iltatoratation.
7173.521E.9ec.24.1 rei-1 1,52, S.. .2.0 12.0 5,000 f 2,030(1) 41) : 62 -a: data is from cuterd-fill terrate

that is inset into terra debtain_

leg ;lens_
1-376,A236,5r.30-1 33-0-21 1.550 6.1 1.-3.0 24,5E0 : 7,000( 1) >125,0M 191 age esairete eased en vissal.

actumulrion5 assessment of :egg, recumulated in

ril orefile end COnprisons with

abblar, rarty ovaries where

progenic Ca:03 vas measured 

O. -I 31-1-1 63 10.0 19.= t S,Org(n) 115,00 to 195,021 Cr vroxirty n- shrews may made ,AICS,i

accomplaren) eK,CS,ix, reardatir a am

redrenic 2a11, at base s. rail

orofile. .27 re. based en Ihp

anslasas, iS linels to betoo pr.
T3 _. ,,OE,Se- 31-3 1,8 10.0 

• 
24.4 12.4 9,430 : 90(1) 1a3: ROVJ f ss are of 7.47: : 70 user. nr rab.

7,Ril 1 715 (Ounllrarel run pe rimermaratore. . 7-

IL: 7.050 : 642 sample colleeted 2.5 m :2 ft): te3cv

ia
tr '4, 1550 1 BD goers .54.11ested !re cape area',

rennel, 0.15 m .70.5 "t: rove l-c:

sample.

18,633 Le 28,0.V(1) )30 1 90 Older deposit, tronosted ba younger

rennet dodder retaining cnthe7

stair:ad pansies.

0.AL-2329 1,490  ca 10 ca 11,600(1) D7,t50 : de 'Llse.toc` from har .7.-- :sr -el .

Ar.-2334 1,490 cs 10 ea 11,abb(') 1 .D9,55n : an Same rile:don siLe as 44_-232A.:

.385,.2.0.Er.25-1 25-1-3 1,525 ?1.5 12.0 25.5 414.2 29,WO(Sif retests ma5 arojost La terra -

>6.0 00,0000) sarfare that is approsime.ela: 12 te

AAL-2335 1.5 Ca 11,000(a) Oa h (70 R1 re ag fir Err hsese at

StTn.<, leael. ND other Sara

retrial feand in Jerrita. 

7365.B2CC,Bec.12-3 AAL-23 93 ea (12.21(a) C25.50‘B) pa 11,000(a)

AA. -2331 1.490 Ca 11

"AL, 711777 are =Oratory, CASTAAR, University c' golcoado, Pll Orr sare`es analsrzeO ev Warn sett isooratory. slivers11y Df basserniset[s.'

:Elevation 0: site in races_
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arm ard (AA) age -41, - te herd on arlerde -eiC 0' Sico'nen sample assuminn that irleduir opileSization kinetics for Serinea shells are re erne as ler renaea sne11.; he

unCatainrieS In age a= largely a :Sanction of the unccmtainty in torperatsare history, 5.e., ref.



ages reflect the uncertainty in the actual thermal history of each sample, and
in the depth at which it has been buried since deposition (only the present
depth below the ground surface is known). The thermal history has been
inferred from other paleoclimatic data from Utah and-neighboring States.

. . - .

4.1.4.3.2 Analysis of Soil Samples. In order to assess the usefulness
of amino acid analysis for relative soil dating, samples were collected from
carbonate- or clay-rich horizons of eight soil profiles in Spanish Valley.
The results of the analyses (Table 4-13) indicate that the organic material-
in near-surface calcic horizons is young. The low ratios may reflect con-
tamination by newly infiltrated organic matter and/or the continuing accum-

_illation of: soil carbonate that carries young amino acids with it into.the
calcic horizons. Ratios in a B horizon formed in the loWer member of the
Beaver Basin Fornotion (Locality 18), a buried B horizon of the Placer Creek
Formation (Locality 13), and the buried clay-rich stratum in the middle member
of the Harpole Mesa Formation (Locality 21) are significantly higher, sug-
gesting that clay may be more effective than carbonate tn isolating organio
matter. Tre high D/I ratio in the Harpole Mesa deposit at Locality 21 also
supports the interpretation that the horizon is a paleosol, rather than a
clay-rich deposit (Section 4,2.1,1.1).

4,1.4.4 Reproducibility of Results

To assess reproducibility of the amino acid analyses of mollusk
shells, disguised duplicates of four different snail species were included
with the sample's sent to the University of Massachusetts. These sample sets
are shown in brackets in Table 4-11. Variances in the data range from 5 per-
cent (Locality 79) to 25 percent (Locality 2). The laboratory also ran dupli-
cates of all the samples and incorporated the results in the data analysis.
Of the labcratory measurements, 81 percent were duplicated within 10 peroent,
and 60 pereent were duplicated within 5 percent, The data were assessed to be
sufficiently aocurate to bo used in age determinations.

Only a few -soil samples were analyzed for amino acid eontent, Therefore,
reproducibility of the soil amino acid data was not evaluated.

4.1.5 Palecmagnetic Analysis

The paleomagnetism of Quaternary deposits can be used ta correlate rind
establish a minimum date for units that may be of early Pleistocene age. The
polarity of a sediment's remanent magnetization reflects the polarity of the
Farth's magnetic field when the sediment was deposited. The last major period
of reversed polarity occurred from 2.3 to 0.73 million years ago. An earlier
reversal that may be recorded in the cider deposits of the Paradox Basin Is
the Gilbert epoch, which lasted from 5.1 to 3.3 mil.lion years BP (Mankinen and
Dalrymple, 1979), Reversed paleomagnetic polarity in Quaternary deposits
therefore indicates that they are at least 730,000 years old and may be
several million years old, Paleomagnetie analysis has been used for the iast
20 years to define the break between the normal_and.roVersed-polarity-epochs
at 730,000 years. It is a technique that is generally accepted by the —
scientific-community.- 



Table ib-13. - Amino Acid Ratios of .Spanish Valley Soils

Locality. Site Pormation(a)

13 T27S,R22E, Sec,2-1 Beaver Basin
Upper Member,
Placer Creek

14 T27,S,R23E, See.5-2 Lower Member,

Harpole Mesa

15 T273,1123E, Sec,16-1 Upper Member,
Placer Creek

T27S,R23E, See.17-1 Upper Member,
Beaver Basin

17 T27S,R23E, Sec.18-1 Lower Member,
Placer Creek

18 T27S,R23E, See.18-2 Lower Member,
Beaver Basin

19 T27S,R230, 3ee.20-1 Lower Member,
Placer Creek

20 T27S,R23E, Sec.22-1 Middle Member,
Harpole Mesa

21 T27S,R23E, See,28- Middle Member,
flarpole Mesa

Horizon

1Ccab2
tiK2mb3
b132tcah4

2K22mb

201ea

2C1oa

2K2mb

2B3ca

2K2b

2K2mb

2K2b
3Blesb2

Depth

(em) alle/Tle

140
180

0
:0

17

7(b)

0

375 0.275

110 0.03(b)

50 0.057

40 0.028

30 0.031

60 0.177

50 0,051

30 0,035

50 0.057
250 0.45

-------------

-(a) See Table 1-16.
(b) = Poorly resolved,despite repeated analysis,



On a shorter time scale, the remanent magnetism acquired by late

Pleistecene and Hotocene deposits. records short-term regional variations in,
the declination inclination, and intensity of the Earth's magnetic field

,(Irving, .190).  These fluctuations.are ret'err•Qd toas secu7ar variations.
They reflect-the fluctuations inlithenOndipoler-domponent -of the.Eaeth's mag-
netic field and have been used to correlate stratigraphic sections with dated
sequences where the magnetic signatures are known. The pattern varies from
one region to another, so correlations over Large distances are not reliable.
If these secular variations can be identified for a particular region and
dated at controlled sections, the magnetic signatures of undated localities
can be correlated with the reference sections. The interpretation of derived
secular variation data, however, requires the knowledge of the approximate
time interval represented - by the deposit, and a well-dated correlation
scction.

4.1.5.1 Sampling and Laboratory Procedures

Samples of unconsolidated, fine-grained sediments were collected and
sampled for paleomagnetic analyses, undisturbed samples were carved from
outcrops and simultaneously fitted into plastic Containers having a volume of
5 cr0 (0.31 in3). The orientation of the sample relative to magnetic: oprth
and to the horizontal was measured using a pocket transit (Brunton compass).
Duplicate or multiple samples were collected at all sites and measured, to test
for consistency.

The magnetization of a deposit reflects several variables. The primary
magnetization recorded by sediments reflects the influence of the Earth's mag-
netic field, and is acquired as the grains are deposited. Postdepesitional
chemical alterations, bioturbation, shrinking and swelling, and other pro-
cesses may add later magnetic signatures that are difficult to identify
separately. :To underetand and separate these eomplications, it is necessary
to slowly demagnetize the samples in a laboratory,

Each Paradox.Basin sample was demagnetized :in an alternating:field
magnetorneter at the ACC paleomagnetic laboratory in Pleasant Hill, California.
The demagnetization prooess measures the distribution of a sample's magneti-
zation relative to its coereivity (resistance to demagnetwtion). As many as
10 measurements per sample .were made in the demagnetization process. Post-
depositional processes appeared to have had some effect on the magnetization
of some Paradox Basin samples. Samples that displayed significant changes in
magnetic: direction during demagnetilation are diSeussed in the following
seetions,

4.1.5.2 Means to Assess Aceuracy of Ilestilts.

The aecuraey of laboratory meaeurements made to establisn the paleomage
netic polaritypf a deposlt was aesebsed by. examining (1) the reproducibility .
of results for •duplicate or multiple samples collected at each. -sampled eite,
and (2) the genlogic• reasonableness of the data with rekard to the topegraphln

- esetting - and pedogeole development in - the deposit.



Measurements of secular variation within Holocene deposits were examined
with respect to coherency of overall trends in the data. As more secular
variation data become available for Hotocene deposits in the Southwest, the
trends derived from samples collected during the Paradox Basin studies should

-be compared -with other bedies 8f data to assess their accuracy.

4,1.5.3 Results

Paleomagnetic analyses were conducted on samples collected from 21 sites
in the Paradox Basin (Table 1-1), The technique proved most useful in identi-
fying sediments deposited during a reversed-polarity epoch (early to middle
Quaternary time). These deposits, which were sampled at _seven sites, can be
clearly differentiated from the younger sedimeatS colleeted at the other loca-
tions on the basis of magnetic signLtures (Figures 4-3 and 4-4). Correlation
of younger deposits using secular variations would probably be quite success-
ful with additional sampling and analysis. Because Holocene deposits can
commonly be dated by the radiocarbon technique, application of paleomagnetic 
studies to deposits of this age has not becn pursued fhrther.

4,1.5.3.1 Palfogiagnqtism of Early Quaternary  Deposits. Well-developed
pedogenic calcretes observed at, several localities in the Paradox Basin
indi.cate that the deposits at those sites are at least 500,000 years old
(WC.C, 1982a, Vol. l), Deposits between 0.73 and ?.5 million years old should
have reversed paleomagnetic signatures (Mankinen and Dalrymple, 1979); there-
fore, samples were collected (Tom seven sites (Table 4-14) to determine
whether the deposits are more than 730,000 years old. Assignment of minimum
ages to these deposits enables computation or maximum long-term erosion rates
and maximum rates of calcic soil development.

Jab No.

table 4-1A. Interpretation of Paleomagnetic Mea urements of
Early Pleistocene Deposita

Site Locality Samples Polarity

BB1 Bullfrog Basin 73 3 Reversed(?)

8b 1 Blanding Gravels 1 )) 4 Reversed

BL2 Blanding Gravels 2 54 11 Reversed

CR1 Green River 12 3 .Quobtionable

JC-1 Johnson Creek 53 3 • • Reversed • .

J11-1 Johnson's-Np-On-Top 9 2 Questionable

JT1-3,A Jelinson's-0p-On-Top 9 2 Questionable

„IT1-5,6 Johnson's-WNCn-Top 2 Reversed

_KK1-1 _Keg Knoll Questionable••-•

KK1-4 • ••••iiriiieTSCAl7)1:•:1.
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Of the seven sites sampled, six yielded naleomagnetic data that were
interpreted as representing reversed polarity (Figure confirming a
minimum age of 0.73 million years for the deposits. However, some of the
samples from these sites displayed a _complex magnetization that could netbe _
interpreted - as eitner normal or revereed polarityMble 4-14). These quesa
tionable samples appear to have several-magnetic -components, some of which
were acquired during postdepositional chemical weathering. In several cases,
the easily removed (low coercivity) magnetic component is normal, while the
more stable (intermediate and high coercivity) oornponents are reversed. These
samples probably acquired their initial magnetization during a period of
reversed polarity, and secondary magnetic signatures were added since polarity
became normal. However, the polarity of some samples is questionabie, and at
Keg _Knoll and Johnson's-Up-On-Top, several samples had to be analyzed hefore a
sample was obtained that exhibited a definitive polarity. Although the polar-
ity could not be clearly defined for the Green River location, the paleo-
magnetie character of this deposit was assumed to be the sane as deposits at
Keg Knoll, which have a similar pedogenic appearance and topographic position,
and where the polarity of the sediments is reverse&

4.1.5.3.2 Paleomagnetism of Holocene Deposits. A Holocene section
sampled at 1.5-m (5-ft) intervals on Cottonwood Creek (Locality 47,
Figure 4-5) in the Cibson Dome area yielded a consistent secular variation
ourve for the time interval between 1,600 and 1,270 years BP, and a less
definite trend in fill thought to be younger than 720 years BP (Figures 4-6
and 4-7). fit this location the CC2 strata represent fill in a channel cut
into the CC1 strata (Figure 4-5). The CC1 section illustrates the gradual
eastward shift in declination between 1,600 and 1,270 years BP. The data show
a declination increase from approximately 300 degrees (60 degrees west) fot
sediments approximateLy 1,600 years old to approximately 0 deerees for sedi-
ments somewhat younger than 1;270 years BP at the top of the exposure.

The trend seen in the CC1 data appears to continue in the data for
the younger CC2 fill; however, the number of data points in the CC2 strata
is not large enough to confirm this Conclusion, An indicator .!L C date of
720+550 years BP was (*tat.] Al from the bottom of' the fill. It represents the
only 'age control on the section. The declination data vary between approxi-
mately 5 degrees west at the bottom of the fill, to 15 to 20 degrees east at
the top of the fill. These data include an apparcnt trend to approximately .
25 degrees east in the lower half of the section.

Because the inclination recorded by sediments can be significa tly
arfeeted by grain shape and rates of deposition (Irving, 1964), dee ination
variation is more reliable than inclination changes for the sites, This IS
reflected in the less consistent trends observed in the inclination data
(Figures 4-6 and 4-7).

In order to construct a complete secular variation curve for the Paradox
Basin for the past 5,000 or more years, further sampling and 14C dating would
be required, ft would be necessary to eliminate the apparent gaps in the
record obtained to date, and to obtain a more detailed record for the period
before 1,600 years BP. - In order to ensure the reliability - of th -Aierve, it

would piaci be ,destrable_to 0.1)(,8111 more_data from -overlapping -sedimentary-
sections, and duplicate analyses for each time Jawiod,
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SAMPLE DEPTH
fee t

2: CC -39A
2: CC I-398

21 CC1-39A
2: CCI-3136
I: CC161 IA
1: CC1-1113
2: CC1-37A
2: CC1-37B

2: CCI-36A
2: 001-3617

1: CC1710A
110C1610/1
2: CC1-35A
2: CC1-3513

2: CC I-344
2: CC1-348

I: CC1-9A
1: CC1-711

2
2
2
2
1

2
2
2
2

1
2

CCI-33A
CC1-338
CC1-32A
CC1-326
CC1-0A
CCI-9113
COI-21A
CCI-3113
CC1-30A
CC1-3013
CC1-7A
CC1-76
CCI-29A
CC1-298

2: CC I-20A
2: CC /-268

2
2
2
2

1
2
2

CCI-6A
CCI-613
CC1-274
CC1-276
CC1-26A
CC1-26B
CC1-56
CC1-55
CC1-25A
CCI-2513

2: CC I -24A
2: CC1-2413
1: CC1-4A
1: CC1-40
2: CC1-20A
2: CCI-2313
:2: CCI-22A
2: CC1-22B
1: CC 1-3A
1: CC I-38
2: CC1-21A
2: CC1-218

2: CC I-20A
2: CC1-2011
1: CC I-2A
I: CCI-213
2: CC1-19A
2: CC1-198

2 1
2. 1

3. 6
3 6--
5 oTh
5. o
G. 0
6. 0

9.4-n
0. 4-- z-

10.
10 0 -
I 1
11. 5

13.0
13.

I 5.6

17.
17.3---
18.9
18. 8
19, 9-
19. 9-
21.
21.
22. 5
22.5-'-
23.9
23.9
25.2
25.2

26.9
26.9-

28. 7
28. 7
30. 2
30. 2
31. 9
31. 9
32. 9
32.9
33.3
33.5

35.7 -..,
35.7
37.2
37.2
36 6
36.6
40.2
40.2
40,9
40.9
42.I-
42. l

43. 8 --N.
43. El-
44. 7
44. 7
46.0 --‘
46.

2: CC1-1BA 40.4
2: CC1-1011 40.4.
1:CCI-IA 49.2
1 - 0C1-18 49.2

10

5

0

45

9

DECLINATION (Mag
degree s

160 270
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1 

4
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MAPLE  DEPTH
feet

1:CC2-7A 7.0
1 - CC2-7B 7.0-

10

: CC2-6A 12 0-
i . CC2-6B 12. D—

ICC2-5A
L:CC2-55

1:CC2-4A
1:CC2-4E
I:CC2-3A
I:CC2-313

I,CC2-2A
1:CC2-213

I:CC2-1A
1:CC2-13

Key

IS

17.5
17.5

21. 6-
21.6
22. 0 
22.0-'

25,5
25 1

_90
ao.

90

DECLINATION (Mag.Str)
degrees

190 270 0

INCLINATION
degre

90 -90

j4c 5ate.
[Indicator age

only)

500.

Selected demagr * NOM A-R . Additional dermal) levels
0 . Average selected denmg, connected by -----

Average NRM connected by  

See Table 4-6 fur "C Laboratory Numbers
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4.1.6 Uranium-Series Dating.

Ku et al. (1979) report that a U-series dating technique has been used
successfully to.date caleic soile developed on gravel deposits in an arid to
semiarid-climate.- -The-data obtained wereleonstatentLandIagreediwith_geo-
morphic-and stratigraphie relative age relationships, Thc technique utilizes
radioactive disequilibrium relationships among the 230Th, 234u, and 238u

isotopes hi uartonate rinds cemented to gravel clasts, and is potentially
applicable to the last 350,000 years (Ku et al., 1979).

This dating tcchnique is attractive to the Paradox Basin dating program
because of its relatively long time span of applicability, Lhe relative
abundance of calcic soils that have developed on.flhafial gravel deposits_in_
the area, and the lack eV available materials that can be dated using other
methods. The primary drawback to the method is that it has not oeen used
extensively on soils; therefore, the reproducibility of' derived data should be
evaluated.

As a preliminary assessment of the usefulness of this technique for the
project, three samples were collected in 1979 from gravel terraces and sent to
Ku at tho University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California, for an
initial OvaluatiOn of thc method. Field estimates of the ages of the samples
were based on the stage of calcic soil development in the deposit, the height
of the terrace above present stream levels, and ages assigned in previously
published studies. A fourth sample, a piece of a mammoth(?) tusk that had
been collected near Moab, was also anal_yzed.

4.1.6.1 Sampling and Laboratory Procedures

Cobbies with carbonate rinds are split open in the field to evaluate the
suitability of the rind for dating. The innermost layer of the rind, which is
used in the dating analysis, ahould be fresh-appearing, dense, massive in
texture, and well cemented to the clast. Rinds that are thicker than 3 or
4 mm (0.12 in) are preferable; those that are less than 0.1 mm (0.04 in) in
thickness should not be used (Ku et al., 1979). No special handling or sample
preparation is needed prior to submittal for analysis.

Lahoratory methods that were used to assess the age of the, carbonate
rinds wore slightly modifiad from those discussed in Ku et al. (1979); the
radioehemical purification procedures applied to the tusk sample are presented
in Ku (1968), Dating of both the carbonate rinds and the tusk material is
bascd on the decny of 2380 to 230Tn, and utilizes the relative abundance of'
these radioisotopcs in a sample. Another isotopic ratio that uses 235U and
its daughter product, 23IPa (protactinium), was also calculated in the age
assessment of the tusk,

The basis for analysis is formed on the assumptions that (1) upon
precipitation, carbonate incorporates some uranium but no thorium; (2) Lhe
time during whieh bhis proeess oecurs is short compared to the age of the
sample; (3) the sample subsequently remains a closed system with respect to
uranium, thorlifm, and protactinium isotopes; and (4)-the majority of-230Th and
231Pa isotopes in the sarnple oft produced in si tu by thP uranium incorporated -
into the samplo. Because pedogenic carbonate probably contains various



.. . .
- amounts of-detrital mineral's that ane much older than the carbonate matrix,

other assumptions made are that (1) if' the sample contains any 23QTh or 23?Th
initially, the 230Th/232Th ratio will be similar to that of detrital silicate
minerals; (2) the 238U,  234u, and 230, rh isotopes in the detrital phase are
sufficiently old (more than . approximately 1 million years) to be in secular
equilibrium with.:eaeh - other,Tondtoihavehot:contributed- to produation op

2i0Th in the sampie during its lifetime; and (3) the thorium isotopes in the
detrital minerals are not fractionated during analysis,

4.1.6.2 Means to Assess Accuracy or ResulLs

The derived U-series dates can be compared against age estimates based on
the egtent of calcic soil development in the deposit, and ito height above
present stream level. lhe TL dating technique i.s also potentially applicable

to deposits trom which U-series dates uoy be derived, and therefore could be
used in an accuracy evaluation.

ll 6.3 Results

The dates derived from the U-series analyses are shown in Ta.ble 4-15,

along with the estimated age of the dated rleposit. The probable age reported
is for the pedogenic carbonate cemented to the cobble as an indurated rind.
The maximum age reported is a "whole rind" date, and Lhe calculation includes
any 230Th that may also be present in the sample aa nonearbonate detritus.

Table 4-15. Penults of Uranium Series Analysis
on Paradox Basin Samples

2311n/238u

and
23°1'h/234I11

Age(103 Yr)

Locality Sample(a) Probable Maxlmum 230Th/232Th 31Pa/235U Estimated(b)

Tusk -- 43 + 1 48 + 4

6 Rind 15 + 1 72 + 6
70 Rind 34 + 3 74 7 8

03 Rind 121 7; 9 121 ..+ 9

ea 75-100
ea 210
ea 625

(a) Tunk 7. mammoth (?) tusk
Bind = carbonate rind on gravel elast.

(b) Estimated age ls based on height or sampled deposit above present' stream
level and an assumed long-term incision rate of OA M (0.8 Ct) per 1,000
years.



lsOLOpie analysis for the carbonate rind at Locality 83 indicated an
anomalously high uranium content, and the correction normally made in the
caleulations to accommodate the effect of detrital minerals is no longer valid

(Ku et ai., 1979). However, Lhe 2301h/232Th ratio for this sample was
much higher than that found in detrital silicate minerals or natural waters,

--TsuggeSting-that - mosteof the ?Pin is cauSed by the in sat) decay of uranium.
Therefore, the maximum age calculated for the whole sample should be close to
the probable time of carbonate deposition (Ku, 1980).

The U-series dates derived from carbonate rinds are aonsistently much
younger than ages estimated or calculated by other means, with the.exception
of' Locality 6, where the maximum U-series date is comparable to that estimated
for the deposit on the basis of topographic setting (Table 4-15). The dis-
crepancy cannot be readily explained. The rinds all appeared to have heen of
adequate quality, so 'they should have yielded ages that are more similar to
those estimated for the deposits by other means (Ku, 1980),

A wide range of dates was acquired by the various attempts to date the
mammoth(?) tusk found_ in Bartlett Wash (Locality. 2; Table 1-1), One of the
140 dates (>35,000 years) is on the same order of magnitude as the obtained
U-series date of 48,0004.4,000 years BP. However, the other 111C date and the
amino acid data suggest a much younger age for the tusk; the younger age is
probably mire accurate for this locality because, since no significant amount
of calcic soil development was observed in nearhy deposits, they may be early
Holocene in age. However, the well-consolidated nature of some of the
deposits, which are up to 15 m (50 ft) thick, support an older age inter-
pretation, Further study is needed to resolve the accuracy of the U-series
date for the mammoth(?) t,usk and the age of the Bartlett Wash deposits,

Tho preliminary application of U-serles analyses as a dating method
demonstrates the need to analyve multiple samples from each site in order to
evaluate the accuracy of the derived data.

4.1,7 Relative  Weathering

Weathering is a' process in Which Minerals that have been formed at high
temperatures and pressures attempt to reach equilibrium 10.th their present
physical. environment on the earth's surface. This environment is usually
oharacteriked by ambient climatie conditions and may include other factors',
such as tho 'specifie ehemistry of a soil solution The extent to Which
weathering has occurred is therefore a function or the physical environment
and the Length of time that the object of interest has been exposed to
weathering processes.

Tills premise is the basis for using the extent of weathering as a rela-
tive dating technique. Theee dating methods have been used in project studies
to date: (1) comoarison of the thickness of weathering rinds developed in
cobbles In fluvial terraces of varying age; (2/ comparison of the eztent or
etching ef hornblende and augite mineral grains in soil samples eollected from

torrnoeu of varying ago: and (3) comparison or X-ray diffraetcgrams or quartz,
feLdspar, and clay minerals to define relative ages of soils and deposits,



- •
Of the three methods, only the X-ray studies provided sufficient dis-

tinguishing characteristics to separatc soilb and/or deposits of varying age.
The approach utilizing weathering - rinds suffered Prom the inhomogencity of the
rock clasts both with respect to mineral grain size and mineralogy within the
cobbles examined. Theh9amy.mineral spites. .separated_ for_ weathering_analysis.

-also exhibited no slghifiCant trend in weathering characteristics when they
were compared to estimated ages of the sampled deposits.

4.1.7.1 Weatheri.ng Rind Development

Criteria established by Colman (1g79) were used to select gravel clasts
for the study of relative thickness of wcatncring rinds from gravel deposits

-of varying ages. The -selected elasts were of- similar lithology - and grain
size, and were collected from comparable soil horizons in the subsurface,
The B soil horizon is the preferred horizon because it is the zone of maximum
weathering in the soil profile. However, the B horizon is commonly absent
from profiles developed on deposits in southeastern Utah, so relative rind
thicknessea were compared on clasts collected from the C soil horizon. Col-
lection of clasts from the ground surface was avoided because of uncertai.nty
regarding the length of time the clasts had been exposed on the ground sur-
face, and the effect that such exposure may have had on the rate at which the
oxidation rinds developed.

Igneous cobbles were collected from baokhoe soil pits exoavated in a
series of fluvial terraces in the Spanish Valley correlation area south of
Moab, and in the Gibson Dome area, At least 25 cobbles were measured at each
locality. The results of the weathering rind studies and concurrent soil
studies undertaken at these locations are descri.bed in WCC (1982a, Vols. I
and II, respectively) and are summarized below.

Igneous cobbles from the La Sal Mountains were collected from the
Beaver Rasin, Placer Creek, and Harpole Mesa deposits in Spanish Valley
(Table 1-1). Me projected age of these gravels ranges from late to early
Pleistocene. Measurements of oxidation rinds developed on the cobbles
revealed no consistent trends with increasing age of the deposit-(Figure 4-8).
Variability in lithology, spalling of the outer surfaces of' clasts, and decel-
eration of weathering caused by carbonate accumulation on the elasts are
probably responsible for the lack of progressive oxidation rind development
with age of the deposit. In addition, the variable truncation of soil •

horizons on successive terraces made it difficult to compare the weatheriug
histories of buried clasts.

Igneous cobbles derived from the Abajo Mountains were collected from
the P or Cca soil horizons exposed in backhoe soil pits excavated into Indian
Creek torraces in the Gibson DORIC: area (Localities 32 to 39). Despite a
general increase in rind thickness with terrace height above present stream
level, the relattve ages of the terraces eould not be consistently defined

• using this technique (WCC, 1982a, Vol. II, p. 8-9) (Figure 8-9), lhe
ity in rind development on topographically dissimilar terraces may reflect
the rougnly equivalent ages of the deposits and/or spalling from the clast

• surfaces.
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No further attempts to use weathering rindthiekness as a dating method
were made in the Paradox Basin studies.

4.1.7:2 Heavy Mineral Etching

Etching is a pedogenic or diagenetic process that. involves progressive
solution of detrital mineral grains. Preferred solution paraljel to the
cleavage direction of chain silicates (especially pyroxenes and amphiboles)
creates distinctive, serrated shapes that become more irregular with time.
Eventually, selective dissolution depletes the less resip' minerals.

Recent studies of heavy mineral etching in soils hav,. _cablished its use
as a relative age indicator for Quaternary deposits in several areas of the
western United States (Crone, 1972; La Fleur, 1972; Shroba, 1972; Gillam
et al., 1977) and in the Canadian Arctic (Locke, 1976). These studies have
concentrated on etching of augiLe, diopsidc, hypersthene, and hornblende, and
have established susceptibility sequences COP several ot:her minerals.

Etching rates vary with individual minerals, local precipitation, posi-
tion in the soil profile, and the character of the soil environment. In sub-
humid regions, maximum etching usually occurs in B horizons (Crone, 1972),
especially in older soils. Shroba (1972) suggested that etching rates
increase with clay buildup, but La Fleur (1972) concluded that etching rates
decrease with time, particu]arly in arid regions. Crone (1972) attributed
decreasing etching rates in K soil horizons to the protective role of carbon-
ate cement. In general, etching increases with parent material age in all
areas studied except near Reno, Nevada (La Fleur, 1972), where annual precip-
itation is relatively low (170 mm [7 in]). Precipitation is also low in the
Canadian Arctic, but may be more effective as a weathering agent than at Reno
because of low temperatures.

4.1.7.2.1 -Sample-Collection Sites. A feasibility study was undertaken
for this project to further aUsess the value of mineral etching as an age
indicator in soils from arid and semiarid regions of the southwestern United
states: - Etching - was evaluated ferlangite and hornblende separated from
samples collected at 10 sites in four areas discussed in Sections 4.1.7.2.1.1
through 4.1.7.2.1,4. These areas are (1) alluvial fans flanking the La Sal
Mountains near Spanish Valley, (2) alluvial fans in the Mbajo Mountains, .
(3) the Elk Ridge area of sbutheaStern Utah, and (4) the Animas River area in
western Colorado and New Mexico (Table 1-1, Figure 1-1). Mean annual pre-
cipitation is simijar in the four areas, ranging approximately from 200 mm
(8 in) in the lowlands to 500 mm (20 in) in the mountains. The samples were
colleeted from relict, composite, and compound soil profiles developed on
loess, alluvi.al sand, and alluvial gravel deposits that range from Holocene to
early Pleistocene in age.

Sites were selected and sampled during reconnaissance investigations in
1979. Becausa better age control (based on a combination of glacial correla-
tions, tephrochronology, magnetostratigraphy, and radiometric dating) was
available for deposits in the La Sal (Spanish Valley) and Animas River areas,
samples from these areas were,expectedeto-yield rates of -etchint- that could be
used to estimate the age of dePositblin theiother areas,

. - .



4.1.7.2.1.1 La Sal Mountains area.. Samples were collected from three
sites in Spanish Valley and on the southwestern flank of the la Sal Mountains.
Gravel clasts in deposits at these sites are derived from the La Sal Mountains
and constst of porphyritic intrusive rocks and minor sedimentary lithologies.
At-Site-J(Prefilal.1,1figureill:10; Locality-T,-Figure 1-1),- two'buried'soils'
are developed in Holocene sandy alluvium and loess deposits. Detrital char-
coal_ from the lowest unit at this site yielded a radiocarbon date of
1,280+55 years BP (Table 4-6).

The section exposed at Site 2 (Profile 2, Figure 4-10; Locality 23,
Figure 1-1) consists of a sequence of three fine-grained alluvial units over-
lying alluvial fan gravel. Richmond (1962) mapped the lower gravel unit as
Placer Creek Formation,..and the_two overlying fine-grained units as Beaver
Basin Formation.

At Site 3 (Profile 3, Figure 4-10; Locality 6, Figure 1-1) a moderately
well-developed soil consisting of a textural B horizon overlying a Stage II
to Ili carbonate horizon is formed in loess and underlying fluvial terrace
gravels mapped as Placer Creek Formation by Richmond (1962). IJ-series
dating of caliche rinds in the gravel unit yielded a probable age of
15,000+1,000 years BP to a maximum age of 72,000+6,000 years BP. Based on
soil development and the topographic position of the deposit, it appears
that the maximum date more accurately reflects the age of this deposit (Sec-
tion 4.1.8,3), Similarly, measurement of the pedogenic carbonate accumulated
in the soil profile yielded an age estimate of 245,000 to 405,000 years, which
ls judged to be too old because the terrace is only 18 to 24 m (60 to 80 ft)
above present stream level (Section 4.2.1.1.2),

4.1.7.2.1,2 Animas River area, Deposits of loess and alluvium overly-
ing alluvial sand and gravel were sampled at three sites along the Animas and
San Juan Rivers in southwestern Colorado and northwestern New Mexico (Local-
ities 84, 85, and 86, Table 1-1, Figure 1-1). The estimated ages of the
deposits range from Holocene to mid-Pleistocene. Although this area lies
outside the Paradox Basin study area, it was selected as an area where a,
regional etching rate could be established hecause a wide age range of
terraces is present.

In Profile N (Figure 4-11; Locality 84, Figure 1-1), a buried soil having
an argillio B horizon and Stage I carbonate ts developed on alluvial sand
estimated to be equivalent in age to late Bull Lake deposits (approximately
200,000 to 130,000 years BP), based on terrace height and correlation with
glacial moraines upstream, Because a slight erosional slope exists at this
site, the buried soil may not represent magimal soil development. The buried
soil is overlain by colluvium pith a weak relict soil and a Stage II carbonate
morphology,

In Profile 5 (Figure 4-11; Locality 85, Figure 1-1), the buried soil is
developed on gravel that is estimated to be pre-Bull Lake equivalent in age
on the basis of terrace height, and displays Stage III carbonate morphology.
This soil has been truncated and buried by loess. The relict soil developed
on the loess displays an-argillic B horizon and Cue horizon-with Stage II
oarbonate morphology, -Profile .6 .(iiiTere 4-11i- louality 86, :Figure 1+1)--

exposes leeSs underlain by a fining-upward sequeneu of gravel and sandy
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alluvium. Lava Creel< B (Pearlette "0") ash (approximately 620,000 years old
[Gillam et al., 1985; Izett and tlilcox, 1982]) is exposed in the upper part oC :
the alluvium. The relict soil developed on these deposits containS ari
argillic B horizon and a Cca horizon with Stage 11 carbonate morphology.

_ .

4.1.7.2_1.3 Abajo Mountain area, Samples for heavy mineral analysis
were analyzed from one site near Blanding, on the eastern flank of the Abajo
Mountains area. Deposits at this site (Profile 7, Figure 4-12; Locality 54,
Figure 1-1) consist of loess capping alluvial fan gravel, which, based on
paleomagnotie data (Section 4.1.5), is estimated to have been deposited before
0.73 million years ago. Soils developed on the rierlying loess are estimated
to he at least equivalent in ages those on Bull Lake deposits. Gravel- in
this deposit consists predoMinantly of igneous lithologies from the Ahajo
Mountains and a few sedimentary clasts.

. .A.1.7.2.1.4 "Ilk Ridge-area.. Saffiples ffiere colleoted at two-sites (Local--
ities 69 and 80, Figure 1-1) along Cottonwood Wash in the Fll< Ridge area where
alluvial terrace deposits of probable Pinedale equivalent age (approximately
130,000 tn 10,000 years BP; Table 4-16), based on terrace height and soil
profile devclopment, are overlain by Holocene loess. Gravel elasts in these
deposits eonsist of porphyritic intrusive rock from the Abajo Mountains, and
various sedimentary lithologies, Soil profiles (Profi]es 8 and 9) for these
sites are shown on Figure 4-12:

4.1.7:2.2 Laboratory Procedures, The procedures used in sample prepara-
tion and analysis for t.he heavy mineral etching dating method are described in
WCC (1980). Because previous studies have shown that etching is usually
greatest in B soil horizons (La Fleur, 1972; Gillam et al,, 1977), samples
from these horizons were examined in this study wherever possihle. lf a

horizon was absent because of immaturity or truncation of the soil, the A
and/or C hcrizonS were examined. Mineral grains from the C and A hurizons
were also examined to assess etching at greater depths in the soil profile and
the possible renycling Of etched grains from one deposit to another.

The degree of hornblende and augite etching was assessed using the
following two different methods;

1. Subjective assignment of etching class ("loose grain method"). Limo
grains from the nonmagnetic heavy mineral fraction Of each sample
were examined under a binocular microscope, and etching assignments
were based on a 5-class visual scale of overall grain shape and rela-
tive lEmgth of etching terminations (Gillam et al.., 1977). A similar
technique based on a 10-class scale was used by Shroha (1972) and La
Fleur (1972).

2, Measurement of maximum etching depth. The nonmagnetic heavy mineral
fraction of each sample was permanently mounted on a glass slide, and
maximum etching depth was measured in 4-H Increlints using an ocular
micrometer. Locke (1976) developed this procedure using 6.5-u

_tdoceMellsi _



Table 4-16. Correlation of Quaternary Deposits in the Paradox Basin Area
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matic event recorded in deep-sea
cores about 130,M0 to 1.50,0(12
yxrs EP (Shackleton and Opdyke,
1.913).

44,diffed from Hack (1942), coolay
et al. ;1969; and C'Solliven et al.
'1979). "Gravelly send" is Sh°14-S
to be "pre-Pinedale" th age
(O'Sullivan et al.. 1979).

Rerent and claim' S1IS1 ceposits
blasket Test surfaces in the
Paradox Basin. At several locm11..
ties, multiple episodes of deposi-
tion have occurred. Colluvial
deposits of varying ayes re al=
widespread cr slopes o' tre areas.

rre correlation of the La Sal
Mountain deposits with Rooky
Mop-stain glacial deposits les wide
an the basis of the emrlier chro-
nology (RidvewaJ, 1%2). eased cr
observations of rock weather:no ancl
soil development in Spanish Vane),
it appears that Placer c..eek OBDOS-
its sloPinicantly predate those of
the Beaver Basin romwation.
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During examination of the permanent grain mounts, it was noted that
grinding involved in preparation of the permanent glass slides had altered the
appearance of etching terminations in some samples. Therefore, the maximum

- etching depth was also measured for selected samples using temporary oil
mounts, Because of time.constraints,this procedurewaslimited_primarlly-to--
_saMpleS Trom the LA Sal, Mountains-area,-which WePe considered to represcnt the
best potential for demonstrating progressive etching with increasing relative
age.

4.1.7,2.3 Reaults. Graphs showing etching versus relative age are
presented on Figures 4-13 through 4-15. Samples from the Animas River and
La Sal Mountains provided the most useful data because augite was virtually,
absent An samples from the Abajo Mountains and adjacent Elk ilidge areas.-
Although this absence may reflect the small size of some of these samples, it
is more likely that auzite is simply absent in the source area. It was not
possible to analyze the smaller samples using both the etching class and
maximum etching depth methods.

As expected because of work done in other regions, the modal class of
augite etching nearly always exceeded the modal class of hornblende etching,
although the etching ranges for the 16th to Hlith percentiles comnonly over-
lapped (Figures 4-13 and 4-14). By the loose grain methrd, maximum hornblende
etching was slight and most samples displayed no etching, whereas augite
etching was slight or moderata. By the permanent and oil mount methods,
hornblende etching generally ranged from 0 to 4 u, but sometimes reached a
depth or 8 u. Augite etching was usually 8 0 or less, but one sample
displayed an etching depth of 16 p.

Etching increased slightly with the relative age of deposits only in the
Animas River area. Modal hornblende etching is slight (between 0 and 4 u) in
Sample 6a (Figure 4-14) from loess overlying the approximately 610,000-year-
old Lava Creek ash deposit (Profile 6, Figure 4-11), oompared with the slight
etching in deposits approximately 500,000 years old from the Colorado Front
Range (Crone, 19/2), and the roughly 3.5 p-mean-maximum etching depth in pre-
Wisconsinan (pre-Pinedale ?) samples from the Canadian Arctic (Locke, 1976),

Modal ougite etching in the same sample is moderate, between 4 and 8 p.
Phis is a low value compared to previous data for pre-Wisconsinan soils
(12.5 p for a sample collected east of Reno, Nevada [La Fleur, 1972]; 20 p
at 'Wallowa Lake, Oregon (Shroba, 19721; and 35 p in the eastern Sierra Nevada
[La Fleur, 19721).

In samples from the La Sal and Abajo Mountains areas, neither mineral
displais trends with age when etching is measured by the loose grain or
permanent mount methods (Figures 4-13 and 4-15). However, the oil-mount data
display weak trends for both minerals; the best trend was observed for augite
etchihg in a series of stacked soils in Profile 2 of the La Sal Mountains area
(Figure 4-13). The similar modal etching displayed by the surface soil
(Sample Pa) and the buried soils developed on older deposits (Samples 2c
and 2d) in this same seution sugges' that some etched grains were recycled
from older soils, lir:cycling is likely, considering that the fine-grained fili
deposits in channeis on the fan at- this- site are. probably derived in large
part from nearby FlacerCreek deposita,- which mantleinost of the-fan.
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Statistical analysis of the etching data rot• the Animas River and La Sal
Mountains areas indicates that a sufficient; number of grains per sample were
measured to rule out the possibility that the poor trends with age were the
Tesult -of statistical varahility between grains measnred_in_eaCh sample.

. „  
- -

4.1.7.2.4 Summacy. The poor trends of mineral. etching with age for
samples from the Animas River. and La Sal Mountains areas are attributed
primarily to the low level of precipitation (approximately 200 mm [8 in] per
year at most sites), which has retarded differential etching with respect to
age and pedologic factors. A protective coating or pedogenIc carbonate on
mineral grains could also retard the etching process, tn addition, uncer-
tainties in relative age .estimates, different weathering histories for buried
and relict soils on parent materials or similar age, and recycling of etched
grains probably contributed to the poor trends exhibited by the La Sal
Mountains samples. Although the data ror the Abajo Mountains and Elk Ridge
areas were insufficient to evaluate possible age trends, the apparent rates of
etching appeared comparable to those measured for the Animas River and La Sal
Mountains .u2eas.

Because of the apparently slow rates of etching in the four areas studied
and the apparent paucity of augite in source rocks from the Ahajo Mountams,
further evaluation or use of this method as a relative dating technique in
southeastern Utah is not justified.

4.1,7.3 X-Ray Analysis

X-ray diffraction patterns of minerals in pedogonic units have been used
to define and disLinguish Quaternary soils and/or deposits of different ages
(Isherwood, 1975; Markos, 1977; Harpster, 1981). Like weathering rind devel-
opment and heavy mineral etching, this method is based on the premise that the
structure of minerals within a soil changes toward equilibrium with the son
solution, and that the extent to which this equilibrium condition is met is
time dependent.

Previous investigators have utilized (1) normalized ratios or the
height of specific feldspar (P) and quartz (U) peaks or X-rhy diffract/0gram
(Isherwood, 1975; Markos, 1977); mid (2) diffruetogram patterns oC clay
minerals (Harpster, 1981) to establish relative ages of Quaternary deposits.

Isherwood (1975) demonstrated a constant increase in P/Q weathering
ratios With depth in the majority of the Arctic soil profiles LhaL she
examined, in deposits ranging in age from pre-Wisconsinan Lo Neoglaci.al.
Similarly, Berry (1984) found a progressive trend in weathering ratios with
ag0 for soil assooiations (oatenas) developed in glacial moraines in idaho,
where average precipitation i 90 COI (35 In) and average temperature is 2°C
(35.6°P),

An alternative use of X-ray diffraction data colter...0d from pedogenic
horizons is suggested by Harpster (.1901). lii an examination of clay patterns,
Marputer is able to see distinctive changes in-reflection spacing, and irr the-
intensity and shape of individual mineral. peaks whim the patterns arc sta dcke. . 



to correspond to depth below ground surface. These changescorrespond either
to changes in the parent material or to pedogenic subdivisions.

Glycolated and heat-treated clay mounts are the most sensitive and useful 
elf.theX--ray-analytical:techniques47orthese.studies:-:Howeverronly-the-silt- 
size fraction was separated for the X-ray analysis, so the clay minersls were
theoretically not included in the retained sample fraction. Therefore,
although comparison of X-ray diffraction patterns had not previously been
applied to quartz and plagioclase X-ray data, the X-ray patterns run by Coors
Spectrochemical Laboratory in Golden, Colorado, for the F/Q weathering ratios
were examined to assess whether these two minerals exhibit distinctive changes
comparable to those previously reported for clay minerals in soil profiles.

4.1.7.3.1 Sampling Procedures. The silt-size fraction was separated
from soil samples of specified horizons following particle size analyses in
the laboratory. The selected samples were from the B soil horizons, where
weathering should be maximizedi from the uppermost C or K herizons, where the -
B horizon had been removed by erosion; and from the basal soil units, which
were considered representative of the parent material. Beoause the original
samples were collected for pedogcnic studies (such as those reported in Sec-
tion 4.1.1), they were composite or trench samples that incorporated as much
as 20 vertical cm (8 in) of the soil horizon.

4.1.7.3.2 Laboratory and Analytical Procedures. Laboratory methods used
to derive P/Q weathering ratios for this project were developed from those
utilized by Isherwood (1975) and Markos (1977). The silt samples were
initially X-rayed by Coors Spectrochemical Laboratory in Golden, Colorado.
The samples were split into triplicate subsamples at the laboratory. Tripli-
cate runs were therefcre made for each sample to address potential peak height
variability caused by grain orientation during measurement, or by sample
preparation. Diffractograms were produced for each subsample for the span
between 18 and 32 degrees 20, Following examination of the data, another
split of the same silt-size sauTles was run at the WCC Core Facility in
Denver, Colorado, 'in order to obtain the diffraction peaks between 2 aud
32 degrees 2B for each sample. Clay mounts were also made from the silt-size
samples from six sites to eval.uate whether sufficient clay minerals remained
in the samples to produce diffraction patterns suitable for evaluation. The
clay mounts were not glycotated or heat-treated. Clay peaks at 7, 9, and
13 angstroms were examined.

Analysis of' quartz and feldspar X-ray patterns involves measurement of
the intensity of prominent peaks of both minerals. The intensity value is a
linear measurement of the height of the diffraction peak minus the background.
The calculation of the weathering ratio (P/Q) or Isherwood (1975) and Markos
(1977) uses the intensity of the quartz (Q) peak at 20.8 degrees 20, and the
feldspar (P) peak at 28,0 degrees 20. - During analysis of the Coors diffrac-
tograms, the two or three most similar feldspar/quartz ratios for ea.ch sample
welt averaged to calculate che P/Q valhe for a soil horizon.

in-the oompahisoa ofT X -ray difid9hition patterns; as reported bytliarpster
il,98)Thlhe-YitiliaV-Patterustwerei-stacked...bycidepthtahdiilahelpdimiii3O 02p. ipedo h

.  .
genie Thoriztai hpmehoistehe recorded on the soli profileilog, or id terndhed; .



from laboratory analyses. rThe reflection spacing and the shape and intensity
gr specific diffraction peaks were noted, and the following seven X-ray peaks
were selected to characterize the sample patternsi quartz at 4.24h; plagio-
clase at 3.19A, 3.6740.j and .4.03A;_orthoclase at3,288A and 1.871h; and -Illite

-.Fat 4.49A. Himtensity -values Tor-these peaks versus depth were plotted for eech
locality.

4.1.7.3.3. Reproducibility or X-ray Data. Reproducibility of the
laboratory data was evaluated by comparing each plagioclase and quartz peak
height measurement of a triplicate subset with the mean peak hcight calculated
for that sample for the respective minerals. Peak height values for plagio-
clase were within 10 percent of the mean For 35 percent of the samples, and
within 20 percent of the wean for 67 percent of the samples. For the quartz
measurements, 61 percent of the measurements were within 10 percent of the
mean calculated for each sampie, and 34 percent were within 20 percent.
Maximum difference for plagioclase measurements was 78 percent, whereas the
maximum difference for the quartz data was 42 percent.

This analysis demonstrates the variability in the X-ray data, particu-
larly for the plagioclase peak that was used im the weathering ratio. Incorp-
oration of the potential error range of these data into the calculation of the
weathering ratios for a soil profile improves the results for individual soil
profiles.

4.1,7.3.4 Results. The X-ray diffraction data were used to derive P/Q
weathering ratios, and to compare diffractogram patterns as a correlation and
relative dating method.

4.1.7.3.4.1 P/Q weathering ratios. The P/Q weathering values obtained
for the Paradox Basin samples are listed in Table 4-17. The data from the
Spanish Valley and Gibson Dome localities are arranged as progressively older
deposits or terraces, The weathering index, W (Table 4-17), eliminates-the
variation in soil parent material between cites by expressing the P/Q ratio
for each soil horizon sample as a ratio to the P/Q value of the parent
material at that location. Thus,

(F/Q) sample 
(P/Q) parent material

Many of the soil profiles examined during this project developed in a
composite of parent materials, An exposure may vary in complexity from a
younger eoLian unit overlying an older gravel deposit to up to four different
depositional units eontaining two to three soils, as defined by rkeld observa-
tion and soil laboratory analyses. The weathering indexes shown In Table 4-17
are normalized to the lowest sample analyzed for each soil profile. Because

- many-were not-described as being in an unoxidized C soil horizon in the field,



Locality.

Table 4-17. Plagioelase/Quart (P/Q) Weathering Ratios
(Page 1 of 3)

Formation(4) - Sample Horizon P/Q Remarks(b)

SPANISH VALLEY

8 Modern 1-1 0.532 Fine-gralned
1-2 0.104 alluvial

16 Upper Member, 5-6 2Clea 0.319 1.16
Beaver Basin 5-5 2C30x 0.274 1.0

18 Lower Member, 4-3 B2ca 0.365 0.43 Eollan
Beaver Basin tH.4 283ea 0.658 1,03

4-10 3C2ca 0.641 1.0

15 Upper Member, 3-1 A 0.431 Eolian
Placer Creek 3-2 11 0.341 Eolian

3-7 2C1cab 0,315 0.80
3-9 2C2cab 0.634 1.62
3-11 2C3caesb 0.453 1.15
3-6 2C3oxb 0.443 1.12
3-13 2C4oxb 0.395 1.0

19 Lower Member, 7-7 2K2b 1.354 2.06
Placer Creek 7-9 2C1cab 1.387 2.11

7-20 2C3csb 0.656 1,0

17 Lower Member, 6-3 2K2mb 0.682 1.94
Placer Creek 6-5 2Cleacsb 0.753 2.15

5-11,20 2C3esb 0.351 1.0

20 Middle Member, 16-5 2K2mb 0.937 0.89
Harpole Mesa 16-8 2C1caosb 0.582 0.55

16-9 2C2cab 0.679 0.65
16-10 30Roxb - 0.875 0.83
16-16 3C4oxb 0.860 0.82
16-18,21 3C4oxb : 1.052 1.0

21 Middle Member, 17-8 21(26 0.880 2.12
Harpole Mesa 17-10 2C1,Jacsb 0.989 2.38

17-12 381csb2  0.687 1.66
17-13 381csb2 0.738 1.78
17-14 382tesb2 0 369 0.89
17-20,30 4831cab2 0.329 0.79
17-23 4831cab2 0.466 1,12
17-25 4832b2 0.414 1,0
17-26 4Coxb2 0.415 1.0



4-17. Plagloclase/Quartz (P/Q)
(Page 2 of

Locality Formation('

14 LoWor Member,
Harpole Mosa

GIBSON DOM TERRACES 

32 8 (26)

33 10 (32)

39 10 (32)

35 12 (40)

36 40)

37 20 (66)

38 20 (66)

39 3 (105)

Soil
Sample Horizon P/Q

18-1 0.345
18-2 Oton 0.229
18-4 C2C6 0.255
18-10 2K22mb 0.644
18-12 - 21(31mb 0.585

14-3 1321T 0.265 0.34
14-8 2Clca 0,292 0.37
14-10  2C2ca 0.787 1.o

15-5 2C1oa 0.381 0.47
15-7 2C3ox 0.604 1.0

13-3 2132toa . 0.331 1.40

13-6 3C2ca
Is 
0.237 1.0

12-4 2C1oa / 0.273 1.37
12-5,16 2C2ca 0.199 1.0
12-12 304ox

i

0.199 1.0
1

11-1,10 Mica 1 0.380 1,21
11-E 1121hca 0.589 1.88
14-4 B22toa 0.516 1.65
11-5 21)23Loa i 0.249 0.80
11-7 2Clca / 0,243 0.78
1:1-9 3C3ux / 0.313 1.0

10-6,15 / 
4C4oa j 0.284 0.74

10-8 4C5oa ! 0,385 1,0
/

9-2 131 / 0,313 0.47
9-4 Cloa / 0,326 0.49
9-7 2C4ca/ 0,314 0.48
9-9 206oti: 0,660 1.0

8-2 [11 0.339 0.76
8-3 131 0.287 0.64
8-11 202oa 0.515 1.15

8-13 - 2C30a 0.447 1.0

Remarks(6)

Eol.ian

Eclian
Eclian

Parent
Material
P/Q unknown

Eolian

 Eolian

Eollan
Eolian

Eolian
Eollan
Eoiian

Enlian
Eolian

Eolian
Eolian



Table 4 17. Plagioclase/Quartz (P/Q) eatheriug Ratios
(Page 3 or 

3)

Soil
Locality Formation(a) Sample Horizon P/Q

URANIUM MTLL SITE, WRITE MESA

Remarks1(b)

72 21-3 Clua 0.351 1.04 Eolian
21-5,15  C2oa 0.304 0.90 Eollan
21-6 C3ea 0.257 0.76 Eolian
21-8 28tcab. Q.344 1.02 Eolian
21-10 2Cleab 0.202 0.60 Eolian
21-11 2C2cab 0.338 1.0 Eolian

(a) Stratigraphie relationnhipa are nhown on Table 4-16..
Localities shown on Figure 1-1, and listed in Tahle 1-1.

(b) X-ray analysis was made on silt-size matorlal separated from gravel
alluvium, unless otherwise stated.



these basal units are not always accurate representations of the parent
material as defined by Isherwood (1975). However, the normalized values clo 
demonstrate the trend (or lack thereon) or the data.

by_.--Isherwood- (-1975)-or-an increase-01-PN weather=
ingraticis with- depth is observed -in-data from only rolir of the 18 sites
examined for the Paradox Hasin study (Localities 32, 33, 37, and 38). How-
ever, only two samples from deposits at localities 32 and 37 were analyzed
Mble 4-17), so the trend assessment can he considered only tentative. Some
other trends do appear in the P/Q ratios; low P/Q values (<0.5) are generally
from eellan units, whereas some or the highest values are associated with the
K soil horizons. Compared with the caierete horizons, which may protect
enclosed grains from the weathering process, the plagioclase in eolian silt

-appears mere Apt to he weathered, el' to consist or weathered (recycled)
plagioclase grains.

The inconsistency in the P/Q weathering data for soils in southeastern
Utah may be duc to several factors. The weathering process in the soil may be
complicated by multiple parent rnaterials having variable lithologies, and by
the formation of catch:: soils in these deposits. These complexities have
probably been sufficient to disrupt indicators or weathering processes that
are a funetion only of depth in a profile. Additionally, rainfall may not be
sufficient for the minerals to weather in a manner comparable to that in areas
where the method has been reported as showing definite trends with depth in
the soil profile.

The samples submitted COP this preliminary analysis represented only
portions of the entire soil profile at each site; however, the data were
sufficient to demonstrate the 'leek of the expected trend at these locations.
Therefore, this particular application of X-ray diffraction data was not
pursued further.

4.1.7.3.4,2 X-rDy diffraction patterns. Quart', and feldspar data from
six soil test pit sites in the Spanish Valley correlation area were exandned
as a preliminary evaluation of' Lhe use or X-ray diffraction- patterns as a
correlation and relative dating technique. Field and laboratory soil data had
previously been collected and reported ror these sites (WCC, 1982a, Vols. 1 
and and V). At loealities where data were sufficient to make comparative
assessments, thc trends nr groupings or intensity values for the quartz and
feldspar data correspond with the pedogenic or depositional zonations pre-
viously recognized for these sites. AL Locality 21 (Figure 4-16), for
example, at least three noticeable changes in intensity values and patterns
of different X-ray peaks appear within the soil profile.

The soil profile ror Locality 21 (Figure 4-17) had previously been
described as indicative of' a complex depositional history at that location,
(NCC, 1982a, .Vol, 1, p, 3-16)- .0n the basis orthe-sotl laboratory data
(Figure /Lyn, a change in parent material. was identified at a depth of 3,25 m
(10.7 rt) within the anomalouslyA:lay-rich interval in the bottom half of the
.expesure. The X-ray data (Figure 4-16) strongly support a More shallow parent
material. boundary ah 2.8 ni (9.21t..), where theclay. eontentjtuTeases fxori
HO 0:30 nerc6nt. The highyintonalty.yalieSpf.. -thc...plaglociaseand: nai•ty._______

valurs



characteristic of a pedogenic B horizon,. however, and suppor the hypothesis
that the clay-rich zone in this exposure may be depositional rather than
pedogenic in origin.

MOst of-the -Clay—X-ray data -did- not ,.;:how any.consistent trends with-depth- -
- or soil horizon, probably because most of the clays (probably >9(1 percent) had
been removed in Lhe laboratory, and the remaining amount did not provide a
complete picture. The clay data at Locality 15 provide an indication of thc
type of data that could be obtained using this technique (Figure 4-18). The
stacked intensity peaks vary with dcpth, mimicking the trends seen in the
quartz and feldspar data.

ln summary, the plagioclase and.quartz data in X-ray. diffractograms
appear to be as useful as clay data in delineating weathering and depositional
trends with depth. The specific nature of interpreted contacts can also
commonly be identified by the characteristics or the X-ray trends. A deposi-
tional contact is likely to correspond with an abrupt change in nurve charac-
teristics, whereas A pedogenic boundary is more apt to be transitional'. The
quartz peak at 4.AA and a plagioclase peak at 3.19A exhibit the most variable
intensity in a soil profile compared to other quantz and feldspar peaks, and
therefore appear Lo be the rnost sensitive indicators of change with dept.h in
this study. At the present time, comparison of actual intensity values of
specific soil horizons (e.g., 2C2ca or 2B?pt) from deposits of increasing
age does not provide a clear anci definite trend with age. However, the
overall tendency is for the intensity value.s of the quartz and plagioclase
minerals to decrease with age.

A program that uses X-ray diffraction data to identify pedogenic
horizons and to delineate depositional units and erosional events in Quater-
nary deposits should include X-ray analysis for quartz, Feldspar, and clay
minerals. To fully maximize the potcntial of this technique, samples should
be collected from closely spaced point, locations within each pcdogenin or
depositional unit of interest. A minimum recommended sample interval is 15 cm
(6 in); at least three samples should he collected from each soil horizon. A
complete X-ray analysis program should also include glycolated and heat-
treated samples to distinguish clay minerals.

4.1.8 Topographic Position

The topographic positions of' Quaternary terrace depoSits and surfaces
above• present stream level provide means of assessing their relative ages, ..
particularly in an arca such as the Colorado Plateau,. where relief is high arid
stream incision has oecurred for hundreds of thousands of years. A mea- ',of •

• indepehdcntly and accurately dating the .terraces is commonly not availa so
terrace height (topographic position) and long-term incisionr rates, used Al
conjunction with. other dating techniques• such as pcdogenesis and. dating;
have been ased tO assess ages of deposits . in the .studiareas, qUantitative .
age can be estimated for Quaternary materials iC a fong-Lerm . incision yaLe can
be calculated for a particular drainage, or for a region as a whole. The 'most
definitiVe rates are derived for ;Areas where deposits that can We dated, by •

....snme_other—mnans*,-8mch-aSlradlometnic-dat-ialvora-yolcanic• mh,•arc• incorp-
orated dn. a 'river tcrTace

• ••• • • 7'. •• • . • . , • ....
HHUFight, PC a depPsj L -cr.  SWrface. Aftirh prpseW s:uream. Lnc•1N) or.
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A long-term incision rate encompasses 'srorter term perturbations influ-
eneed ,byelimatic changes and y_o suc e - dvariable crodihilitf,cessivberock

strata,- For-example, many cf -the deposits available for etudYlin the areas of
interest to this project are fluvial terraces that probahly formed in response
to glacial and periglacial processes at higher elevations. During such
period3, incision is apt to he episodic as streams adjust to variations in
loa.d and disuharge.

A conservative long-term incision rate, of 0.24 m (0.8 ft) per 1,000 years
has been calculated for rhe major rivers (Colorado, San Juan, and Green

Rivers) in the paradox Basin region ElitC, 1983). 'ilia value is based on
geomorphic positions el Quaternary deposits and their estimated ages, as
reported in the literature for the Colutaeo River Basin in Utah, Colorado,
northwestern New Mexico, and northern Arizona, and as derived from this study.
Maximum incision rates, calculated by assuming minimum ages of deposits using
reversed riagnetic polarity and Stage iV to V nedogenie carbonate accumulation,
are on the same order of magnitude as this rate (WCC, 1982a, Vol. 1, p 3-20),

In tectonically active areas, or arcas that are subsiding as a result of
salt flowage, dissolution, or ;i0me other cause, topographic position may not
provide the accurate relative age5 for a deposit. However, once an anomalous
condition is recegui2ed, celative elevations can provide insight into the
ameeet of deformation, and perhaps into the rate at which deformation is
occurring.

4.2 AGE DATING RESUM OF SELECTEE AREAS

Samples were collected for multiple age dating methods whenever a suf-
ficient amount or appropriate materials was present at an individual locality.
Collecting sufficient material was particularly important when the exposure
was a backhoe soil pit that would be refilled after the description and
sampling were rlDished , The age dating program was constantly evolving during
the Paradox Basin study and some methods, such a4 11, dating, did not become
available on a commercial hasis until midway through the project. Therefore,
although adequate and sufficient samples might have been available in soil
Profiles exposed by hackhot, early in the project, either no suitable samples
were collected for later analysis by the new dating technique, or some useful
material was collected, but was not the optimum samole for that method.
Measurement of pedogenie carbonate in the exposure is the only dating method
that was universally applied at most of the soil profile localities, When TI,
analysis became availrble, stored samples from previously described localities
were submitted in cro3r to have some independebt evaluation of the soil
carbonate ages,

: Resalts of the dating program can be compared for areas where data fróm
multiple techniques ore available. These twins include the Spanish Valley
correlation area and vicinity, including Green River terraces; the Gibson Dome
area and vieffnity; acd the Elk Ridge area and Vicinity, including the Blanding
area and Colorado River terraces. Initial detailed sampling andanalysis of
the chronostratographicitinitsin SpanishiValley were eempteted to develop
means of assessing the aga of Quaternary deposits elaewhere 'in the Paradox
Basin, Gem-parable evaluations were later madc -OM 30[1 ixorilea devolooed in



Quaternary deposits in the Gibson Dome and Elk Ridge atudy areas. Deposits
west of the Green River were examined tc c bance the data base for long-term
carbonate influx pates. 

- -

4.2.1 pani.sh Valley and Vicinit2

Soils and Quaternary deposits were examined and sampled for a series of
fluvial terrace deposits in Spanish Valley (primarily exposed in backhoe
trenehes excavated for this study); in natural exposures of terrace and other
fluvial deposits west of the Green jiver Canyon; and in deposits exposed in

- Bartlett Wash northwest or Moab.

4.2.1.1 Spanish Valley

Classical correlationS of deposits require a type section of similar
stratigraphy that has been chronologically and lithotogically defined by
previous workers. In the late 1950s, Richmond (1862) established a Quaternary
stratigraphy for the La Sal Mountains arl vicinity; his chronology provided
the needed correlation for the Paradox Basin study (Table 4-16). The Spanish
Valley area on the northwest sidu of the La Sal Mountains tsoutheast of Moab)
was selected as a correlation area for this project because it contains a good
sequence of fluvial terrace deposits of late and middle Pleistocene age, and
because it is similar to the Gibson Dome and Elk Ridge study areas with
respect to climate, elevation, and deposits. The terrace deposits, POP
example, have similar parent lithologies and textures in all three areas,
The rate of soil formation in the Spanish Valley area should therefore be
comparable to that in the other study areas,

itie bulk of the ago dating studies done in Spanish Valley were focused on
flfivial terrace deposits along Pack Creek, southeast of Moab (WCC, 1982a,
Vol, I) (Figure 4-1 9). Additional data weae also collected for two other
Spanish Valley locations: a gravei pit near Moab iLocaLityL6), and a
permeability pit COP a gravcl operation i.n the center of the valley
(Locality 13), These two sites were not studied in the detail given the
terrace deposits, but they were used to further compare and evaluate age
dating methods.

4.2.1.1.1 Spanish Valley CorreLation Terraces Localities 14, and 16
to 21. Almost all of the (kiting techniques described in Section 4.1 were
applied to the deposits in uhe Spanish Valley correlation area. Topographic
position, pedogenic properties, and TL dating provided the most consistent
Illean8 of age assessment of these deposita and are described in this section,
In addition, depositional and pedogente boundaries, interpreted from X-ray
diffractograms, correlate with Spanish Valley soil profiles developed from
field and 1 partiele size data. Dating methods based on amino acid analyses oa
soils, weathering rind measurements, and weathering of heavy mineral grains
were judgpd to be inconclusive for the area. So material suitable for radio-

- carbon - analysis-Wu-amino acid -analysis of snail shells was found in the
colvelatieniterraces'in,SpanishiValley:--: •



Age estimates based ON calcic soil-development in the Spanish Valley
correlation terraces were reported inWCC, 1982a (VOl. I), and are compared
with derived TL dates -in -Table 4-18. Age estimates .based on the height. of the

.iiterraees_above-present-Stream-leyeljcapegraphIc_positaon) are-given-in- --
Table 1-1. In a comparison of the three data sets, some correlations are
evident. The amount of pedogenic carbonate accumulated in a profile and the
derived TL dates geneeally increase as the height of the deposit above present
stream level increases. However, this relationship is complicated in the
middle of Spanish Valley by tectonics, or salt flowage, or dissolution and- 
suhsidence; and older deposits are buried by younger material (WCC, 1982a,
Vol I). Although the terracc deposits commonly consist of fine-grained
(possibly colian) deposits over coarse gravel, .the _interpretation reached- in - -
pedologic studies Is that only one soil has developed in the composite
deposits on terraces that are laLe Placer Creek or younger in age.

Deposits of gravel and eolian material that underlie two tcrrace
remnants (Localities 16 and 18; Figure 4-11) of Beaver Basin age (approxi-
mately 130,000 to 10,000 ycars BP) have TL ages of 1 1 ,900+760 years BP for
the finc-grained deposits, and 9,290+700 and 42,400+2,770 years HP For the
gravel deposits. Caleic soil derived dates range from 30,000 to 60,000 years.
These dates are consistent with Richmond's (1962) age assignment of late
Pleistocene to the Beaver Bashi Formation, and with the inferred correlation
with Pinedale deposits in the Rocky Mountain region (Colman and Pierce, 1977;
Table 4-16). However, the two younger TL oates are near the Holocene/late
Pleistocene boundary, and are thought to be too young for the deposit. These
datcs may reflect the contamination hy younger eolian fine-grained particles
thaL have filtered downward into the sample horizon.

Deposits or the Placer Creek Formation (approximately P00,000 to
130,000 years in age) are readily separable from the Beaver Basin deposits
on the basis of better caleic soil development (WCC, 1982a, Vol. I). The
Placer Creek deposits yielded significantly older TL, dates, which ranged from
108,000+8,400 to 238,310+18,5200 years BP in age, from three terrace remnants
in Spanish Valley (Localities 15, 17, and 19; Table 4-18). Calolc soil dates
derived-from the same expoLare 'ranged f.roni 145,000 to 255,000, These dates
are in agreement with recent ages assigned to correlative Bull Lake deposits
in the Rocky Mountain region (Colman and Pierce, 1981; Shroba, 1982, Shroba
et al., 1983), When the calcic soil and 11, dates are compared by sample
1ccality (liable 4-18), the 21,, dates are youn?er than the calcic soil dates at
two of the three smnpled locations.

Deposits or the rniddle member of the Harpole Mesa ForrmtIon, con-
sidered mid-Pleistocene (approximately 730,000 to 300,000 years) in age
(Richmond, 1962; Table 4-16), were sampled from two backhoe pits (Local-
ities 20 and 21, Figure 4-19). The derived IL dates are more variable thaii
those for the younger deposits, and sorne dates are significantly younger than
the inferred age Cor thin formation (Tables 4-16 and 4-18). Three of Ude
six dates are indicative of the eXpected age of the deposit (>200,000,
)315,000, 319,000+37,000 years); however, reproducibility of these data is
poor (Tables 4-10 and 1-18). The results of two duplicate data sets from
Localities 20 and 21 consist of a young date (67,600+5,300 years and

2(24,10+10,370 Year8)a0d a Mucholder date(>315,005and :319,000/ears);
Hoth -Sets'of - samples were collected Within0.2 MI (0.8. TO of the base of the
ovetlying eolian 'deposits, and . pei-haps ldrre nonhomogeneously contaminated by
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fines that moved downward through the gravel from the younger overburden. The
--yoanger-dates-are-judged to.be_erroneous_for_the_deposils; Ihe older dates

more acenratel7 reflect:the age inferred for the:deposit.

Age estimates based on calcic soil development at Localities 20 and 21
are comparable to the younger TL, dates. Cathie soils in the deposits or the
middle member of Harpole Mesa are similar to those developed in the lower
mernher or the Placer Creek alluvium, and the carbonate accumulation ages of
115,000 to 275,000 yeats (Table 4-18) are much younger than the expected age
of' the deposits, A buried clay-rich stratum approximately 2 m (6 rt) thick
at Locality 21 was originally thought Lo he a buried soil; thi.s interpretation
is supported hy the amino acid data (Section 4.1.4.3.2). However, the uni-
formly high clay content throughout the profile (WCC, 1982a, Vol. 1, p. 3-13)
and the recently examined X-ray diffraction data for the soil-test pit (Sec-
tion 11,1.7:3.4,2) suggest that the high clay content probably reflects the
original character of the deposit, rathcr than lengthy pedogenic processes.
AddiDional studies are required to assign a more definitive age to the
deposits.

The highest terrace deposit (260 m [850 ft)) sampled in Spanish Valley is
on Johnson's-Up-On-Top (Localities 9 and 14). This surface is estimated to be
at least 1,000,000 yearS old on the basis of 1.ong-term incision rates and the
elevation of' the surface above present stream level. An age on that order of
magnitude (>730,000 years) is substantiated by reversed magnetic polarity or
the deposi.t and the high (182 g/cm2) pedogenic carbonate content in its soil
colfmmf, The assumed age of 730,000 years for these deposits and the rneasured
soil carhonate data provide the upper bound of 0.25 g/cm2/1,000 years Por the
carbonate influx rate used In the Paradox Basin soil studies.

The TL samples collected from the cemented K soil horizon on Johnson's-
Uc-On-Thp and from a sand lens in the gravel beneath the soil provide dates
of 167,780+12,430 and 263,170+45,220 years FlP, respectively. Roth these TL
dates and those for Green River and Colorado River terraces (Sections 4,2.1.2
and 4.2.3.3) of' probable comparable age are consistently young conoared to the
expected ages of thc deposits. Those data suggest that (1) the deposits are
older than the applicable time span for the TL dating techniques, (2) the
deposits have reached saturation with regsrd to TL content, (3) younger fine-
grained material or eolfan origin has been incorporated into the soil profile
a.s it was forming, or (4) some other faetor is affe,Ling t.he TL signal in the
formation of the pet/roc:aloft soil,

4.2.1.1.2 Moab  Gravel  Pit, Localitu 6. The Moab gravel pit (Local-
ity 6, Figure 11-19) is excavated in a terrace remnant that is 12 m (40 ft)
above present stream level on the eastern side of Moab, Richmond (1962,
Plate l) identified these deposits au Placer Creek Forsetien (Table 4-16),
an Lntorpretation supported by the extent of clay and carbonate accumula-
tion observed in the soil profile (WCC, 1982a, Vol. l). During the pre-
seal study, a probable H-series date of 15,000+1,000 years (maximum age
72,000+6,000 years) wau obtained on carbonate rinds cemented to gravel ()lasts
in the most -developed caleic soiLherizowlSection 4 .1 A:terrace:age or:
approximately 50,000 years is estimated Prom the.hefght of the deposits above
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the present..stream:level, nsing-the-long-term incision -rate-o
~per 1,000.years.. -Both of these age-estimates fall within the time range of
Beaver Basin deposits (Table 4-16).

The amount of pedogenie carbonate accumulated in the soil profile,
approximately 61 gm/om2, indicates a much older age for the deposit. Using
carbonate influx rates of 0.15 to 0.25 gm/cm2/ 1,000 years, an age range or
245,000 to 409,000 years was obtained. These dates appear to be old in view
of the low elevation of the terrace, and fall within tde proposed time span of
the upper and middle members of the Harpole Mesa Formation (Table 4-16). An
alternate explanation for the apparently anomalously high pedogcnic carbonate
content of Lhe deposit is not readily available. An early Beaver Basin age,
fuch as Lhe maximum range of the U-series data, or a late PLacer Creek age
(Richmond's original interpretation) arc still considered the most valid ages
for this deposit, primarily beeause of its topographic position in Spanish
Valley.

4,2.1.1.3 Permeability Pit Locality 13. Bulldozer trenches have been
excavated in gravel mapped as Beaver Basin Fornmtion (Richmond, 1962; WCC,
1982a, Vol. 1, Figure 3:15) near gravel pit operations in Spanish Valley at
Locality. 13, southeast of Moah (Figure 4-19), To learn more of the deposi-
tional history tn Spanish Valley (Well, 1982a, Vol. 1, p. 3-15), soil devel-
opment was examined i.n these exposureS, which reached depths of' 4.5 to 6 rn
(15 to 20 ft). The soil profile was described, but not systematically
sampled; material was collected for amino-acid-analysis dating of soll.s, and
for 14, dating. The location is referred to as the "permeability pit."

Four buried soils were interpreted in this exposure. The upper two
soils aro in sandy alluvium, and Lhe lower two are in gravelly alluvium
(Figure 4.-20). The second buried soil is interpreted as late Pleistocene
_(18caver Basin) in age, on the basis of pedogenie fdevelopmenti A TL date of
17,700.1,510 years 13P derived for this deposit is assessed to be too young,
The Lwo lower buried soils are tentatively correlated with the soils developed
on the Placer Creek Formation OS the basis of their visible carbonate content,
which waa described as a K aoit•hortZon in the 'field ahd isassumard to be -
pedogenic in origin, lbe 11 date's of 78,200+4,800 and 114,320+9,420 are
stratigraphivally consistent, but are slightly younger than others reported
for this formation elsewhere in Spanish Valley (Table 4-18). They are also
younger than the hypothesized age (130,000 to 200,000 years of the Placer
Creek Formation (Table 4-16), On the basis of the well-developed character of
the calcie soil, these TL dates are also judged to be too youpg. Alterps-
tdvely, it is possible that the K horizon is partially ground-water deposited,
and henco appears to_ be older than it actually is; in this case; the TL -dates

- could be accurate.

lto TL dates support the tnterpretation (originally based on soil
development) that alluvial deposits_areprogressively_older_with depth in the
central portion of Spanish Valley, and that Beaver Basin deposits overlie
Placer Creek deposits lp - tlist area-. Beth lilistream and- dOwnstream of'the

permeability Pit, deposits mapped am Placer Creek Formatien are topograph -
sally higher than the Beaver Basin deposits, The inverse relationship
observed in the central part of the valley has been hiterpreted as due to

173
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- doWPwarprogi' or -WrcrentJal snbstdence of. the valley floor since PlacerCroek - -
time, -This deformation could he caused by tectonism, or'hy dissolution Cr
migration of salt at depth,

4,2.1.2 Green R ver Terraces, Localities 3, 4, 5, and 12

West of Moab aid the Green River, remnants of floviai gravel deposits
occur on an erosion surface 240 to 400 m (800 to 1,30(1 In) above the present
canyon bottom. The gravel contains clasts indicating deposition by the
ancestral Green River. lhe remnants are protected hs a pctrocalcic cap that
has Stage V earbonabe morphology and has developed cilher in the gravels or in
fine-grained (eolian?) material above the gravel. These deposits, and others
like them on strath terraces high above the Colorad.) River west or the Elk
Ridge Area (Section 4.2.3.3), are of interest t.o the Paradox Basin studies
because they can be used to calculate long-term incision rates for; the major
rivers in this part of' the Colorado Plateau.

Sarnples were collected from the Green River terraces to measure the
magnetic polarity and carbonate content of the deposits, and to derive a date
for the deposits by TL analysis. Raversed(?) paleomagnetio polarity was
measured at Locality 5 (Figure 4-21), and measurements of questionable polar-
ity were made at Antelope Valley (Locality 12). However, on the basis of the
demagnetization data, calcic soil development (Figure 4-22) and topographic
position, the Antelope Valley gravels were also JUdgeS to be al least 730,000
ycars old (WCC, 1982a, Vol. I, p. 3-18). The pedogenic carbonate accumulated
in the soil profile (between 93 and 128 g/em2) at Antelope Valley provides the
long-term maximum carbonate accumulation rate of 0.15 g/m2/1 ,000 years. Thi8
rate has been applied to other soil carbonate studies eonducted for the
projecb.

One TL date was derived creM the Green•;aver terraces (TabLe 4-19). The
date of 134,000+19,300 years BP derived for a K soil horizon at Locality 4 is
much younger than the expected age of the debosits, and is tlrereforc believed
to be erroneous. The particle size of two other samples submitted for 'it
dating was judged by the laboratory to he unsuitable for analysis because it
was too inhcmogeneous,

4.2.1.3 Bartlett Wash, Localities 1 and 2

Previously unmapped alluvial fill rests unconformably on the Somerville
and Entrada Formations in Bartlett Wash and in the adjacent wash to the north
(Localities 2 and 1, respectively; Figure 4-23 and Table 1-1). This deposit
is directly west or the Moab Cault, northwest or Moab. The alluvium consists
of at least 15 M (50 ft) of well-consolidated, alternating sandy and clayey
material. Layers of finely bedded CaCO3 or uncertain Origin are present near
the top of the section, The discovery of a-mammoth tusk—in - this area -suggests
that the deposits may, be pre-kolocene in age; radiocarbon age determinations -
made on the tuskrAnge from dates of 12,880+370 years to >35,000 years HP
(Tables 1-1 and 4-6); a U-series date of approximately 45,000 HP (Table 4.15)
was obtained. Amino acid racemization data [tom snails in a sandy unit
approximately 3 m (10 ft) above the tusk iive an estimated age of 11,000 to
15,000 years (Table 4-1P); these dates support the younger radiocarbon date
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Table 4-19 Thermoiuminesoence Dates From (reen and
Colorado River Terraces

ApprOxlmate Height
Above Present TL
Stream Level TL Date kat)

Locality Site Meters Feet (103 years BP) No. Comments

4 Sec. 14, 330 1,080 134 + 19.3 459 Keg Knoll, Green
T26S, River terrace,
R16E-1 Deposits have

reversed(?)
paleomagnetic
stratigraphy.

74 Sec. 32, 200 655 307 ± 39.3 460 Halis Crossing;
T38S, Colorado River
R11E-1 terrace

76 Sec. 35, 250 800 140 + 11.8 461 Halls Crossing;
T38S, Colorado River
R11E-1 terrace
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for the tusk, Further study of the origin and age of these deposits would be
of interest to any future evaluation of fault activity in the salt anticline
belt.

4.2.2 Gibson Dome Area and Vicinity, Localities 32 to 39

Initial project studies of Quaternary deposits in the Gibson Dome area
were reported in WCC (1982a, Vol. IT, pp. 4-1 to 4-14). Since then, the
pedogenic data for the Indian Creek terraces (Figure 4-24) have been reeval-
uated and TL, dates have been received for these t,errace deposits. In addi-
tion, further field studies have been conducted in Canyonlands National Park,
to the west of the Gibsen Dome area. This most recent field work addressed
the identification of chronostratigraphic units in Holocene deposits exposed
in Salt Creek, and the history of graben development in the Needles Fault
zone, discussed in Section 2.5 and Chapter 3, respectively.

A auite of fluvial. terraces along Indian Creek was selected for detailed
examination of the change in soil properties with age in the Gibson Dome area,
on the basic assumption that the age of the terrace deposits is directly
proportional to the height of the gravel-capped strath terraoes above present
stream level. The Quaternary deposits consist of a veneer of gravel 1.2 to
2.1 m (4 to 7 ft) thick, overlain by 0.1 to 0.9 m (0.4 to 3.1 ft) of fine-
grained deposits. The alluvial veneer overlies sandstone and shale bedrock of
the Cutler Formation.

4.2.2.1 Recalculation . Jogenic Carbonate Content
of Soil Rrofiic , Indian Creek Terraces

The pedogenic carbonate content of soil profiles on Indian Creek terrace
gravels (Localities 32 to 39) were initially reported in WCC (1982a, Vol, 11,
pp, 4-7 to 4-9). In subsequent use of the soil data, a reevaluation of field
descriptions of the carbonate morphology at the base of the profiles indicated
that very little pedogenio carbonate (CaCO3) is present. Therefore, the
relatively high CaCO3 laboratory values measured in the lower parts of most
profiles (WCC, 1982a, Vol. V, Figures 8-9 to B-16) are believed to reflect the
carbonate content of the parent material. Calcite cement in sedimentary
clasts in the gravel is the most likely source of this carbonate. Pedo-
genic carbonate content of all the soil profiles was therefore recalculated
using higher CaCO3 values for the parent material (Table 4-20). The
recalculation results in a iower pedogenic CaCO3 content for the terrace
deposits (Figure 4-25), which makes the soil ages based on constant influx
rates (Figure 4-26) younger than previous calculations indicated.

The recalculated values for pedogenic carbonate reveal a slightly dif-
ferent relationship between terrace height and carbonate content (Figure 4-25)
from that presented in WCC (1982a, Vol, II, Figure 4-11). With the exception
of data points 1 and 4, the recalculated data (Figure 4-25) show a more linear
relationship between the two variables than did the previous calculations.
However, separation of the terraces into three age groups (WCC, 1c8ea,
Vol. II, p. 4-8) is not so apparent with_the new.data-(Flgure 4-0.0. The -
highest terrace (32 m [105 ft1) remains distinctly separate from the_ others
with the exception of one of the 12-m (40-ft) terraces, for which the measured
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'Fable 4-20. Recalculated Values for Calcium Carbonate Accumulation in Soi1s on Gibson Dome Gravel Terraces

e Height No. of Samples
iv im) Locality Analyaed

Estimated Estimated
CaCo3 CaCO3 Content of Total CaCO3 Content of
in <2mm Parent Material CaCO3 in Parent Material
Fraction <2mm fraction >2mm fraction >2mm fraction

(gfcm2) (9) (gicm2) (gicm2) (f) (g/cm2)

76tal
CaC0

:grome)

Estimated
Redogenic
CaC0

(862m2)

32 39 9 40.9 14.2 25.1 56.9 27.8 43.0

20 38 9 40.1 16.4 30.2 4.8 23.9 3.8

20 37 5 35.72 15.1 27.5 24.6 '21.0 18.1

12 36  9 37.8 15.0 29.8 12.0 22.1 9.9

12 35 7 53.0 13.5 31.9 63.4 '20.3 53.6

10 34 4 21.6 15-3 18.5 13-9 10.7 8.5

2 10 33 21.9 14.2 19.7 30.4 21.4 25.8

8 32 7 28_9 11.3 19.9 53.6 15.7 46.4

30

1

15

49.8 10

7i6.4 31

.35.5 9

:2.3 .7

'6
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pedogenic carbonate content appears to be equivalent. The new calculations
show that, using constant CaCo3 influx rates of 0.15 to 0.25 g/em/1,000 years,
the other terraces are all younger than Placer- Creek deposits (130,000 to
200,000 years) (Figure 4-26).

. .

4.2.2.2 Thermoluminescence Dates, Indian Creek Terraces

Laboratory data of soil profiles ddveloped in the Gibson Dome terrace
deposits have been interpreted as indicative of pedologic boundaries that are
independent of the depositional boundary between the gravel and fine-grained
deposits (WCC, 1982a, Vol. 11, p. 4-9). Rather than a compound profile, only
one soil profile appears to be formed on two or more depositional units at 
all the GibSon Dome terrace sites. Therefore, the fine-grained and gravel
deposits should be of similar age at each terrace site, and the TL dates
should generally increase in age with terrace height.

Fourteen TL dates were obtained from eight remnants of five terrace
surfaces adjacent to Indian Creek (Table 4-21). Six of the TL dates are for
samples of eolian deposits that overlie the gravel; the remaining eight dates
are for gravel terrace deposits. The progression of TL dates for deposits
underlying successively higher and older surfaces along the Indian Creek is
less systematic than in Spanish Valley, and the TL dates tend to be older than
the soil carbonate ages (Table 4-21; Figure 4-27). The TL dates generally
increase with terrace height; however, the trend is erratic.

Three of the four youngest TL dates (<10,000 years) are from the
surficial eolian deposits and were collected within 0.3 m (1 ft) of the ground
surface. The fourth date is from the top of the underlying gravel deposits,
at a depth of 0.5 m (1.5 ft), between 0.1 and 0,2 m (0.5 ft) below the base of
the overlying eolian deposits. All thc young dates were derived from the
terraces that are 12 m (40 ft) or less in height. These data suggest that
some of the uppermost eolian material has only recently been deposited on the
terraces within 12 m (40 ft) of present stream level, and that the soil pro-
files defined in WCC (1982a, Vol. V, Figures 3-9 to 8-16) are forming in
aceretionary deposits. This effect is not seen at. Localities 37 though 39,
where TL dates range from 140,000 to 215,000 years BP for both eolian and
gravel samples collected at depths of less than 0.4 m (1.5 ft),

If the TL dates are correct, colLio material has not been deposited
and/or retained in any significant amount on the higher terrace surfaces for
several tens of thousands of years. Of the terraces examined, the eolian
deposits were observed to be thinner on the upper terraces than on the lower
deposits, supporting the observation that loose (young) eolian deposits may
not bo retained on the higher surfaces.

The differ.inces between the age dates ohtained for the Indian Creek
terraces from the TL and soil carbonate accumulation dating mcthods could have
several causes. Interpretation of the soil carbonate data assumes that the
amount of carbonate in the parcnt material can be accurately determined from
laboratory data, and that CaCO3 has not been removed from the profile hy any
means. The TL dates may be affected by gamma radiation from clasts.An the  
gravel. Uranium7riclisandstone bedrock units are known to occur in the .  

- drainage bnsinsipstream from the Indian Creek terraceS t. Because the samples



:leologic Epoch
Age (-0C. years)

Evocable Correlation

tate Dleistocene
.(ca 10 to ca 730)
Deaver 8asin
Fsrmation

Table 2 Comparison of Calcle Soil Ages and Thermoluminescence Dates, Cibson Dome
(Page i or 2)

Terrace Height
Lbc2licy(4) Site

Type cf
Deposit TL date(a)

T. Sample(b) (103 yr)

TL Lab
No.

(ALPHA-)

Soil
CaCO3 age

(103 yr)(8)

Soil
Profile
No, (e)meters feet

a 26 32 Sec. 16, a :.96 . 0.2 542 65 - 105
T30S, R21E-7 "too inhomo-

geneous"

124 4 13.5 450

32 33 Sze. 16, G 106 . 13-3 452 40 5 2
TPOS, R2TE-8 118 . 8.22 451

Sec. 16,
TROS, R21E-8

3-8 4- 0.29 541 35 60 3

84.1 . 6.23 449

12 40 2.; Sec. 16,
T30S, 321E-5

4.01 . 0.31 540 125 - 205 4

100+8 D48

12 86 Sec( 16,
730S, R2IE-4

E 8.12 . 0.74 446 40 65

59.8 4.48: 447

Duplicate samples col-
leeted at between 0.1
and 0.2 m (0.5 ft): below
eolian cover.
Sampled horizon is:
unzertain. -
Duplicate samples Col-
lected at between 0.1
and 0.2 m (0.5 ft). below
eolian cover.
Collecteo at depth'of
0.3 in (1 ft). 
Collected at betuean 0.1
and 0.2 m (0.5 ft1below
eolian cover.
Collected at depth:of
0.2 M (0.7 ft) 
Collected at between 0.1
and 0.2 m (0.5 ft)
below eolian cover.
Colleeted at depth;of
0.2 M (0.7 ft).
GollecteC at depth:of
0.5 m (1.6 ft). No TL
samples collected from
gravil.



Table 4-2 L Lomparisor. of Calcic Soil Ages and Thermoluminescence Oates, GGoson Dome
(Page 2 of 2)

Geologic Epoch
Age (702 years)

Probable Correlation

Type of iL Lab Soil Soil
Thrrace Height Deposit 171.. date(c) No. GallG3 Profile
eters feet rorality(s) Site iL Eample(b) (10e yr) A:FHA-) (103 yore En Cc) Comment

66 Sec. 16,

230S, E21E-3
60 - 100

20 6c 38 Sec. i6, 204.2 34.43 551 “5 5
T30S, F2zE-2

163 4 12.k 444

. laliectud a. 
0.3 m (1 CO

collect-2c

pth of

CO/.ecteO.at depth Of 
. P.2 m (0.7 ft)n.
Collected at Copth of
0,e 'm (1.5 ft)E Samp/c

ee! may have beer
nfterchfnged. Et TL
sample fullecte8 from

MiddEle Yletstocene 32 705 29 Sec. 16, G 140 . 9.7  443 120 - 200 E Guplioate samples col-
en 730 to ca 730) 730S, R218-1 ":oo inhomo- --- lected :0 . 2 to 1-3 m,

PLacer Creek geneous" (0.7 to 1.0 ft) below
Forbiat ion eo1ian cover.

r co Table 1-1 and Figure 1-1.
= AllEvial gravel; E = eolian deposit.

,P = Years oetore 1920 A.D.

Assumes a CaCCg inflsx raze of 0.55 to 0.25 g/cm-/1,000 years.
tfeferS tO soil profiles Appendlx E, 14CC (1882a, Figures B-9 tnrough 8-16).
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were all collected at-least 1 to 1,2-m (3 to 4 ft) above the bedrock surface, -
it is not possible that the local bedrock has enhanoed the radioactive back-
ground of the samples, causing TL ages to be systematically older, because
gamma radiation can travel only approximately 30 cm (12 in) through the
deposits (Wintle, 1983), IL is more likely that uranium-rich sedimentary

- -clasts- occur-within-the gravelr and that when - these have•been within30 cm__
(12 1n) of the - Sampling site,- they haveprodUced a higher radioactive back= -
ground for the collected samp]es. Neither informatinn on the variability in
the radioactive content of the different gravel types, nor the variability in
the porcent.age of sedimentary clasts in the various terrace deposits is
presently available, so it has not been possible to verify this hypothesis.

4,2.3 Elk Ridge Area and Vicinity 
•

Eolian deposits are widespread on upland surfaces in the Elk Ridge area
and adjacent to the Abajo Mountains (WCC, 1982a, Vol, III). At several local-
ities, young deposits overlie one or more buried soils formed on older eolian
material. However, the patterns of soil development and preservation of older
deposits on bedrock surfaces are complex.. Parent material variability, local-
ized erosion and deposition, and topographic position all have important
effects on the soil. profiles seen on these surfaces,

East of the Elk Ridge area, remnants of gravel fans flanking the Abajo
Mountains occur as pediments that are preserved on stream interfluves in the
vicinity of HI-ailing and Monticello, The gravel grades to finer-grained
deposits on the distal portions of the fans, and an eolian cover commonly
overlies the fan deposits. The eolian/gravel sequence also typifies Colorado
River terraces above Lake Powell, west of the Elk Ridge area.

4.2.3,1 Elk Ridge Arca

In the Elk Ridge area, eolian deposits blanket a vast surface developed
on Cedar Mesa Sandstono (WCC, 1982a, Vol, III, Figure 8-4). Detailed sampling
and laboratory analyses of soil profiles in eolian deposits were conducted for
thl.s study at six backhoe-pits "(Localities :57 to-62) excavated at the Elk -
Ridge No. 1 .(ER-1) borehole locationli, and at a natural arroyo cxposure on
Dry Wash (Locality 66), 10 km (6 mi) east of the ER-1 site (figures 1-1
and 4-28). The ages of the deposits at both locations were evaluated by TL
analysis._ In addition, mollusk shells were• collected at the: Dry Wash .site for
amino acid analysis.

Other locations in the Elk Ridge area where age dat( here derived are
also described in this section, These include Locality 65 on Dry Nash and
Locality 79 ucar Comb Wash, whore mollusk' shells were collected for amino acid
analyses; Locality 67, also on Dry Wash, where dates were derived by radio-
carbon, TL, and amino acid analyses; and Locality 78, near the mouth of Mule

:Canyon where age estimates were based on radiocarbon and amino acid analyses

(Figike 4=28),

e 1 borehole was drilled by WCC As Basin 8tud
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4.2.3.1.1 Elk Ridge No. 1 Site, Localities 57 to 62. Eolian deposits
examined at Localities 57 to 62 at the ER-1 site (Figure 4-29) consist of more
than 2 m (6 ft) of massive loam to sandy loam (Figures 4-30 through 4-34).
The younger.deposits generally contain more silt than the underlying older
deposits, which are sandier. --The -sand fraction is predominantly fine and-very---
fine sand.

The eolian material overlies the sandstone bedrock of the Cedar Mesa
Sandstone, Profiles 4 and 5 (Localities 60 and 61), at the southern end of
the site, are formed on white calcareous arenitic sandstone, whereas Profile 3
(Locality 59) is underlain by red silty sandstone. The bedrock contact is
difficult to distinguish in Profiles 1 and 2 (Localities 57 and 58) because
the textures of bedrock and eolian deposits are similar, -and because relict
rock structure is not visible. However, at least 1 m (3 ft) of relief is
present on the bedrock surface beneath the eolian deposics. The similarity of
the eolian deposits with the cnderlying bedrock suggests that exposed outcrops
of the Cedar Mesa Sandstone may be the source of the windblown material.

At the ER-1 site, all five soil profiles (because of their close
proximity, soil data from Pits 1 and 6 [Localities 57 and 62] were combined
into Profile 1) display a buried argillic (B) horizon beneath 1 to 2 m (3 to
6 ft) of younger eolian deposits. The buried B horizons exhibit moderate
subangular blocky structure; thin clay skins on grains and ped faces range
from few to common in abundance. They also show a 5 to 10 percent clay
increase relative to the overlying or underlying horizons (Figures 4-30, 4-32,
and 4-34). However, because the clay content of the eolian parent material is
variable, it is difficult to determine whether some of' the clay increase is
non-pedogenic.

The carbonate contents of the five profiles are variable (Figures 4-30
through 4-34; Table 4-22). The absenoe of carbonate in Pnsfiles 4 and 5
(Figures 4-33 and 4-34) may indicate that (1) carbonate was leached from the
soil by watcr draining the shallow swale that trends eastward through this
area (Figure 4-29), and that a more pronodnced drainage than the present swale
may have existed during pre-Holocene time; (2) the eolian deposits at this
location are younger than those sampled in the other soil pits; or (3) a low
carbonate content exists in the underlying sandstone. Becausf. of the occur-
rence of the buried argillic horizon at all five soil pits, it is likely that
soil carbonate was not deposited in the soil profile, or has been leached from
the areas having minimal carbonate buildup in the soil profile,

The remaining three profiles (1, 2, and 3) contain significant carbon-
ate (Figures 4-30 through 4-32; Table 4-22). However, the strong oarbonate
horizons exposed at the base of Profiles 1 and 3 (Figures 4-30 and 4-32) are
interpreted as being due to weathering of an underlying, carbonate-rich silty
sandstone. It is knodn that the Cedar Mesa Sandstone can contain as much as
25 percent CaCO3 cement in the Gibson Dome area (Hite, 1983). Therefore,
the carbonate of likely pedogenic origin in these profiles occurs in the soil
horizons overlying the lowermost calcic horizon. The upper horizons in Pro-
file 1 contain 18 g/cm2 of soil carbonate; no significant amount of pedogenic
carbonate has accumulated in the upper part of Profile 3.
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Table 4-22. Accumulation of Calcium Carbonate in Soils Permed in
Quaternary Eolian Deposits in the Elk Ridge Area

Estimated CaCO3
Portion No. of Total CaCO3 Content of Original
of Samples Content Parent Material

alitY Site Profile Analyzed (g/cm2) (%) (g/cm2)

Estimate
pedogenic CaCO3

(E/cAl2)

EOLI41i DEPOSITS

ER-1 Borehole
Site Sec. 30,
T37S, R19E
Profiles 1,6

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Profile 5

Dry Wash
Sec. 31,
T37S, R20E-1

Totai 14 51_5

Upper soil
bove 3C2cab 13 38.6

Total 11(a) 28.1

Total 11(a) 92.3

Upper soil
above 2Kmb. 9(a) 8.6

Total 1 1(a)

Total 12(a)

Total 13 34.1

5.5

5.2 13_1

1.0 4.8

fa) Bulk densities estimated from Profile 1.
(b) Parent material for lower soii appears to be more calcareous than upper parent material. Estimated CaCO3 content

for bedrock in Profile 3 is based on unpublished data of R. Hite, U.S. Geological Survey, Denver (Hite, 1983). ,

(c) No 'significant pedogenic carbonate has accumulated in profile.
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Therefore, of the fiVe soil profiles described at the ER-1 site, only
Profiles . 1 and 2 are interpreted as containing eignificant pedogenic car-
bonate. Stage III carbonate morphology is present in K horizons in Profile 1
and Profile 2, which contain,..respectively,-18iand-14-glem2:of pelogenid-CaCO3----

--in the soil column. --This soil -is -interpreted as having formed on a-buried
eolian deposit, and provides a means of estimating the minimum age for the
stabilization of the underlying geomorphic surface (Birkeland, 1984). Assum-
ing a minimum long-term Ca.003 accumulation rate of 0.15 g/cm2/1,000 years,
which has been established for other portions of the Paradox Basin (WCC,
1982a, Vol. I), the maximum estimated ages for Profiles 1 and 2 are 120,000
and 95,000 years, respectively (Figure 4-35). . Because the Elk Hidge area is
higher and more moist than the areas for which long-term accumulation rates

- have been established,- it - Is likely - that estimates -based on the influx rates
would be minimum ages. Alternatively, if some of the Cse03 in these two
profiles is derived from calcareous bedrock, or if the actual influx rate is
higher than the assumed rate, the age of the deposits could be younger than
indicated by the above calculations, The buried argillic horizons in all five
profiles probably represent at least a few tens of thousands of years of soil.
development (Shroba, 1982). Therefore, the soil data suggest that eolian
deposits have been accumulating on the Cedar Mesa surface for at least 50,000
to 100,000 years.

Two TL samples were collected from deposits above and below the
K soil horizon at Profile 1. Derived dates of 27,480+2,060 years BP and
44,930+)!,030 years (Table 4-23) are stratigraphically consistent and should be
older Than the soil that subsequently developed on those deposits. However,
when the amount of pedogenic CaCO3 (18 g/cm2) in that part of the profile was
measured, an age of 70,000 to 120,000 years was derived for the oalcic soil.
The buried argillic and calcic horizons also suggest that the deposits are
older than the TL dates indicate; the TL dates are assessed to be too young.
No additional age data are available for the ER-1 site, but data have been
collected from nearby sites in Dry Wash where deposits are considered to be
comparable, and are discussed in the following sections.

4.2.3,1.2 Dry Wash Locality 65. Three calcic soils were described in
fine-grained deposits exposed in Dry Wash, approximately 0.5 km (0.25 mi)
south of old Highway 95 (Figure 4-28). No soil laboratory analyses were
made, but the exposure includes a K horizor with Stage III carbonate morph-
ology. An age of 24,000+7,000 years was interpreted from mullusk-shell
amino acid ratios. The shells were collected at the base of the exposure
(Table 4-12), This basal "young" age suggests that the well-developed over-
lying calcic soil may consist, in part, of stream-deposited carbonate. This
interpretation is substantiated by the occurrence of faint oarbonate-rich
bands 6 to 15 cm (2 to 6 in) thick in the lower 2 m (6 ft) of the exposure.
These bands do not appear to be pedogenic in origin and are probably stream or
groied-water deposited. Alternatively, the amino acid age assessments may he
erroneously low, as they appear to be at other localities, such as
Locality 66, described in the following section.
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Table 4-23. Soil Carbonate and Thermoluminescence Dates From
E1k_Ridge and While Mesa Areas

—Loeali y Area
Soll-CaC01 age TL Date 7 Depth,: TL 'Sample .TL Lab No

- Site (103 ýry(a) (103 yr 8P). Meters Feet (ALPHA -

57,62 Elk Ridge Sec. 30,
T37S, R19E-1,6

115 - 195(b) 27.48 + 2.06 0.7 2 543

combined 75 - 125(°) 44.93 + 4.03 1.8 544

58 Elk R dge Sec, 30,
T37S, R19E-2

55 - 95

59 Elk Ridge Sec, 30, 260 7 430(b)
T37S, R19E-3 Ns(c)

60 Elk Ridge Seo, 30,
T37S, R19E-4

0(c)

61 Elk Hidge Sec. 30,
11373, R19E-5

NS(c)

71. White Mesa Sec. 32,
T37S, R22E-1

55 - 95(d) 32.7 + 2.85 2.3 7.5 454

30 - 5(e) 24.4 + 2.3 0.4 1.3 453

72 White Mesa Sec. 33,
T37S, 022E-1

335 - 560 137 + 10.9(r)(h) 3.0 10.0 457

195 320(0) 93.8 + 7.02(h) 2.1 7.0 456
46.7 + 3-95(h) 1.1 3.6 455

Notes: Highly variable values for soil CaCO3 ages may be due tu local leaching of CaCO3 from
deposits in drainage swales, Localities 58 through 61 are within a 100-m (325-ft) radiu
of Localities 57 and 62. - -

means no significant pedogenic carbonate has accumulated in profile.

(a) Soil oarbonate age of entire soil column, unless otherwise noted, Estimated age assumes
CaC0g influx rate of 0.15 - 0.25 g/cm2/1,000 years.

-(b) Age includes lowermost calcic horizon, which may be developed in weathered bedrock.
(0) Age based on pedogenic CaCO3 accUMulated in soil proflle above basal calcic horizon.
(d) Age represents total CaCo3 in soil profile; includes calcic soil horizon developed on

weathered sandstone hedrock; 1, date (ALPHA-454) is from base of profile.
(0) Age based on pedogenie CaCO3 accumulated in eolian deposits overlying calele soil hori on

developed on bedrock. TL date (ALPHA 4-53) is from upper part of profile.
(f) TL date is from base of profile,
(g) Age based on pedogenic CaCO3 accumulated in eollan deposits overlying calcie horizon

developed on bedrock.
(h) TL dates from successively younger eolian deposits in exposed sequence.



4.2.3.1.3 Dry Wash, Locality 66. A detailed soil description and sampl-
ing were completed at a natura.l exposure on a tributary to Dry Wash (Local-
ity 66) (Figure 4-28). Three eoiian units were identified at this exposure on
the basis of particle size data (Figure 4-36). The surficial unit is thin and
sandy, and overlies a more siltyunit. The Lhird unit is more gray in color, 
and more -sandy; the -fourth -unit - has a greater Troportion of-coarser -sand than 
the overlying unit, and contains mollusk shells in the 4Clcab and 4C2cab soil
horizons. The Cedar Mesa Sandstone is exposed at the base of the profile, and
the lowermost 15 cm (6 in), which are sandier and coarser-grained than the
rest of the section, probably represent weathered sandstone bedrock.

The Dry Wash soil profile has some features that are similar to
Profiles 1, 2, and 3 at the ER.-1 site. A buried argillic (D) horizon lies
beneath the surficial eollan deposits, and a K horizon :occurs at greater
depth.. The argillie horizon exhibits a subangUlar to angular blocky struc-
ture, and a few incipient clay skins were observed on ped faces, These
horizons have a 5 to 10 percent clay increase relative to the overlying and
underlying horizons :(Figure 4-36). The K horizon has a Stage to III
carbonate morphology; in all, the e'en profile contains 29 g/cm2 of pedogenic
CaCO3, which is similar to the total amount of CaCO3 measured at Profile 1 at
the ER-1 site. Based on calcic soil data, an age estimate is 115;000 to
195,000 years. Mollusk assemblages found at the base of the exposure argue
against the K horizon representing top of bedrock. The carbonate content of
the weathered sandstone bedrock appears to be minimal at this locality.

Another age assessment of the Dry Wash deposits was based on amino acid
analysis of mollusk shells found near the base of the exposure. Interpreta-
tion of amino acid ratios derived from the mollusk shells provides a date of
19,000+6,000 years BP (Table 4-12). The amino acid ratios appear to be of
good quality, and the analytical data do not suggest that the sample had been
contaminated (McCoy, 1983). The buried argillio horizon, however, argues that
the amino acid date represents a minimal age for the deposit. If the shells
were 100,000 years old, as the soil data suggest, the measured amino aeid
ratios indicate that the mean annual temperature would have had to be approxi-
mately 20°C (35°F) cooler than at present. Because paleoecological data for
the Southwest indicate that temperatures were. probably not lower than about
10°C (18°F) below present mean annual temperatures during full glacial maximum
(Spaulding et al., 1983), the amino acid data suggest that the calcic soil
developed at this site is not totally time-dependent.

On the basis of these age assessments at Locality 66, Lhe deposits
exposed in the arroyo cut are assessed to be older than 19,000 years BP, but
probably younger than the 115,000 minimal date derived from the soil carbonate
data. An alternate explanation for the high eaCO3 content is that some of
the carbonate is due to stream deposition.

4.2.3,1.4 Dry Wash Locality 67. At Locality 67, approximately 1.5 km
( 1 mi) downstream of Locality 66 (Figure 4q8), samples were collected from a

stratigraphic section to compare dates derived by radiocarbon, TL, and amino
acid aaalysen. Sufficient charcoal was disseminated in one thin deposit for
submittal of disguised duplicate samples to tho radiocarbon laboratory to

assess the reproducibility of the 14C data (Tables 1-1 and 4-7). The- two

derived dates.of 9,490+90 BP (0En-441A) and 7,840+700.8P (BETA-6221)-are
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close, but are not contemporaneous at one standard deviation. However, dating
of this type of sample is difficult, and the second sample submitted
(BETA-6221) was reported as being small for the process (Tamers; 1983).

- An accuracy assessment of the two 14C dates was made during the
amino acid analyses (Section 4.1.4), and by TL dating of associated sediments.
When the racemization rates at Locality 67 are compared with those of LOCAL-
ity (where a 140 date of 12,500 years BP was obtained), the younger of the
two I4C dates at Locality 67 is considered to be more accurate. However, the
error range of the amino acid age estimate at Locality 67 does not exclude
either 14C date (McCoy, 1983). A TL sample was collected 0.6 m (2 ft) below
Lhe charcoal-rich horizon at Locality 67.. .The derived TL date of :
7,050+640 years is stratigraphically inverted With the radiocarbon date,
but i.s close to the younger 14C date of 7,840+700 years BP.

Another set of 14C and TL dates at Locality 67 was collected from a fill
terrace cut into the stratigraphic sequence from which the above dates were
derived (Tables 1-1 and 4-9). A radiocarbon date of 2,380+90 years BP was
obtained from a burn layer nt a depth of 1.2 m (4 ft). The TL sample col-
lected from silty sand 0.1 m (0.3 ft) below the burn layer was dated at
3,690 years +$10 years.

Comparison of the three dating methods in Holocene deposits at Local-
ity 67 resulted in dates that were of the same order of magnitude, but not
tightly defined. A 7,000-year TL date for the older fill may be 2,500 years
too young, and the duplicate I4C dates vary by 1,500 years. The age range for
the amino acid data is also at least this great. The set of 14C and TL dates
derived from the fill sequence are stratigraphically consistent. Although the
dates at Locality 67 indicate that the Lhree dating methods may not produce
identical duplicate dates, they do provide reasonable indicator ages that can
be significant when no more precise dating method is available.

4,2.3.1.5 Mule Canyon, Locality 78. An 18-m (60-ft)-thick section of
fine-grained deposits is exposed at Locality 78 in Mule Canyon (Figures 1-1,
4-28, and 4-37). Deposits containing a prominent charcoal horizon fill a
channel cut into older, more regularly bedded materials. Sediment equivalent
to Holocene fill observed elsewhere in the Elk Ridge area underlies a 5,3-m
(18-ft)-high terrace that abuts against the older channel fill, adjacent to
the stream.

A 14C date was obtained from the charcoal horizon, and amino aclal analy-
sis was performed on snail shells collected from above the cha.:coal, from the
base of the channel, and from the older stri,a;a cut by the channel (FiE.-
are 4-37). The radiocarbon sample (DIC-2063) gave a date of 9,550+80 years
BP, the oldest 14C date received thus far on the project from geologic
deposits. Interpretation of the amino acid data from the snails collected
15 cm (6 in) above the charcoal gave an approximate age of 11,000 years BP.
These snails may have been reworked from the underlying charcoal horizon, and
may have been thermally affected by the event that formed the burn layer (Sec-

tion 4.1.4), Approximate ages of 11,000 years, and 18,000 to 28,000 years BP
were calculated for snails collected at the base -of-the channei+fill andfrom:
the older strata, respectively.
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4.2.3.1.6 Comb Wash, Locality 79. Mollusk shells were collected from
15-cm (50-ft)-thick gypsiferouS deposits preserved in tributary canyons along
the western margin of Comb Wash (WCC1 1982a, Vol. ltf,p, 4-9).(Figure 4-28).
The deposits dip 3 to 5 degrees east ard may grade to one of the Comb Wash
terrace surfaces, which are 12 to 24 m.(40Lto_80 ft).ebove-the present chan-
nel.- Because the- thermal - history-of -theisamplea; whieh Were collected approx-
imately 2 m (6 ft) below the surface of the deposits, is uncertain, the age
estimated for the amino acid analysis is greater than 9,000 years and less
than 30,000 years. No other datable organic material has teen found in these
deposits.

If the surface of the gypsiferous deposits grades to one of the terrace
surfaces that are presently 12 to 24 m (40 to 80 ft) above present stream 
level, an estimated minimem age for the surface is-50,000 - to 100,000 years

(using an incision rate of 0.24 m [0.8 ft] per 1,000 years). This age
estimate is more consistent with the cemented character of the deposit than
the date derived by amino aoid analysis, Iherefore, the latter is assessed to
be too young in this particular geologic setting.

4.2.3.1.7 Summary. At the locations where age dates were derived in the
Elk Ridge area, the extent of soil development and induration exhibited by the
deposits provided a geologic control against which derived dates were asses-
sed. Where mollusk shells have been found below buried argillic and caloio
soil horizons (Lonalities 65 and 66), amino acid dates of 19,000t4,030 years
to 24,000+7,000 years BP for the shel.ls are considered Zoo young. A IL date
that provides a maximum age of 44 1930+4,030 years BP for the calcio soil at
the ER-1 site also seems to be too young, again because of the extent to whinn
ealeic soil has developed in the profile.

At Localities 78 and 79, no soil development was noted, so the derived
amino acid dates are compared against the local geomorphic setting and indur-
ation of the deposits in which they were found. The dates of 18,000 to
28,000 years BP for deposits at Locality 78 are reasonable, whereas the
9,000 to 30,000 dates derived for Locality 79 are assessed as too young.

Samples collected from Holocene deposits (less than 10,000 years old) at
Locality 67 provide reasonably cOmparablm dates frorn radiocarbon, 1%, and
amino acid analyses.

4.2.3,2 Blanding Area

Quaternary deposits were studied at four locations on a surface(s)
thought to be of early Pleistocene age in the vicinity of Blanding
(Figure 4-38). Topographic profiling along fan surfaces that flank the
southern side of the Abajo Mountains suggests that a pediment surface, capped
by fan gravel, merges with the bedrock surface underlain by the Oakote Sand-
stone/Burro Canyon Formation on Whi.te Mesa and other interfluvc areas. Abajo
terrace gravels found on No Man's Island also lie on the southward projection
of the White Mesa surface, as indicated by topographic profiling along Cotton-
wood Wash (WCC, 1982a, Voi, 111, Figure 4-6),
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ii.2.3.2.1 !Maio Mountain Gravel Depositl, Localities 50, 55, and 82.
Recently completed carbonate analyses cr.samples from three soil profiles
developed in Abajo Mountain gravels confirm earlier estimates that the
deposits are of early Pleistocene age .(4400, 1982a, Vol. III, pp, 4-6 and 4-7).

-The-Gale-is-soils-at-these sitea-displaylseveralifdet- ofi -continuousipedogenic - -
Carbonate with Stage III -to V morphology (Eigures 4-39 and 4-80): -

Two of the profiles (Localities 50 and 55) are located on the alluvial
fans on the southern and eastern flanks of the Abajo Mountains (Figure it-38).
The calcic soil developed on these gravels and exposed in a quarry near
Blanding (Locality 55) contains approximatety 220 g/cm2 of pedogenic carbonate
in the soil profile (Table 4-5). At the base of this profile and from Local-
ities 53 and 54, which are at comparable elevations, the sandy alluvium haS - 
reversed magnetic polarity, indicating a minimal-a age of 730,000 years. A soil
profile formed on gravel deposits near Monticello (Locality 50, Figures 4-39
and --00) contains approximately 117 g/em2 of pedogenic, carbonate in the soil
column (Table 4-5). Although no paleomagnetis analyses were made of these
deposits, they are thought to be correlative with the Blanding gravel
deposits, and are therefore at least 730,000 years old.

Assuming a minimum age of 730,000 years for the BlandIng deposit, a
maximum Long-term carbonate accumulation rate of 0.30 g/cmd/1,000 years is
obtained. This rate is higher than the rate of 0.15 to 0.25 g/om2/1,000 years
that was calculated for other areas in the Paradox Basin (Sections 4.1.1.2 and
4.1.1.4.1; Table 4-5). The influx rate at Blanding shouid be comparable to or
lewer than that in t;he Spanish Valley or Green River area because precipita-
tion at Blanding i.sf slightly higher than in the other two areas. Climatic
parameters near Monticello would promote even more effective leaching of'
carbonate from soil profiles (Table 4-3). It is therefore possible that, the
high carbonate content of the pediment gravels at, Blanding indicates that
these gravels are older than the Green River or Spanish Valley deposits with
reversed polarity, Although almost twice as much soil carbonate was measured
in the Blanding soli profile as in the Monticello gravels (Table 4-5), varia-
tions in the climatic faotors that may affect relative accumulation rates at
the two sites, or alternatively, that may affect the rate of carbonate influx,
preclude the fermulation of relative age assessments.

The third ssmpled soil profile formed on a terrace remnant with a
veneer of gravel derived from the Abaja Mountains. The gravel occur8 140 M
(465 ft) above Cottonwood Wash, bi-) Ne Man's island (Locality Figures 4-38
t5reugh 4-40). The relative elevation of this terreee deposit and recon-
structed profiles for Cottonwood Wash terraces (WCC, 1982a, Vol, lll, lYig-
une 440 indicate that tho high terrace deposit is probably correlative with
the Abajo Mountain pediments west of Blanding, The soil profile at No Man's
Island (Figure 4-40) is developed primarily in eolian deposits that overlie
the gramel, and contains approximately 195 g/em2 of pedogehic carbonate
(Table 4-5). These data confirm that the degree of' soil development is
siMilar to that in the pediment gravels and that the deposits are probably of'
coniparable age, Rn estimated age of 770,000 to 1,285,000 years 18 derived for
these deposits, using a pedogenic CaCO3 accumulation rate of 0.15 to

0,25 09m2/1 ,000 years.
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4.2.3.2.2 White Mesa, Localities 71 and 72. Laboratory data were
derived from two soil profiles developed in eolian deposits at the south-
western end of White Mesa (Localities 71 and 72), approximately 11 km (7 mi)

douth-aPuthweSt of Blanding (Fignne 4-38). Mesa is a saathWard-dieping
- surface ieutionithe OretaCeOus BurrolCanyonifermation and:D-AkOtifigandstone.
(Haynes et al., 1972), and has been interpreted to be correlative with the
pediment surface north of Blanding, which is underlain by Abajo gravels with
reversed magretic polarity. Therefore, the White Mesa surface is probably at
least 730,000 years old.

The two soil profiles have formed in 2.2 to 2.9 m (7 to 9.5 ft) of
sandy loam, which consists pririlarily of weli-sorted very fine and fine sand
(Figureu 4-41 through 4-43). The deposits are_massive and ancear.to be pre-
dominantly of eolian origi.n. The eolian material may be derived from local
sources, particularly dry stream beds, as postulated by Olsen et al, (1945,
p, 38), or it may have been blosm in from more distant exposed sandstone
bedrock areas to the southwest. A few highly weathered cobbles and pebbles
derived from the Abaio Mountains were observed in the lower part of Profile 1;
deposits in this profile may therefore be partly alluvial. At both sites,
the fine-grained deposits overlie weathered sandstone bedrock.

The degree of ealcic soil development i.s markedly different in the two
sampled profiles (Table 4-24). At Profile 1 (Locality 72; Figure 4-38),
exposed in a bulldozer trench excavated by Energy Fuels Nuclear, 1nc,. at;
least two well-developed calcie soils are present (Figure H-41 and 4-42). A
third buried caleic soil is probably represented by the CaCO3-rion horizon
formed on bedrock at the base of the profile. A buried argiille horizon has
apparently beeu partly engulfed by the middle K horizon. in contrast, Pro-
file 2 (Figure 4-43), exposed in a backhoe excavation (Looality 71), shows
little nalcic soil development; only weak increases in CaCO3 content are seen
in the profile (Figure 4-43). However, a buried argillic horizco, which may
be correlative with that seen in Profile 1, is preserved in Profile 2,

The difference in ()aide development in the two profiles is probably a
result of the topographic position of the two sites. Profile 2 is located
at the head of a small swale that drains into Cottonwood Wash; carbonate may
not be retained in this profile because of increased leaching, Profile I ia
located on a topographically higher area, where through-flowing drainage would
be minimal. The presence of buried al-Tillie horizons, which are inferred to
he correlative, supports this hypothesis,

Alternatively, the buried enlian deposits in Profile. 2 may be con-
siderably younger than the buried deposits in Profile 1, The TL dates for
t deposits at these sites are supportive of this second theory. A IL
sample collected at the base of Profile 2 has a date of 32,700+2,890 years,
whereas the samples in Profile 1 produced 411, dates ranging from 46,700+3,950
to 1$7,000110,900 years (Table 4-21), ihe IL date or 137,000+10,900 years was
derived - for the calerote formed on the Cretaceous sandstone bedrock in Pro-
file 1, It is ruch older than the basal 'ft date for Profile 2, bul; it is
anomalously young when compared with the soil carbonate data.

fc 1.Ale basal ill-samplemrepresents-Cluaternary sediments present on top
ef the bedroch, and tr the,TL date ir-correet,-the oarbunaie at the pas() of
thesoil profile (Figure 4 -42). VISb be partially nonpedogunic, Published
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Site

Table e-24. Acemulation of Calcium Carbonate in Soils Formed

in Quaternary Eolian Deposits on White Mesa

Portion

of

Profile

71 Sec-32,

T37S, R22E-1

(backhce pit) Tot

Soil horizons

owerlyind

2Ccab horizon

developed

cn bedrock

Sec.33, 737S,

R22E-I (bull-

dozer trench) Total

Soil horizons

overlyino

3K2mb2

horizon

developed on

bedrock

No_ cf

Samples

Analyzed

Total CaCO3
Content,.

(gm/cm7)

Estimated CaCO3 Content Estimated .

PedcoenicSacC3

(g/Cm4) 

of Pa.ent Material

(%) (g/Cm2)

15.3 0.3 1.1 14.2

10 8_3 2.3 7.3

13 97.7 - (e) j.t.a 39.6

12 60.6 1.0, 3.5(a) 12.4 48.2

(a) E:arent material for lower soil appears to be more calcareous than upoer parent material.
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(Tabliiis 4-4 arrd 4-5). Using long-term carbonate accumulation rates carbonate
contents for the Burro Canyon and Dakota sandstones, however, are loss than
approximately 10 percent (Craig, 1981; Huff and Lesure, 1965); therefore, much
of the carbonate is probably nedogenic. Thus, it seems likely-ttlat—the-Tliii
-date at- the base:a:Profile. 1 is anomaloislYiYeung, und - thatibasal deposits
observed the bulldezer trench are older Lhan those exposed in the backhdo
pit,

Based on the pedogenie carbonate content or Protlle 1 (Locality 72), it
appears that the White Mesa surface is DC mtd-Pleistocone age or older. A
total of 84 g/cm2 of pedogenic carbonate is present in this orofile estab-
lished for other portions of thc Paradcx Basin (Section 4,1,1.4. I), the age
estimated for the eolian deposits on the surface - is -between 335,000 and
560,000 years. Alternatively, if it is assumed that the Wlite Mesa
deposits are correlative with the ear:if Pleistocene surfacie at Blandtng
(>730,000 years), the estimated maximum carbonate accumulation rate i'or the
White Mesa area would be 0.12 g/cm2/ 1 ,000 years. This rare is less than the
rate of 0.30 gicm2/1 ,000 years derivec, for the Blanding gravels, and is more
comparable co the Fisher Valley rate or 0.15 gicm2/ 1 ,000 years. Thtitefore,
although the Whito Mesa surface may be correlative with the Blanding pediment
surface, the eolian deposits described in thc soil profiles appear zo he
younger than the Blanding gravels. Deposits that are ccrrelative with the
Blanding gravels may be preserved lozally elsewhere on White Mesa, or they may
have been completely eroded from the surface.

4.2.3.3 Cciorado River

Fluvial and eolian deposits or probable early Pleistocene age underlie
surfaces between 200 and 250 m (600 and BOO ft) above the Colorado River
(Figure 4-44). These terrace deposits are particularly abundant in the
vicinity of Hite (Locality 51) and Bullfrog Basin (Localities 73, 74, ard 76;
Figures 1-1 and 4-44), west of the Elk Ridge area,

4,2:3.3.1 Hite, Locality 51. Thaden et al (1964) described a 10-m
(33-ft)-thick section of fine-grain sediments overlain by approximately 8 m
(25 ft) of fan debris in an abandoned' meander of the Colorado River at Hite
(Locality 51). These authors speculated that source sediments collected in
the abandoned channel after landslides blocked the downstream end of the
meander. The surface of the old river channel, observed beneath the badland
topography of the fine-grained deposits, ean be seen along the shore of
Lake Powell and is approximately 90 m (300 ft) above the bottom of the canyon.
Using the long-term regional incision rate of 0,24 m (0.8 ft) per 1,000 years
(WCC, 1982a, VoL, 1, p. 3-20), the abandoned meander was Probably isolated
from the main river channel approximately 375,000 years ago. Mollusk shells
found in the lowest section of' the fine-grained deposits would therefore be
younger than the isolated meander by an unknown amount.

The amino aeid ratios derived from the mollusk shells sampled at
Locality 51 indicate that they are much older than any or' the other shell
samples analyzed (Tahies 4-11 and - The - gille/Ile ratio for the Phyria
shells iS comparable to that of Lymnaea shells round below - Lhe Lava Creek ash
(610,000 years UP) in Little Valley, Utah (LakiEi Bonneville) (Table 4-12).
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Locality 51-has a higher effective temperature than Little Valley, and Physa 
shells have a higher rate of isolencine epimerization than Lymnaea shells;
on this basis, the agefof the Locality 51 sample was estimated to be 500,000
(+300i000, -200,000) years. The large uncertainty_reflects the uncertain

J--.thermal - histdry of the samoler the-uncertainty-in-the- iscleucinefepimerization -
rate in Physa shells, and the large analytical error noted in duplicate runs
of the sample. Some of the analytical error may be the result of contamina-
tion, as suggested by comparing other amino acid contents of the sample. The
bulk of the data indicates that the sample is more rather than less than
500,000 years old (McCoy, 1983).

The age estimate derived from amino acid analyses at Locality 51 is older
than the estimate based on assumed long-term rates-of incision. At this
location, the athino acid data may more accurately reflect the age of the
deposits because the incision rate that has been used is considered to be
conservatively high (WCC, 1982a, Vol. I). Data derived from the history of
Colorado River development indicate that the river probably started forming
the present canyon system much earlier than is indicated by an incision rate
of 0.24 m (0.8 ft) per 1,000 years, and that the rate may more accurately be
0.12 m (0.4 ft) per 1,000 years, or less.

The deposits at Hite provide an excellent opportunity to asses; the
accuracy of the assumed incision rate and the ages estimated from amino acid
analyses because the sediments are sufficiently fine-grained for paleomagnetic
anaLysis. If they were found to he .paleomagnetically reversed, the incision
rate in the last 730,000 years would have averaged 0.12 m (0.4 ft) per
1,000 years, or less.

4.2.gf.3.2 Halls Crossing, Localities  73, 74, and 76. Age assessment
of these cc:posits was based on the visual evaluation of the degree of pedo-
genic carbonate accumulation in the deposits, their topographic position
and palecmagnetic signature, and TL analysis. The highest terraces have a
Stage IV to V calcic soil; a gravel and ;and terrace at Bullfrog Basin
(Locality 73), at an elevation of 195 HI (635 ft) ahove the canyon hottom,
ifs -paleocogretically reversed, These data indicate probable ages between
730,000 and 2,3 million years for the hi.gh deposits. TL dates for the same
deposits are anomalously young (Section 4.1.3.4f Table 4-8); dates obtained
from two sites (Localities 74 and 76) range from 140,000+11,800 to

307,000+39,300 years BP (Tables 1-1, 4-8, and 4-19)f

4.3 EVALUATION OF flGE DATING METHODS

Several age dating techniques applied to. the Quaternary deposits of the
Paradox Basin provide estimates of Lhe rate at which geomorphic processes are
occurring in the ..Are'A. Where conditions and materials permitted, noltiple
methods . VAIP applied to individual sites to compare the results and to =loss
the accuracy and reproducibility of the various methods used. This seebion
summarlzos the strengths and limitations of the various methods, and their
applicability to thc geologic setting of' sOutheastern Utah,



.3 Pedogesesis

The characteristics of pedogenic hor zons developed in Quaternary
deposits provide a means or assessing the r relative ages. The accumulation
or CaCO3 in soil profiles has been useful In Identifying sequences of buried
deposits in the Paradox-Basin Quaternary studes, and in estimating their
relative and approximate ages.. Tile method provides an age _approximation for a
deposit rather than a well-defined date. The estimated accuracy or the tech-
nique in +30 to 50 percent. Summary statements about this correlation method,
including derived conclusions and reconmendations, arc given below
(Sections 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2).

4 3 1 1 Concjusions

1, ln the Paradox Basin studies, accurwlation of soil carbonate
provided visual, qualitative means of comparing relative ages of
deposits; and quantitative assessments or the ages of deposits
through the calculation cl the amount or. .podogenie carbonate in
the soil profile. This relative dating method was found to be
applicable throughout the Paradox Basin, except at elevations
above the base of the local mountains.

2. Age assessments hased on calcio soil development were acceptably
comparable to a previously established glacial chronology in the
Spani.sh Valley correlation area, south of Moab. in the Paradox
Basin study region they also exhibit a direct correlation with
the height of the deposit above present stream level, and were
comparable to TL dates derived from the same localities,

3 Age assessments determined Prom pedogenie carbonate accunmla-
Lions utilize a regional long-term carbonate accumulation rate,
and assunie that soil .:arbonate accumulation is a linear function
of time. The range of maximum accumulation rates calculated for
the Paradox Basin by utilizing deposits with reversed paleomag-
netic polarity is 0.15 to 0,30 g/cm2/1 ,000 years. Relatively
accurate dates-were used by the USGS to calculate/a rate -of
0.15 g/cm2/1 ,000 ycars for a thi.ck sequence of Quaternary
dcposits tn risher Valley, 29 km (18 mi.) east of Moab (Colman,
1983), Thi8 rate represents the Most precisely determined long-
,erm carbonate accumu/ation rate available the area. Because
of the variability in the influx rate over such a broad area and
time is unknown, and becAuse erosion may have removed some of the
age-bracketed sequence, ages calculated in this report use an
accumulation rate of 0.15 to 0.25 g/cm2/1 ,000 years. The car-
bonate influx rates developed during the Paradox Basin studies
are maximum rates because a minimum age of 730,000 years has been
assumed For the deposits with reversed paleomagnetic
stratigraphy.

4. Short-term influx raLes (i.e„ for the Holocene) may be several
times higher than Lhe long-term rates. This lnay be due to teeill
or regional influences,



5. Part of the.pedogenic carbonate accumulated in a soil profile may
be (1) removed by erosion, or (2) leached from the Profile if the
climate or ground-water flow Thanges sufficiently. Local varia-
tions in soil :carbonate- accumulation may be signIficant because.
of mearby:structural u toPographiejrofcrosienal-control.. -41-terL
natively, it may be difficult to ascertain the amount of carbon-
ate that has been derived from carbonate cement in the underlying
bedrock or from clasts in a gravel deposit, or to assess if the
accumulation of soil carbonate was limited by either excessive or
insufficient rainfall over significant periods of time.

6. Stream-deposited carbonate can accumulate in deposits in (dose
Troximity to intermittent streams. -ft-is difficult to differen-
tiate between pedogenic and ground-water- or stream-deposited
carbonate, either in the field or in laboratory analyses of the
deposits.

Reproducibility of the laboratory sbil. data Used . to calculate
long-term carbonate influx rates was good. Also, measurements
could be reproduced within 5 percent on 80 percent of the dis-
guised duplicate samples that were submitted for caleimeter
analysis, Therefore, the greatest potential sources of error in
age assessments based on this technique are in the assumptions
made about (1) the CaCO3 content of the parent material; (2) a
constant, rate of retention of airborne carbonate in the soil

profile; (3) carbonate that may be deposited by ground water; and
(4) application of a uniform, long-term accumulation rate that
may in actuality be subject to local and temporal variations.

1143.1.2 Recommendations

1. Pedogenio oarbonate assessments should continue to be used in
Paradox Basin studies to provide a useful qualitative and quan-
titative means of correlating Quaternary deposits.

2. Means should be developed to address the local carbonate influx
ror the area of interest, and the variation in the influx rate
through time. Such badkground data could provide an assossment
or the accuracy of the quantitative age estimate,

11.3.2 parbonm14

Materials suitable for radiocarbon dating were found in the Paradox
Basin, and dates as old as 10,000 years BP were obtained from collected
samples. This method proved to be owe of the primary means of' _dating flee-
grained Holocene deposits, A summary or findirgs and experience cf using the
14Q dating techniques in Paradox Basin Quaternary deposits includes
conclusions and reconoundations listed in Sections U.3.2.1 Ind 4.3.2,2.
respectively.



4.3.2. Codclusions

although materials suitable for radiocarbon dating are present
in Paradox Basin deposits, they are very sparse and tend to be
less than 10,000 years BP in age. No dates older than this were
derived in.the PUratloxiBasin -studies. -

2. Many samples collected in the field and thought to be representa-
tive of the depo.sit of interest provided age dates that were
assessed to be too young. It was concluded that these samples
were probably sections of burnt root that substantially postdated
the age of the deposit, but were difficult to recognize in the
field.

3. Mats of vegetation debris deposited in flood events are most
likely to provide a date that accurately reflects the age of a
deposit in the depositional environment of the Southwest. These
represent a short instance in geologie time, and are not apt to
eontain•material reworked from older depositional units.

Use of a method that can accept small samples (as little as 30 mg
in weight) resulted in dates that were as accurate as results
derived by other radiocarbon Laboratory methods. However, with
such small samples, the amount of material available was insuf-
ficient to permit verification Or dates through duplicate dating
of split samples,

5, Stratigraphieally inconsistent dates may have been due to the
small. Si7.0 or a sample, the contamination of a sample by soil
solution, or the incorporation into the deposit of charred wood
significantly older than the deposit.

6, fn evaluating the reproducibility of radthcarhon data by submit-
ting blind duplicate samples to laboratories, only two of eight
duplicate samples exhibited contemporaneity. This exercise
denonstrated the need to have samples of adequate size for
duplicate amilysis, and to thoroughly homogenize a sample
beftre it is split into two or more portions.

7 At the present time, deri,ved "good" 1 g0 dates are not sufficient
to -differentiate chronologically those separate Holocene units -
that appear correlative, It is not clear whether this i8 because
the samples are too small; because the age of the charcoal does
not reflect the age of the deposit in which it was found; or
because the deposits are tiae-transgressive, and therefore nny
show rio chronologic sytairodeity,

4 2.2 Recommendations

1. More than one Sample per site should be submitted for analysis to
evaluate the test results ror stratigraphic reasonableness,



2. The colleCtion of chUnks or pieces of charcoal that occur
randomly in fine-grained deposits should be avoided. These could
represent charcoal reworked from an older deposit, or a recently
deceased tree that is significantly older than the deposit.. They
will provide only a maximum age for the sampled horizon.

3. in submitting duplicate -samples to test the reprodueibili y of
laboratory results, the whole sample should be thoroughly ground
amd mixed before splitting for the separate analyses.

4,1.3 Thermolmminescence Dating

A total of 57 TL dates was derived -from a variety of sedimentary deposits
n the -Paradox Basin. 2onellisions, and recomMendatiOna for subsequent TL

dating analyses, are summarised in the following sections (Seetions 4.3.3.1
and 4.3.3.2).

4.3.3.1 Conclusions

1. Based on t.he evaluation of' the TL dates obtained in the Paradox.
Basin Project, the TL dating technique is assessed to be poten-
tially very useful as an age-dating tool for Quaternary studies
in the Southwest,

2. Almost all of the derived TL dates, except for those from
deposits estimated to be older than 300,000 years, are strati-
graphically consistent, and are of the same order of magnitude as
ages astinMted from pedogenfc carbonate content in soil profiles.
Correlation between TL dates and pedogenic carbonate data is
favorable for sites having a pedogenic carbonate age of
<p00,000 years BP.

3, FL-derived dates from deposits interpreted or the basis of
topographic position or calcie soil morphology tc be more than
300,000 years in age were assessed to be too young. One expla-
nation for this observation is that young eolian material filters
downward through the soil profile and "centaminatesA the older
underlying deposits, resulting in a date that is an average of
the ages of the two parent materials,

4 An alternative explanation for the inability of the TL method to
provide dates older than approximately 300,000 years for early
rieistocene deposits is that samples are saturated with the
amount of therMolUminescance that anti he contained in the crystal
lattices of minerals, This would create an upper limitation on
the applicable TL dating range,

5 Ten TL samples were collected from six mites where sufficient
radiocarbon notarial was availablm for dating, The results of
the TL analyses are in general a&jo 

,
ament with dates at t.wo

sites, but the ranges mf the two sets of dates-do-net overlap-.
jlefintla ifhOtttbo,.otherjcoulion7datediiites -are, stoattgraphIcally,-._ . _     



acceptable, whereas the dates Crord the fifth and sixth sites are
anomalous (Table 4-9). The old (59,100+6,780 years) TL age for a
Holocene deposit at one oC these sltea suggests that the dated
fluvial deposit did not completely lose its previous TL signal
prior to -burial.

4.3.3.2 RecoMmendations

1. Continued application of the 1'1 dating technique to Quaternary

studies is recommended, particularly in areas such as the South-
west, where fine-grained (particuLarly (anion) deposits are
common.

2. Although silt-size particles separated frdrii gravel samples
provided geologically reasonable dates in the Paradox Basin
studies, the collection of gravel for age assessments by this
technique is not recommended. The lnhomogeneities in the gravel
clasts can introduce Loo many variables that cannot be assessed
and removed in the 11, laboratory analyses,

The TL dating method is still eonsidered by many to be an experi-
mental technique because it has not been widely applied or
tasted. Therefore, duplication or verification of derived dates
is recommended to ensure the accuracy of the data.

4,3,4 Mane Acid Diagenesis

Ages were estimated for 13 samples of mollusk shella and 12 soil, samplea
on the basis of amino acid ratios in t.he samples. Conclusions and recommenda-
tions in the following sections (Sect;ions 4.3.4.1 and 4,3.4,2) summarize the
application of this dating method to Paradox Basin studies.

Conclusions

1. Some of the age estimates derived from the amino acid analyses
aro in accordance with the age interpreted for the deposits by
other means. Other derived ages were assessed to be too young.

P, The derived age estimates are expressed in a broad range
(4.18 percent), reflecting the uncertainty in estimating the
paloothernial history, which is determined hy depth burial and
palcoolimatic conditions,

3 An amino acid analysis in conjunction with 1°C dates or other age
control, can he used to develop paloociimatic assessments for an
arca because ahe amino acids arc temperature sensitive.

11 The analyzed .seil saMples were collected from nine carbonate-rich
and three clay-rich horizons, Thc alle/lic (?) ratio for the
calcitoisolis :demonstrated -no-Porrelabion mith-the -expected-age •
oftiutmnt(a,ial -indidatinztthat-thccsamplesLoontainTecentlifitiulap•



infiltrated organic matter or that carbonate has continued to
accumulate in the upper part of the soil. Data from the argillic
soil horizons appear to have more direct correlation with sample
age. The.data base is limited, however, and more study...is...needed.

lith thoroughly -evaluate -the -feasibility of dating -sons usilng
amino acid analysis. Without additional research, the method did
not demonstrate sufficient promise for further application to
this project,

4.3.4.2 Recommendations

1. Sampling of mollusk shells for amino act istimates should
continue in order to improve the assezsmti i the accuracy of
this method. Although some of the derived dates from mollusks
were assessed to be too young in the Paradox Basin studies, this
evaluation may be in error. At the present time, there is not
adequate age control for deposits in which the shells were found,
and the assessment is based on the extent of calcic soil develop-
ment in the overlying horizons.

2. Further eollection of soil samples for amine acid analyaes is not
recommended for future Paradox Basin Quaternary sti,dies, given
the present understanding of the method. If additional research
refines its application as a correlation or dating technique,
reconsideration of this recommendation may be warranted.

4.3.5 Paleomageptism

The paleomagdetic signature of sediments has been used most extensively
on this project to identify deposits that are at least 730,000 years old

that are paleomegnetically reversed). Knowing the minimum age of
Quaternary strata of i.nterest provides a maximum rate for geomorphic or
geologic processes that have affected that deposit at the locations Aare data
are available.

4.3.5,1 Conclusions

Sediments that are at least 730,000 years oed were identified at
seven localities during tbe study, and long-term innision rates
and carbonate influx ratos :gore calculated on tne basis of' these
clata.

2. Many or these samples display evidence of a complex history
magnetisation. Some of this complexity appears to be associated
with the case-hardening effect that typifies the surfaces of
nataral exposures; the paleomagnetia signature was less complex
for samplea that had been nollectnd at least 0,3 el (1 ft) from
the face of the outcrop.

Paleomagnetic- anailaca of Holocene ceposits- indleated that -a

consistent trend in a secular variation pattern ()Quid be dete



4.3.5.2

for strata that were radiocarbon-dated between approximately.

720+550 and 1,600+100 years 13P. However, in order to construct a
secular variation curve for the last 5,000 to 10,000 years, and
to apply it to the correlation of Holocene sediments in the
Paradox -Basin.,- additional-saMpling-and-radiocarbon analyses-are -
needed. -This particular application of paleomagnetic analysis
has not been further pursued.

Recommendations

Paleomagnetic signatures should continue to be used to identify
deposits of early Pleistocene age (>730,000 years) in the Paradox.
Basin. Of particular interest is the bracketing of the Bruhnes-
Matuyama reversal in terrace deposits along the Colorado River in
order to establish an incision rate that is definitive for the area

2. Additional use of remanent angnetization as a means of correlating
Holocene deposits in the Paradox Basin is not recommended. More
effective dating techniques are available.

4.3.6 Uranium-Series Analysis

Use of U-series analysis to date a limited number of carbonate rinds
appears to provicle dates that are too young; however, a U-series date on a
mammoth(?) t.usk is thought to be too old. An insufficient number of samples
was run during the project to adequately evaluate the U-series dating method.
Reproducibility of the data should be further assessed by dating sample suites
(3 or 4 samples each) collected from the same soil horizon at one locality.

4.3.7 Relative  Weathertag

Relative weathering methods that
distinguishing QuaCernery 'deposits of
thickness on igneous cobbles in grave
grai.ns in specific soil horizons; and
feldspar mineeals in soil profiles

were assessed for their usefulness in
varying age() are (1) weathering-mind
terraces; (2) etching of heavy mineral

(3) X-ray analysis of clay, quartz, and

Measurement of weathering rinds at the Spanish Valley correlation area

and at the Indian Creek terrace site in the Gibson Dome area revealed no
sufficiently definitive trend of rind thickness witn increasing age of the

terrace. This general lack of correlation has heen attributed to variability
in lithology of the clasts, spelling from the cuter surface of the clasts, and

deceleration of weatharing caused by carbonate accumulation on the clasts.

• • The extent -of etching Of hornblende ancl augite mdueral grains was •

compared with ages of drepOsits at four. locationa in the Paradox BasirL The

trends observed were too poor to consider using the technione in subsequentH

stUdies. Etching appears to he proceeding slowly, possibly bocause of tho low
rainfellamounts.in. the areas examined, Other complicating .factors.included.



recycling of etched grains, potentially different weathering histor es for
buried and relict soils on parent materials of similar age, and the lack of
augite in Quaternary gravel derived from the Abajo Mountains.

The_use.of .X,ray analysis ofusilt--and -clay-size-tateriel'icollected- from-
a soil profile shows promise as a relative dating method and-a means of -
correlating Quaternary deposits, Although a weathering index that oompares
quartz and feldspar peak intensities does not show any consistent trend within
soil profiles, the characteristics of X-ray diffractograms appear useful in
defining depositional contacts and soil horizons wit.hin a sampled exposure.
These interpretations can be compared with variations in intensity values for
quartz, feldspar, and clay peaks on the diffractograms, which also collec-
tively define breaks in the depositional and/or pedologic process. The over-
all trend is that intensity values of the quartz and plagioclase minerals
decrease with age; however, because of the lack of data, it has not yet been
possible to assess the correiative possibilities of the method.

4.3,8 Topographic Position

Use of topographic position, (i.eH the elevation of a deposit or surface
above present stream level) to derive an age assessment is applicable to the
Paradox Basin area, where relief is high and stream incision han been in
progress for hundreds of thousands of years. A (maximum) long-te.rm incision
rate of 0,24 m (0,8 ft) per 1,000 years For the major rivers (the Colorado,
San Juan, and Green Rivers) in the Paradox Basin region can be used to esti-
mate the approximate (minimum) age of deposits whose height above present
stream level. is known. Although the incision rate is assumed to be constant
in these calculations, it probably varies in response to climatic changes and
lithologic variations encountered in the downcutting process. The method is
not applicable to Holocene fine-grained deposits, because stream incision has
apparently been minor during Holocene time. Fine-grained material has prob-
ably been repeatedly flushed from and deposited in bedrock channels throughout
the area durimg Holocene time,

Topographic position may not: be useful as an age -indicator where a
deposit or surface has been topographically disrupted by faulting or by salt
dissolution arid subsidence. However, che anomalous topographic sattirig in
these situations can provide an indication of the amount and perhaps the rate
at which doVermation •is occurring.

Summasa

Dn the basis of the data gathered for this projeot, the techniques that
were assessed as most applicable to current studies are the accumulation of
pedoe,enic carbonate in soil profiles, radiocarbon dating, TL dating, amino
acid diagenesis, paleomagnetie analysis of ea,iiy Pleistocene deposits, and
topographic posit.ion of deposits and surfacec. Application of theSe tech-
niques to future Quaternary studies should continue during site characteriza-
tion studies, it' surficial deposits are present, these methods can also be
used to evaluate the activity of faults or rate of salt dissolution _during. ._ . _
Quaternary time.
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NAT IONAI BOARD TOR SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL,

KARNBRANSIENAMDEN—SWLUEN

NILS RUM I I

NATIONAL GROUNI) WATER INPORMATION

( I NI ER

JANI I RIX

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

( [CIL U. [MIS JR

I . MIN IZAIF YI R

PI TER 1. PARR',

NAIIONAL PARKS & CONSERVAFION

ASSOCIATION

fl XXI MARLIN

NATIONAL SC 1E1sCE FOUNDATION

R(WAL i. RUSTINBA( I i

NATIONM STORAGE TANK PROGRAM

( AEI SCIRJIII

NA1 IONAL WAFER WI I L ASIARIATION

\'AIL'RIL ORR

NEW MEXICO HOREAU Of GEOI OCI

1111! 1 1AR IIIII

NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

CROUP

IN )1ll RI I I NI II E

NFW MEXICO INST1 !UTE UF MINI Ntr AND

I LC/INK/LOGY

1011N L. VAR SON

NEW 1V-111 1.t SEAT or LNVIRONMENTAI

CONSERVATION

MCI MIR( 4 S

NEW YORK SLATE GFOIOGIC AL SURVEY

JANUS R. AI RANI SI

4UNK STATE MAE I 11 DEP I

JOHN 11 I4.1 UV! K

NEW YORK S1 ATE IMILIC SERVICE

COMMISSiON

1 In 0 1 IAAC.

NI YLia., ISI 0, & UNDO ETD

R !BMX]

NORM ( AROL/NA S 1AI/ LEINE

M LIMN RI I 1

NMMEW IOUISIANA UNIVERSITY

NMI RI I I MEN Y

NORIHWESTF.RN UN! WASP Y

.._1t1 MARI) 1 WINO _

NIA I EAR SAFETY RIM ARE 11 ASSOC I %TIM

I II 1/1 1 AÑA ISI ilkAll A



NUCLEAR WASTE CONSURANTS

ADRIAN BROWN

NUS CORP

W C. BEL 'ER

OAR RIDGE ITATIONAl I ARORATORY

;. O. BIOAELKI

AI I EN C. CROFF - • - -

DAVID C KOCHER

T P. LOMENICK

FRANCOIS G. EIrt

ELLEN D. SMITH

SUSAN K WHA

ONR DETACHMENT

DAVID EPP

ONTARIO 1WDRO—CANADA

IC A. CORNELL

ORANGE COUNTY COMMUNIn COLLEGE

LAWRENCE 1! OBRIEN

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC

COOPERATION AND purr WARN I—ERANCI
STEFAN G. CARLYLE

PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORY

DON E. BRACH EY

CHARLIE R. COI

PAUL A. IRDY

HMO N HOOGES

R. IEEE SIRNR

R. L. WESIERMAN

PARSONS BRINCKERHOEF QUADE 8, DOUGLAS

INN

T. R. KOESI

ROME PRIETO

PAKSONT BRINCKERHOFEMIRKIMI

KARCIIYN KI NNIDY

PARSONS)PEDPATH

DAVID C. NOREHCLI I I

KRISHNA MIR D'AS IAVA

(RN A. ST/MIORD

Peat))) HIC

'WITH G. HACKNEY

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

GRUT/F_CK

DELLA M. ROY

\VII LIAM II WHIR

PHYSHOLISCH-TECHNISCHE BUNDESANSTAI 1—

W. GEPMANY

Pk 11.t BREI/NECK'

POTASH CORPORA IION 01- SAM ATCHEWAN -
CANADA

GRAFAII G. SIRATIIDFF

POWER REACTOR AND NUCLEAR FUEL
DEVELOPMENT CORP- ;MAN

R.I. SHLEMON ANI) ASSOCIAIES INT

R. I. JIIIIMot.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE CAMPAIGN

MARVIN RUMMY!

RETSPEC IN(

GARY D. C.11 i AVIAN

IMUI I. GNIRK

RFDCO INC.

WILLIAM I. SIIAfIR 

RHODE 151 61-1 I(:E OF STATE PI ANNING

!;:tUCI VII I)

ROCKWILL HANFORD OPERATIONS

RONAID I. m:Nri

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL ENERGY sYSI1MS

GROUP

I IARRY PI AMMAN

ROGERS & ASSOCIATES ENGINEERING CCIRP

ARMIN A, M11111111 AND

R0BERI E. WILEMS

RoY WESTON INC

t. F. HI NI_

MICHAE1 C0NROY

tiAsSa E. TENS TER
SAM PANNE)

KAREN S JOHN
TAM BENCE A. WIII TE

ILOYCES ELECTRONICS INC
ROYCE EILNNING,SON

-SALT IAKF CITY TRIBUNE'

IIM WOO) r

SAN ;ILAN COUNTY LIBRARY MONTICH 10

SAN JUAN RECORD

ILA CE M ARI IN

SANDIA NATIONAI IMORATORMS

JOY BEMI SEILITII
ROM RT M. CRANWELI
RORER I GOZOWsKI
HIOMAS O. 1 &MIER

R. LAPPIN

I). W. I IN( II -

MALLS I. NEAL

SCT)T'1 SINNOCK

DR. DAVID I OMF0E0

Wi)RGANG MAWERSIL

1lFNULLL WIART

SAVANNA)! RIVER LABORAfORY

C /ROI IANIILN

SI IENCL APPECATIGNS INTERNATIONAL CORP
!.!ARY LOU BROWN
BARRA !LIAI
lywirs H. LI sr TR

101 IS. I . MOSII R

ANTHONY ARAI ER
ER lut,LAS A. OUTIAW
ASICILALI E. MAL III

ROBERT T MIRA

1. WILLI/ m 1110MPSON
M. D. YOLDLI

SHANNON K WILSUN INC

HARAFFY W. PARKIR

SIERRA CLUB
BROOKS MATT It

SICRRA cum—COLORADO OPEN SpACT

MUNCH

ROY YolJNG

SIERRA CLUB LEGAL Du ENSE FUND
II. AN IlloNY RUM I_

SIMECSOL CONSULTING ENGINEERS—FRANCE
MA I II W I I ()Amu

SOUTI I DAKOTA GI LEOGICA1 SURVEY

MI RI )N I. IIPION
SOUIII DAKCITA OFFICE 01 FNERC,Y POLICY

SIIVEN 'NI ()MAN

SO(11IIERN CAI IFORNIA EDISOII CO

1011N AD(SICH

SOLIIIIWIST RESEARCH AND INEORM rION

CENTIR
1)0)1 ILAN/COCK

SPRING CREEK RANCII

DA1.1-ON RED BRANDEIS

SPRINGVILLE CITY I MARY

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
IRWIN FILMSON

STATE UNISERSITY OE NEW YORK Al

CORTLAND

JAMES I. BUGE1

STATE UNIVERSIIY (LE NEW YORK AI STONY
BROOK

S. RLAVLN

STONE & WEBSTER ENGINEERING (URI,

MG (NI C. PORI

1 VERI I M. WASII1R

SWEDISH GEOLOGICAL

LI II CARLSSON

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

,. 1. ROBINS111.1

SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND SOFTWARE
PI FIR 1 AGUS

TAYLOR INTRUMENF
PE R ARRAN(/' R

FECHNICAL INFORMMION PRO C
DONAI I) PAY

TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY

JOHN HANDIN

JAMES F. RUSSRI
TEXAS BUREAU OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

WILLIAM I FISHER

TEXAS DEPT OF HEALTH
DAVID K. IACK[R

TEXAS GOVERNORS OFFICE
ATI VP t RIM IMAN

TEXAS STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WI IL CARUTHERS
TEXAS 1 ECH UNIVERSITY

DAVID PROC I OR

TEXAS WORLD OPERATIONS INC
DAVID 11 f FRY

THE BENHAM GROUP
KLN SLNOUR

TIIE DAILY SENTINFI

IIM SEA I IVAN
IHE EARTH TECHNOLOGY CORP

DAN!! I U. in ISII

I RID A. DONA111 121

1051- I'll G. GIBSON

DAN MI I C IIIOR

JAMES R. MB ER
MA I I WERNER

I L. WII SON

THE RADIOACTIVE EXCHANGE

EDWARD I.. HI LMINSKI

THE SEATTLE TIMES

f I OLIISF SCIICIMACII R

THOMAN ASSOCIATES
C. T. GAYNOR, II

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
AI AN BIECK

U.S. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

GENE NOON!:

LUWARD R. SCHENCK

GREGORY F. 11IAYN

U.S. BUREAU OF MINES

ANTI IONY IANNACCHIONI

U.S. REIRFAU OF RFAILMIATION

KAHN (MOWN

AI. R. IONE7
RIGE 1.1-AC/ I

LLC- ISO N, UGAM

U.S. DEPT OF COMMERCE

PEIER A. RUNA

U.S. DEPT or ENERGY

RICIIARD BIANLY

R. COOPI RS (I IN
NI Al DUNCAN

Ilhl EIORI

AWRI NCI HARMON

I II RI I ORD DOI INIORMA DON 01 IBA

IA DOI INIORMA H(1N ()I II( I

MI( I 0111 N4 PINDI ION it!)
RUM It Ri MAW, ROC MI

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY ALBUQUERQUE

OPERATIONS OFFICE

PUBLIC RI AILING ROOM

U.S. DEP I EA- ENERGY CHICAGO OPERATIONS

OFFICE

BARRI I I IRI IL

PUBI IC RI ANN), ROOM

PUBI IC RI ADING ROOK)

R 11111Y



US, DEPT OF ENERGY—ENGINEERING AND -

LICENSING DIVISION

RALPH All IN

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - IDAHO OPERATI(1NS 

OFFICE

PUBLIC 111 ADING ROOM

PURI IC ITIADI NC ROOM

_ ICS _DEPT OF ENTRITYT NEVADA OPER/JIONS

OFFICE - T 
PUBLIC READING ROOM

U.S. DEP] OF ENERGY - OAK RIDGE

OPERATIONS OFFICE

PUBLIC READINC RODM

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY-0E11GL Of ENERGY

BEL:TARO-I
I RANK J. WORN K

ITS rr OF ENERGY—OM UM

U.S. DEPT Of ENERGY—REGION VIII

SIGRID HIGDON
U.S. DEP 1 OF ENERGY - RICHLAND

01PERADONS OENCE

1'lI131 IC RI AI /INC KOCAI

U.S. uFer Of LNIRGY—SAI 1 REPOSDORY
PRO1ECT OFFICE
RAM IS (AIM II

K. K Wu

U.S, DEPT OF ENERGY SAN FRANCISCO

OPERATIONS OIEICE

PUBI I( RI ADINC BOOM

LI S. DEPT OF FNFRGY - SAVANINAH RIVER

OPERATIONS OFFICE

11)131 IC READING 'MOM

U.S. DEpr DE LABOR
KM IN K. WU

MS. DEP I- OF THE INTERIOR

MA1TIIl11 LUIL51)FAVARCp

I L. LT )11

PALI A. I

U.S. ENVIRONMI NEAL PROD C I ION AGENCY

IAM1 S NIB II ISE I

U.S. INVIRONMENI kl 1'umC.110N AGENCY-
1/ENVER RIC,ION VIII

PIIII !Y1 MR( .

U.S. CE(Il1-)(11( Al SI lItVEY

GE OK( A. I)1\11'101)P

VIRGINIA M AN/MA1

LA WAND W I

1 OW IN /MI DOLR

RAI MOND 1). W A 1 11

I AS. G1,01 0G1( AL SURITY —DI NVI R

M. M1 131 ENNUI 12

11 SS ( I 1 VI I AND

KoRIIII I IIHF.

I REDI RICK I. PAII I I I

11'11 I IAM \ VII SON

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY—RESI ON

I MI NC ( 110U

NI 11 PI UMMIR

DAVID 13. 11 11 WAR 1

NI WI LI 1. I RASK 111
U.S. NUCLEAR RI (CIA I (TRY ( OMMISSION

Itt 11 1 1

NH EN ( N
II ( ORRAE)0
I)( KI 1 ON I R()I (,I NI 1 11

GI (TSUI NI Is RRANC I

A K HIRAI HSI

BANAD N. !MANNA1 1 I

PI 111 11' S. IUS 1 US

1VAI 10M1 R. KI 1 1.1

WII 11AM D. I 11 II

)01 IM1 M(IKINI I Y

I IR( 1 MAI)

DIVAITI) OCONN1 LI

It ROM'. R. !TARRING

IAC013 PUMP

I KELT RICK W. KOSS
R. 101 IN S I ARMI R

101 IN I RA

III AR R. VI RMA

SWAIM I \ VOIR

SENAIE

CARL 1 I VIN

UINTAH COUNTY I MARY

IJNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

I1KAD GOVRIA1

UNITED NITS EAR CORPORATION TECHNICAL

SERVICES INC

( HARILs A. JONES

UNIVERS! 1 k i)U (JUDOS IN ARI 1 I RI.

TIMISCAMINGUE

MICHLL AuurRIIN

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

13. k A 1 AINSON

UNIVERSITY OF AlHERTA—CANADA

f. W SCIIWAR

UNIV[RSITY OT ARIZONA

I AI K ()ARUN

SI %NI 11' IJAVIs

I. IA FARAÍFIt

KIRIICI'IUINKAIOItN

JANOS C MC( RA1

UNIVERSI I Y 01 11 111 1 151 1 COI - CANADA

R. ALI AN !HERB

UNIVERSITY OF CAI If DEM A AT RIVERSIDE

LWIS COI II N

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
GARS' ROBBINS

UNIVERSITY OF 1 OWEI 1

115511-5 R. SI ILET

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
AM1 PI( AN NU( 1 AR SUC1 I I Y

LINIVERSITY OE MASSACHUSETTS

(A ORLI Mt (S11 1

UNIVI 11511 Of MISSOURI AT COI UMPIA

AM1l 1) KII 1111

UNI VERSE! 1 DF MISSOURI Al lith_LA
Al !INAS' H AI III 1VAY

UNIVERSITY or NEVAI)A AT RENO
CY 1VI INT INIC11111.1 ION

UNIVERMIT OF NI W MEXICO
DOL./GIAS G. BROC)KINS

UNIVERSITY OI ROCHEst ER

DAVID LI MORI

UNIVERSITY ()F SOW HIRN MISSISSIPPI

DANII I A. MINIM 1 M1

UNIVERSHY DI F RAS Al AUS I IN
( AR( 11 YN I CONDON

PRIM. II 1 A P. NI I TON
101 IN M. 11 JARS, IT

UNIVERSITY 01 TEXAS AI 5AN ANTONIO
DONAU R. IAVI S

UNIVERSITY OF TOI FDO

DON 111 II R/MAN

UNIVERSITY OF Ul AII

I F1URI IIIWING
S II VI N MAIRNINC,

MARRIO I 1 1 111RAR

jAK11 S A. PITT ARIONI
GARY M SANDQUIS

UNIVERSII Y Of U 1 All RESEARCH INSTITUTE
I IIIRARY

HOWARD I' ROSS

ukomIsay C)F WASHING ION
NI A ROBKIN

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO

CHRIS I ORD/ IAM

I SYKES

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN -MADISON
C.  HAIMSC)N 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN CENTER ,
JANESVILLE

UNIVERSE! Y OE WYOMING

III R HUN IOUN

IISCS NATIONAL CENTER

I 1M ROI ICJ

IITAH DEPT OF HEALTH

LA1I111' P. ANDERSON

UTAH DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES &

ENERGY

MARK I. PAGI

UTAH DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
DAVID LLOYD

UTAH DIVISION OF PARKS /V RECREATION

PARK MANAGI

GORDON W. TOPIIAM
UTAH DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES

BARRY C. SAUNDERS

UTAII ENERGY OFFICE

ROD Mil 1 AR

ISIAH GEOLOCICAI ANI) MINERAL SURVEY

MAGI_ YONLIANI

UTAH 1 11(11 I I EVEL NUCI EAR WASTE OFFICF

RU1T1 ANN S I ORLY

UTAH MULTIPLE USE ADVISORY COUNCIL
JOHN M. GARR

UTAH SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT HEM TH DEPT

ROBERT L. f URI OW

UTAH STATE GEOLOGIC TASK FORCE
DAVID D. 1II.LSON

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

DEPT OF G1-01 OGY

JACK T. NCI

V. RAJARAM, P.E.

V. RALARAM

VERMONI STATF NUCI EAR ADVISORY PANEL

VIRGINIA CAI JAR

VIRGINIA DEPT OF HEALTH

ROEILR G. WI( K1 INI

VIRGINIA POWER COMPANY

B. II WAK1 MAN

WASHINGTON STATF DEP( OF ECO1 °CY
I t [MY 1 IUSSI MAN

WA ITLAB

11013 L. WA I I

WESTFRN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

1E1( IARIT EASY 110

W. (I 1OMAS 1, 1 RAW

WESTLIBT SIA1L COLI I_

1 RID R El( K

WESTINGIIOUSE El KIRI(' COEIP

WIPP PROB CI

WESTON GEOPHYSICAL CORP

( 1 IARI NI SO I IVAN

WESIR ( ()RP INC

K. L) WI YI

14 II I IAMS AND ASSOCIA 1 LS INC

RRY WINI1 R

WISCONSIN STATE ST NA-I I

KIM Prl

WISCONSIN WATFR RI SOUR( I 5 MANAGEMENT.

SA1 I 1' I kl 1 1 II

W()()DWARD C.1 Y DE CONSUL TANIS

II RRY A GRAN 1

RANDAI 1 1 I I NI I 1 I I

ASIIOKI'AIWAKI)IbAN

\ VI SII RN RI ( ,10M1 I 1111J/111Y

YA1 E UNIVI RSITY
BRIAN SKINNI R






